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Woodmen of the World
campers have fun in
the sun at the local
WOW camp.
Page 1B

With the draft coming
up tolight, Kenny
Anderson doesn't care
that some say he's too
frail for the NBA.
Page 2B

MALAYSIA — About 450
native -tribespeOple have set
up two human blockades on
Borneo island to try to prevent logging of tropical forests, news reports and environmentalists said today. Page
2A

Economy shrank at
rate of 2.8 percent
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
economy shrank at an annual rate
of 2.8 percent in the first three
months of the year while U.S. corporations suffered their worst profit
squeeze since the spring of 1989,
the government said today.
Both the decline in the gross
national product, the country's total
output of goods and services, and
the 6.3 percent drop in after-tax
corporate profits were worse than
previously estimated.
While the downward revisions
served to highlight the severity of
the recession as 1991 began, a
growing number of analysts believe
today's GNP report will be the last
one showing the economy in
recession.
Many are forecasting that GNP
growth will be a modest 0.5 percent to 1 percent in the current
April-June quarter.
The economy contracted at an
annual rate of 1.6 percent in -the-October-December quarter,' thus
meeting the classic definition of a
recession as two consecutive qug,
terly declines in the GNP.
The 2.8 percent GNP drop in the
January-March quarter was revised

from a 2.6 percent estimated
decline a month ago.
The big 6.3 percent drop in corporate profits reflected weaker
earnings in a variety of sectors as
American businesses continued to
feel the pinch of the recession. It
followed a 1 percent profit decline
in the fourth quarter and represented the biggest profit plunge
since a 6.9 percent fall in the
spring of 1989.
The government blamed the
weaker GNP showing on an even
bigger drop-off in consumer spending than previously believed and a
larger rate of inventory liquidation
by businesses.
Analysts said the bigger drawdown of inventories could turn out
to be a positive factor for the second quarter as businesses, seeing
signs of a pickup in demand, move
more quickly to increase
production.
- --However, many forecasters are
cautioning that the upcoming
recovery could be the weakest in
history.
The pessimists contend that a

Paramedic Capt. A.R. Trenholm, left, and Calloway County Fire and Rescue personnel Scott Haywood,
Harold Fancher, Jeff Mathis and an unidentified firefighter administered oxygen and first aid to Roger
Parrish, who suffered heat exhaustion and smoke inhalation during a trailer fire on Hwy. 1346 near Aurora Tuesday afternoon. (Details, page 21.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Yugoslavian troops at border of'independent' republics
By TONY SMITH
Croation and Slovenian
lawmakers voted Tuesday for
independence lrom Yugoslavia.

FRANKFORT — State
Democratic Chairman Dr.
Grady Stumbo says he sees
no reason to refund a
$45,000 contribution from
Martha Wilkinson's gubernatorial campaign to the state
party. Page 4A

ST. LOUIS — Maybe St.
Louis Cardinals manager Joe
Torre shoUld cancel batting
practice more often.

WASHINGTON — Orders
for "big-ticket" manufactured goods posted a 3.8 percent gain in May, the biggest
in over a year, the government said in one of three
reports suggestifig a modestly
ipproving economy.

Wednesday, mostly sunny,
hot and humid. Highs 90 to
95. Light south wind. Wednesday night, mostly clear
with lows 70 to 75. Thursday, partly sunny, hot and
humid. Highs in the low 90s.

KENTUCKY LAKE
359.9,• +0.1 below 303.2,
+1.5
L&KE BARKLEY
359.6,7'6.3 below 311.9, +8.6
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Associated Press Writer

LJUBLJANA, Yugoslavia — The federal government today ordered its
police to take control of Slovenia's border crossings after the republic and
neighboring Croatia declared independence.
Both the federal army in Slovenia and the republic's rival territorial
defense forces were put on high states of combat readiness, officials said.
The federal government issued a statement that called for continued
efforts to reach a "democratic agreement" on Yugoslavia's future. The
two secessionist republics have not ruled out accommodation if Serbia
drops its opposition to a looser Yugoslav federation.
But there was no sign of compromise today, and the government statement said it had "issued orders designed to ensure the normal functioning
of the Yugoslav state and to secure its external and internal borders."
The rival forces in Slovenia nearly clashed, according to reports. But
Slovenian Premier Lojze Peterle told reporters that "for the time being
nothing unusual is happening at our borders."
"If force is used against Slovenia, Slovenia will respond," he said.
Slovenian flags were flying at the border posts and signs declaring the
Republic of Slovenia had replaced the Yugoslav ones, he said.
The federal army moved into the Croatian town of Glina, 30 miles

Murray-Calloway Hospital goes smoke-free July 1
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, along with seven other Purchase Area hospitals, will be a
smoke-free facility as of July 1,
1991.
Smoking will not be allowed
inside the hospital or Medical Arts
Building by patients, employees,
physicians, volunteers, visitors or
other guests. The only smokingdesignated area at MCCH will be
outside the building on the hospital
terrace, located on the north wing
of the second floor.
"We are trying to be sensitive to
the needs of all individuals and
provide a safe environment for
practicing healthcare," said Stuart
Poston, MCCH administrator. "We
have an obligation to promote good
health among our staff and the people we serve. Out of concern for
everyone's health, we're asking
everyone to respect our smoke-free

policy while in our facility."
The smoke-free policy was
adopted by the MCCH medical
staff and the hospital's Board of
Commissioners earlier this year.
The policy of MCCH and other
area hospitals evolved over eight
months, with the help of a task
force representing each hospital.
Similar smoke-free policies have
also been adopted at Charter, Lourdes and Western Baptist in Paducah, and community hospitals in
Benton, Fulton, Mayfield and Paris, Tenn. In addition, Crittenden
County Hospital in Marion has
adopted a similar policy and hospitals in Martin, Tenn., Madisonville,
Ky. and Massac County, Ill. will
go smoke-free in July.
At MCCH, the only people permitted to smoke in the hospital will
be terminally-ill patients who are
in private rooms. Such patients

Reg'Ir office hours are 8
a.m.4 Tn. Monday through
a.m.-noon Saturday.
Fri,!'

must have a written order for
tobacco use from their physician
and be assisted by an adult nonemployee.
Other patients, employees and
visitors who have a difficult time
meeting the new guidelines can
receive special counseling and
"rescue kits" provided by MCCH.
The kits will include items such as
sugar-free candy and gum, and
helpful information on giving up
smoking.
Fresh Start smoking cessation
classes, designed by the American
Cancer Society and administered
through the MCCH Health Promo:
Lions department, are being offered
regularly.
Also, a support group has been
organized for those who have
kicked the habit or have recently
quit and need encouragement. For
more information, call Health

SAUNDRA'EDWARDS
"I think people using the park
need to be receptive to those trying
to raise funds. If there's any way
we can supply (our) services to
make up for the cuts, we as users
should be . willing to do what we
can."

"I hate to have services cut.
We're always cutting back on services we've got that are fun."

Volcanoes still
causing concern
in Japan and
the Philippines

Promotions director Kathie Pierce
at 762-1384.
Banning smoking in public
places is becoming more common.
It's a policy that 87 percent of
Americans support, according to a
MANILA, Philippines (Al')
1987 SRI Gallup survey. A grow— Mount Pinatubo shook and
ing number of workplaces are takspewed ash across a wide area
ing a stand concerning smoking. - today, forcing President Corawhich has been called "the chief
zon Aquino to call off a visit to
avoidable cause of death in our
a volcano-devastated town.
society" by former Surgeon GenerA cloud of ash and steam shot
al C. Everett Koop.
6.2 miles high and drifted over
Many hospitals across the nation
the eastern and western slopes
will be smoke-free by Jan. 1, 1992
of the volcano, the Philippine
in order to maintain their accreditaInstitute of Vulcanology and
tion by the Joint Commission on
Seismology said.
Accreditation of Healthcare OrgaThe death toll from nearly
nizations (JCAHO), a national
three weeks of eruptions rose to
agency. MCCH has been accredited
338 as reports from remote
by JCAHO for over 30 years.
areas continued to filter back to
MCCH cited the following statisthe capital. Strong rains predicted near Clark Air Base and
other areas along the eastern
slopes of the volcano raise fears
of landslides.
In Japan, meanwhile, Mount
Unzen continued to spew fiery
ash, gas and rocks as the death
toll from an earlier eruption rose
to 41. Since the June 3 eruption,
about 10,000 people have been
evacuated from communities at
the foot of the 4,480-foot volcano 600 miles southwest of
Tokyo.
At Mount Pinatubo, seismic
activity has been gradually
declining since eruptions reached a high point June 15, but two
moderate tremors and numerous
small quakes rocked the volcano
early today.
Meanwhile, residents of the
northern Babuyan islands, off
the northern coast of Luzon
about 300 miles north of Manila, were advised to prepare for
possible evacuation because of
fears of renewed activity by four
active volcanoes.
The four are among 21 active
volcanoes in the Philippines and
"I think they should look more f "Maybe they should send out
all have erupted at least once
places for fundraising, but I have something in the mail asking for
since the 19th century. Resino idea where."
dents reported signs of volcanic
support like everyone else does."
activity including earth tremors,
steam rising and fish dying from
overheated ocean waters.

What is the solution to the park's budget problems?
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 =between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.

south of the republic's capital, Zagreb, Croatian radio and officials
reported, after ethnic violence between Croats and minority Serbs today
killed two people and wounded at least four.
In its statement, the federal government of Premier Ante Markovic
rejected Tuesday's declarations of secession by the two wealthiest republics of a country long troubled by ethnic disputes.
The statement did not threaten the use of violence. But the federal parliament in Belgrade appealed to the army "to undertake measures to prevent the division of Yugoslavia and changes in its borders."
Parliament normally has no control over the army. But the federal collective presidency, the formal supreme commander of the armed forces.
has been paralyzed for more than two months by feuding among the
republics.
France Bucar, president of Slovenia's parliament, said the appeal for
military intervention "called for no special reaction from Slovenia,"
which in declaring itself independent did not move to eject the federal
army.
"It is a neurotic, irrational reaction that was expected and it shows a
complete lack of strategy," Bucar told a news conference. "It shows the
situation is beyond their control."
Neither Slovenia nor Croatia, which together account for a third of
Yugoslavia's 24 million people, plan any major immediate changes.
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MALAYSIA
KUALA LUMPUR — About 450 native
tribespeople have set up two human
blockades on Borneo island to try to pre
vent logging of tropical forests, news
reports and environmentalists said today
The protesters, who set up the blockades
last week, are from the Penan and Kelabit tribes, the New Straits Times news
paper quoted an official as saying Similar blockades have been staged by the
Penans and Kelabits over the past few
years Many have been arrested and
charged in court, but generally they are
warned and released The newspaper
report quoted the chairman of the
Cabinet's committee on Penan affairs,
Abang Johari Abang Openg, as saying
the blockades were at Long Nape and Ba
Ajeng about 820 miles southeast of Kuala Lumpur in Sarawak state The news
paper said 23 protesters had been
arrested, but did not say what had happened to them Environmental groups
said they had no details, but said they
knew some of the protesters had been
arrested and charged
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Linda Lester CPA, sem from left, was honored at a Business After Hours at the Murray-Callowas
Counts Chamber of Co merce. The esent was sponsored by Lester's employer Don Oserbey tat far
right), Office Extras President Jean Fleming tat far left) and the Murray-Calloway County chapter of
Professional Secretaries International (PSI), represented by Past President Shirley Reamer (second from
right). Lester was elected in Mas as president of the Kentucky Disision of PSI and has worked for (her Staff photo by Mark Cooper
bey for 14 sears.
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Economy shrank at rate...
UNDERWOOD,
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APPLIANCE
Village Shopping
Center
Hwy. 641 N.
759-1505

Read the want ads

(Cont'd from page 11
large overhang of personal debt
will hold consumer spending back
while instability in the banking
sector and continued weakness in
commercial real estate will also
depress economic activity.
An inflation index tied to the
GNP and reflecting prices paid
domestically rose at an annual rate
of 3.7 percent in the first quarter.
down significantly from a 6.3 percent jump in the fourth quarter.
The big improvement reflected
lower energy prices.

-

Many economists have been
revising upward their forecasts for
second quarter growth, based on
recent reports showing that retail
sales are up, industrial output has
begun increasing after a string of
declines and businesses added jobs
in May for the first time in-nearly a
year.
The government said Tuesday
that orders for "big ticket" durable
goods posted the biggest gain in
more than a year, a jump hailed by
the Bush administration as fresh
evidence that the country's economic slide was ending.

"We arc slowly climbing out of
this," presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said.
The government will not provide
its first look at GNP growth in the
April-June quarter for another
month, but economists were awaiting Thursday's report on consumer
spending for May for an important
clue on the economy's direction.
If the consumer spending report
shows a May increase it would provide a strong signal that the recovery has begun in a sector that
accounts for two-thirds of the total
GNP activity.

Murray-Calloway•••
College comes to you through KET
telecourses. Registration is under
way at Murray State University and
Paducah Community College for
the following undergraduate level
telecourses:
The American Adventure
The Business File
Discovering Psychology
Marketing (Murray on/,
Personal Finance & Money
Management (Paducah only)
The Sociological Imagination
For more information and a free fall
semester telecourse booklet, call

toll-free:

(800)432-0970

(Cont'd from page 1)
tics in support of the new policy:
*The American Heart Association
estimated earlier this year that
53.000 nonsmokers die yearly in
this country of illnesses caused by
inhaling passive smoke;
'About 350,000 Americans die
yearly from the effects of smoking.
Cancers of the lungs. mouth,
pharynx, larynx, esophagus, pancreas, cervix and bladder have been
linked to smoking.
*People who smoke die of strokes

three times as often as nonsmoker
*People who smoke have twice the
risk of dying of heart attacks.
The joint effort between MCCH
and other area hospitals marks the
first cooperative effort of this magnitude involving Purchase Area
hospitals. They have shared staff
education and have adopted a public relations theme, "Breath Easy."
The theme will be used in brochures and newsletters throughout
their buildings to focus on smoke.
not smokers.

Kentucky unemployment rate
dropped due to warm weather
The U.S. Department of Labor
estimated there were 1,664,900
Kentuckians working in May, up
year in May prompted by the open- 18,300 from April and 300 more
ing of warm-weather jobs, the than May 1990.
The civilian labor force is comCabinet for Human Resokes
posed of non-military workers and
reported Tuesday.
unemployed Kentuckians who are
The May rate of 6.9 percent was actively seeking work. It does not
a drop from April's rate of 7.3 per- include the unemployed who have
cent and the lowest since Decem- not looked for a job in four weeks.
ber 1990 when it was 5.5 percent.
Agriculture employment
The state rate in May 1990 was 5.8 increases led the way with trade
employment and the services
percent. The national unemployment rate in May was 6.6 percent. industry also higher.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's unemployment rate
dropped to its lowest point of the

MUEREMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
announces the addition of

Group Therapy for Adult Children of Alcoholics
and Other Dysfunctional Families
Dr. J. Michael Elliott
Group Facilitator
For More Information Please Call

753-2757
•

ALEXANDRA — Hundreds of black students who planned to leave their dilapidated township school and occupy an
empty white school were forced to give
up the protest today when police
intervened "We had been thinking the
last pillars of apartheid had tumbled
Today we have been proved wrong
Apartheid is alive and kicking," Amon
Msane of the National Education Coordinating Committee told reporters standing
in the sewage filled gutter outside Alexandra's Eastbank High School Protest
organizers said they would continue
efforts to move black children out of
crowded, rundown schools into the
numerous white schools that have been
closed because of a decline in the number of school age children among the
white minority

used to try to produce weapons-grade
uranium at an underground plant in the
mountains north of Baghdad. The New
York Times reported today An Iraqi
detector told U S officials about the site
near the northern city of Mosul and Intel
ligence officials in Washington said they
have corroborated the defector's claims,
the newspaper said U N officials said
the same defector, a nuclear scientist
provided them with information last week
that Iraq tried to mislead the United
Nations about the amount of material it
possesses for making nuclear weapons
The power supply units were shipped to
Iran by Hipotronics Inc of Brewster, N Y
in 1989, said Stephen Peschel company
president Peschel said Iraq's Industry
Ministry indicated it wanted the units to
power generators used for welding and
steel-cutting He said the transaction was
approved by the US Commerce Depart
ment "At that time, the U S administra
lion loved Iraq, and there was no problem," Peschel said From 1985 until Aug
2, 1990, the day Kuwait was invaded, the
Commerce Department approved the
export to Iraq of $1 5 billion in equipment
with both civilian and military uses Of
that, $500 million worth was actually
delivered A draft report by the House
Government Operations Committee has
concluded that Iraq was able to use the
items to bolster its weapons production
The report said the current system of
export controls needs to be overhauled
to prevent something like that from hap
pening again

CAMBODIA
PATTAYA, Thailand — Cambodia's warring factions ended peace talks today
after making some progress toward
reconciliation but failing to agree on how
pledges for a truce and halt in foreign
arms should be monitored Resistance
leader Prince Norodom Sihanouk told a
closing news conference he could not get
the factions to implement a U N Security
Council peace plan for Cambodia, which
has been beset by war and bloody revolution for 20 years Without UN monitoring of the truce and halt in arms, the possibility of more broken pledges and fighting looms, said diplomats observing the
talks In a final joint communique„ the
Cambodians said the issue would be
taken up at future talks That will be in
August in Bangkok, Sihanouk said

IRELAND

LONDON, England-- A family railed 15
years ago for allegedly running an Irish
Republican Army bomb factory was
cleared today by the Court of Appeal, the
latest in a series of IRA-related convictions overturned in British courts Three
appeals judges threw out the convictions
on explosives-possession charges of the
six members of the Maguire family and a
seventh man, one of the judges
announced at the start of a lengthy judgment One of the so-called Maguire
Seven died in prison The others, including Anne Maguire, her husband and two
sons, were released in the 1980s after
serving prison terms varying from four to
14 years A public inquiry last year
recommended overturning the 1976 convictions of Mrs Maguire, 54, her husband
Patrick, 57, sons Patrick. 30, and Vincent. 32, her brother Shaun Smyth, 52,
another relative, Giuseppe Conlon, and a
family friend, Patrick O'Neill, 49 Conlon
died in prison Prosecutors had conceded
the convictions, based primarily on scientific evidence, were incorrect but only the
Appeal Court, the nation's second highest, could reverse the convictions
The Maguires were convicted on the
basis of tests — later shown to be inaccurate — that detected the explosive nitroglycerine on their hands The clearing
of the family followed two other successful appeals by Irish men jailed in Britain
who had declared their innocence for
years

IRAQ

investigators say they
BAGHUAD —"IJ
have identified se ral suspected nuclear
sites in Iraq in ad 0*n to the two dozen
the Baghdad government has disclosed
Western diplomats, meanwhile, say Iraq
has denied the investigators access to a
secret base where nuclear materials may
have been taken In compliance with
terms of the agreement ending the Persian Gulf War, Iraq informed the International Atomic Energy Agency that it had
24 nuclear facilities But U N experts
identified one additional site in May and
have found "several more" since, said
David Kay, deputy leader of an IAEA
team lorking with the United Nations to
investfgate Iraqi weapons Under the
U N cease-fire resolution April 3, Iraq
agreed to allow the United Nations to
supervise destruction of any chemical
and biological weapons, short-range ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons.
grade materials The investigation by
Kay's team will not be finished for several
months, Kay said The team's report
could damage Iraq's eflorts to persuade
the U N Security Council to lift an economic blockade if it proves Iraq has withheld information on its unconventional
weapons facilities
.An American company provided Iraq
with nine power supply units that were

•1=
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GERMANY
STUTTGART — Josef Schwammberger
a labor camp commander in Nazi
occupied Poland accused in more than
3 000 murders, went on trial today in the
first such war crimes proceeding in uni
lied Germany_ The 79-year-old Schwammberger is charged with murdering or
helping to murder 3,377 people, 50 by
his own hand Most of the victims were
Jews He is also accused of sending
thousands of Polish Jews to Auschwitz
Schwammberger, who hid for 40 years in
Argentina, had been on the most-wanted
war criminals list of lamed Nazi hunter
Simon Wiesenthal, who attended the
opening session today If convicted,
Schwammberger could be sentenced to
life in prison During the war. the Nazi SS
lieutenant commanded slave labor camps
at several locations, including Przemysl
and Mielec, where thousands of inmates,
mostly Jews. were interned and died

ALGERIA
ALGIERS — Tanks took up positions
around key ministries and in troubled
neighborhoods in the Algerian capital
after clashes between police and Muslim
fundamentalists left at least one person
dead and 12 wounded The government
t
dwaoyrsto
astiton on Tuesday
teer nte
deth
dd n
keexeppr easslie
unrest,
since the government of President Chadli
Bendjedid proclaimed a state of
emergency on June 5 The emergency
declaration followed nearly two weeks of
fundamentalist protests in which at least
18 people were killed In imposing the
emergency, Benjedid also postponed
what would have been the country's first
multiparty parliamentary elections, originally scheduled for June 27, until years
end He also agreed to opposition
demands for early presidential elections

3

BRAZIL
BRASILIA — Brazil on Tuesday
announced that it will allow foreign institutions to cancel chunks of the country's
staggering foreign debt in exchange for
commitment to save pieces of the Amazon rain forest Officials hope the socalled debt-for-nature swaps will help
Brazil reduce its $123 billion foreign debt
while protecting its vast wilderness,
including the Amazon rain forest Economy Ministry spokesman Pedro Luis
Rodrigues said foreign institutions wanting to invest in environmental programs
would be able to buy Brazilian debt at a
discount of 25 percent The trades will be
limited to $100 million a year

Trailer fires keep
CCFR firemen
busy Tuesday

11

a

The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad responded to a trailer fire at 1:51 p.m. Tuesday,
according to reports.
The trailer, owned by Roger Parrish, was located at the intersection
of Kentucky 94 and 1346 and was
engulfed in flames upon arrival,
according to information officer
Mike Sykes.
The trailer, an adjoining trailer
and a shed were a total loss, Sykes
said.
Parrish also suffered smoke
inhalation and heat exhaustion during the fire, Sykes said.
Cause of the fire is unknown and
is still under investigation, Sykes
said.
Units also responded to another
trailer fire around 6:07 p.m. in Harris Grove on the State Line Road
near Crossland, Sykes said.
The trailer, occupied by Ricky
Spann, suffered major fire damage
to the interior of the trailer, Sykes
said.
Cause of the fire, which was

Sale prIce etle-chve through
Saturday June 29
Percentage oft regular

Hughes
Medical
Offices
Family Practice
Robert C. Hughei, M.D.
Pediatrics
Joyce F. Hughes, M.D.

Announcing New Hours
Beginning July 1, 1991
Office hours will include Thursdays

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Monday through Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Shall

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
0-3-0.(zero, three, zero)

NEW SALON HOURS:

991

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
US
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
m
No Appointment Necessary
JCPenney Company
Or Call 759-9811

reported by a driver passing by, is
still under investigation, Sykes
said.
The CCFR was assisted by the
Hazel Fire Department, Sykes said.

rincigly wiggly

(502)759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122
Suite 204E / Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street / Murray, Kentucky 42071
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DANIEL T.PARKER
Managing Editor

TED DELANEY
General Manager
'Where there is ito vision, the people perish.'
PUBLFSIIED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

Letters to the editor

Writer troubled by park situation
Dear Editor:
I watched with sadness a couple years ago, the removal of the Fairground Rides at Noble Park in Paducah. Being parents of four children,
my wife and I enjoyed taking the kids there a few times per summer to
enjoy ourselves in what was obviou,sly a community-loved park. Murray's
City Park doesn't have the same rides, but what will come of it now that
the Park Board has been forced to cut services to meet a $20,000 budget
deficit? There are several things about this situation that trouble me.
I. How can a $20,000 budget deficit be "discovered" as was reported in
the front-page article in last Wednesday's paper? I can't imagine this suddenly being "discovered." It seems that at worst, someone could have
seen it vaguely on the horizon ... but "discovered"?! Please, someone
explain this ... it was not explained at all in the newspaper article. We, the
public, need to seen an accounting of "public funds."
2. I commend the Park Board for taking immediate action to correct the
problem, spreading the off-setting budget cuts around to several parksponsored programs. But someone is going to come across as the Grinch
Who Stole Christmas with the planned cancellation of Christmas in the
Park this year. Come December 15 or so, I may have my kids come calling at the County Judge Executive's or Mayor's office. I sure won't have
a good explanation ... maybe our elected officials will. My kids have
come to expect and relish the trips through the City Park ... heater on full
force, all the windows down ... we do this four or five times during the
Christmas season. Anybody got a good reason for cancelling it, other than
"budgetary considerations required it?"
3. The pool closing at 6 p.m. instead of 8 p.m. is intolerable not to
mention shutting it down in mid-August instead of Labor Day. What
about the people who bought a season pass with the understanding that it
would be open until 8 p.m. through Labor Day? Is the Park Board going
to offer some sort of refund to those people? The money aside, my family
uses the pool most often between the hours of 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. after I
get off work ... so much for that idea. Why not open the pool one hour
later and close it one hour earlier, instead of closing two hours earlier, as
has been proposed. The same two-hour savings would be realized, and
those of us who want to use the pool after work can do so. Didn't anybody think of this? I know there are other people that use the pool after 6
p.m.... I see them there. I'm not the only one. Can the Park Board review
its decision on this. While you're at it, think up a good answer for when
you are asked for a refund from the people who bought a season pass.
4. Why can't the County Judge Executive and the Mayor get together
on this? Folks, we're talking about our Park. It's one of our most important resources ... and one of the things in which we can all take pride. I
would gladly sit down with both of them to hear their versions of why
this is happening. If they have a solution, I'd like to hear it. We can't just
let this thing pass without some accountability from those who matter.
5. I encourage the Ledger & Times to pursue this. There is much that is
unanswered here, and our local news media is the channel for these
answers, if they come. Please keep us posted.
As you can see, I am upset. I hope there are others who feel as 1 and
are willing to tell someone ... either through this column in the paper, or
directly with the County Judge Executive, the Mayor, or the Park Board.
Thanks for this opportunity to express my feelings.
Mark Reinhardt
1617 Miller, Murray

'Desert Storm' poem submitted
Dear Editor:
As we celebrate the 4th of July, by honoring our troops who just fought
in "Desert Storm", I'd like to submit this poem, for your column.
All the incidence in this poem actually happened. The sand storm happened to my neighbor's brother. The saving of the prisoners happened to
a friend's son. The poison gas and the smoke from the oil wells was discussed on CNN.
I believe God used the wind and rain to fight on our side in "Desert
Storm". I also think He has not been given enough credit.
Everyone, including the troops in the field, thought the casualitites
would be high. That they weren't is nothing short of a miracle.
GIVE GOD THE GLORY
When we went to war with a mad man
Protesters marched in L.A.
They burned the flag and police cars
Crime just carried the day
But a different Spirit was sweeping our nation
Christians united in prayer
Each time they met to worship
They prayed, 'God, protect them there"
Others stood up and said, "This is madness
Don't burn our country's flag
Support our troops while they need it
Hold the BANNER, don't let it sag"
Our troops accepted "Jesus" by the thousands
To be ready if they were to meet God
The casualities could be astronomical
And many could be placed 'neath the sod
Then the twenty one tanks raced forward
The first to enter Iraq
The army of "right" were behind them
There could be no turning back
Hundreds of tanks raced to meet them
They felt so exposed and small
God sent a sandstorm to hide them
It had to a miracle, that's all
In later battles the miracles continued
As night vision "saw" through the smoke
The Iraqi were blind and discouraged
Their wills were fast being broke
Poison gas was found made ready
limited, had been left behind
It wouldn't work in a downpour
God sent the rain, on time
Iraqi surrendered by the thousands
Laying their weapons down
Then their own tanks fired upon them
They fell bleeding, on the wet ground
We can't fight to protect these prisoners
We must fight for our own
We have loved ones waiting for us
We want to go back home
But courage must triumph over cowardice
And right over evil Must win
Fear will be put off limit later
When the prisoners are .)safe, once again
So the decision was made to show mercy
No matter what it would cost
The miracle was seen in reflection
Not one of our own had been lost
The prisoners who were sped back to safety
Alive against all the odds
Kissed the feet of the captors
‘ thanks, as if they were gods
Giving
But it s our "God" who made good on his promise
When his people sought Him in prayer
He answered with miracle after miracle
He fought with our troops over there

Wilma Jean Sanders
Rt. 1, Box 248, Murray
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Don't bother U.S. with Kuwait trials
WASHINGTON — Members of
the Senate went round and round
this week and came out nowhere in
the matter of women in military
combat. On this touchy issue,
nowhere is not a bad place to
stand.
The question is, should women
in the armed forces be permitted to
serve in circumstances of mortal
danger? The services themselves
are divided. At Tuesday's crowded
session of the Senate Armed Services Committee, the Navy said
yes, but; the Air Force said yes,
maybe; the Army and the Marine
Corps said flat-out no.
The immediate question has to
do with Title V of the 1992
Defense Authorization Act. As the
bill passed the House, it contained
Section 512, authorizing (but not
requiring) the Navy and Air Force
to assign women pilots to combat
missions. The section effectively
repeals a statutory ban on such
assignments.
Curiously, Section 512 provoked
no comments at all when the bill
sailed through the House last
month. No amendments were
offered either to strike the provision or to expand it: In committee,
even the courtly Sonny Montgomery of Mississippi agreed to the
repeal. Rep. Les Aspin of Wisconsin, chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, supports 512,
but he is not supporting it loudly.
This is the present situation.

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
Slightly more than 223,000 women
now serve in the armed forces.
They represent II percent of the
total personnel. Through a combination of law, regulation and custom, women are now prohibited
from serving in combat. They are
eligible for almost every other
assignment. They drive trucks, type
forms, cook meals, perform
surgery, repair engines, command
supply units, fly cargo planes, and
so on.
In the Panamanian action,
women functioned as military
police in areas where bullets were
still flying. In the recent war in the
Persian Gulf, 35,000 female troops
performed supubly. Fourteen
women died of various non-combat
causes; two were briefly taken
prisoner.
These are among the arguments
in favor of combat assignments:
We live in an age of legal equality,
in which discrimination on account
of sex is generally prohibited.
Women may not be able to perform
certain physical tasks in ground

warfare, but they are perfectly capable of handling virtually every
assignment at sea or in the air. To
deny women officers combat
experience is to chill their prospects of promotion.
Arguments against combat missions were summed up before the
committee by retired Marine Gen.
Robert H. Barrow: "Combat is
finding and closing with or capturing the enemy. It's uncivilized, and
women can't do it." It is further
objected that women in combat
units would arouse in their male
companions either chivalry or lust,
and in either event would diminish
the effectiveness of a military unit.
For my own part, I am as ambivalent as the pending bill itself.
Almost unnotice in the measure is
another provision in Title V. Section 502 deals with females both in
the reserves and on active duty.
Reservists who are mothers of
children under the age of 6 months
may not be called to active duty
without their consent. Similarly
situated women on active duty may

not be reassigned without their
consent, if reassignment would
separate mother and infant.
Plainly, Section 502 reflects the
double standard — the stereotyping, if you will — that is deeply
engrained in our culture. Otherwise
fathers would be equally priviliged.
My own surmise is that the vast
majority of women in the armed
forces are pretty well satisfied with
things as they are. Women officers
may chafe at lost opportunities, but
in the enlisted ranks the enthusiasm
'for bided and tuts- is something
less than overwhelming.
Before voting on the authorization bill, senators will want to look
to the future. At present, military
service is entirely voluntary, but at
some point the draft may have to
be revived. Are all women between
18 and 35 then to be subject to
compulsory service? Let us think
that one over.
It seems to me that a middle
ground may provide a not intolerable answer. I would not permit
women to serve in ground operations that presented a serious risk
of death or mutilation. This may
reflect typical chauvinism, but so
be it. Otherwise I would search for
opportunities to expand the voluntary role of women throughout the
armed services. Women can perform a thousand tasks of skill and
intellect. It truly is not necessary to
teach them the bloody uses of a
bayonet.

Women in combat? Yes and no
An angry young woman of
Arab ancestry asked why the
American press, the public and-thegovernment are generally indifferent to the assembly-line justice
being dispensed in Kuwait.
"Is that why we fought a war,"
she said, "so they could sentence
people to death or prison without
giving them a chance to defend
themselves? Doesn't anyone care?"
"Oh really? Were they truly
To answer her first question, the
guilty?"
we
why
isn't
answer is no, that
"Nobody knows, since they
fought the war. We fought the war
given an opportunity to
aren't
for economic and political reasons,
evidence or even see the
the
refute
freedemocracy,
a
establish
not to
to confront' their accusevidence,
dom,justice, or to create a taste for
witnesses, or have
question
to
ers,
Kuwait.
baseball and apple pie in
a lawyer defend them."
As for her second question, the
"But they must have done someanswer also is no. Most people
wrong."
thing
the
about
hoot
really don't give a
"Maybe. But in some cases, they
brand of justice being dished out
might have been faced with the
by a Kuwait kangaroo court.
choice of working for the Iraqi
good-hearted
few
a
maybe
Oh,
invaders or dying; so now they are
souls who worry about injustice
being sentenced to die because they
the
here, there and everywhere in
are guilty of not havingg wanted
world are fretting about some guy
Iraqis to make them die. It's the
the
getting 15 years for wearing a Sadstory of being caught between a
old
sentences
dam T-shirt. Or death
and a hard place."
rock
being dropped on people who don't
why doesn't our govern"Then
get to see their accusers or even
about it? After
something
do
ment
lawyers.
talk to
from Saddam.
Kuwait
freed
we
all,
But take a stool at any bar or
do is not
can
Kuwait
least
The
what
diner in America and listen to
no better
acting
by
us
embarrass
people are talking about. Do you
occupiers."
former
their
than
hear anyone saying:
"Yes, so why don't we all write
"Hmmm, I see that eight more
phone the White House and
or
people were given death sentences
that President Bush speak
demand
in Kuwait on charges that they colthe emir about fairness
to
sternly
invaders."
Iraqi
the
laborated with

and justice?"
Do you hear people talking about
that? Nah. As I explained to the
young Arab-American woman, it's
old news. The war is over. We
won. The parades are still being
held. We have purged ourselves of
the Vietnam guilt syndrome. We
are in a feel-good mode.
Besides, it really isn't any of our
business if innocent people are
being railroaded to prison or the
gallows in Kuwait. We didn't fight
for the right of some mope in
Kuwait to have a a free trial. We
fought to keep the oil wells pumping and to assure that American
investors in that part of the world
wouldn't have their business goals
disrupted by Saddam Hussein.
And there is nothing new about
this. Only a wide-eyed innocent
expects this country's leaders to do
anything more than make clucking
sounds when other governments
treat people harshly.
We fought a long, bloody war in
Korea. And after that war ended in
authoritaa draw, a series of harsh,
,

rian bullies took turns running
South Korea. They jailed, tortured
and killed political dissidents, had
secret police snooping out troublemakers and used the military to
crack the heads of uppity students.
What did we do? They were our
pals. So we did business.
The Chinese government makes
Kuwait's rulers look .like a bunch
of pansies. At least reporters can
watch Kuwait's judges railroad
people. In China, they eliminate
troublemakers and maybe they
announce it and maybe they don't.
So what do we do? They are consumers and potential customers. So
we do business.
When the late Shah of Iran was
using his secret police and kangaroo courts to murder political opponents, did we tell him he had to
knock it off or we would stop
being his friend? Of course not.
We would have sounded foolish,
since we put him in power in the
first place.; and our CIA taught his
secret police how best to pluck the
toenails out of a troublemaker's
foot. We did business.
So there is no reason for us to
intrude on Kuwait's system of
injustice. Besides, the great emir
wouldn't pay attention to our protests anyway. Guys who have gold
toilet seats tend to be a haughty lot.
The best thing to do is ignore it
and go with the flow. So when's
the next victory parade?

Capitol Ideas

Will state Republicans blow it again?
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
An AP Nowa Analysis

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky Republicans talk a good game, but
when it comes time to put up or shut up, they usually just keep chattering.
So it is that every four years, the GOP has had to scramble to find
candidates to fill their slate of minor statewide offices. Often, the people
they have found have not been altogether credible.
This year, however, the Republicans not only found a full field, but had
primaries for almost every office. It remains to be seen whether it3e party
will support their nominees now that they have been chosen.
It has not always been so.
Eight years ago, Gene Stuart, a respected state senator from Prospect in
Jefferson County, answered the call from a desperate party to run for
lieutenant governor. The job was virtually guaranteed to be that of a sacrificial lamb, running against Democratic Attorney General Steve Beshear.
Nevertheless, Stuart was the .good GOP soldier, adding a measure of
respectability to the ticket along with gubernatorial nominee Jim Bunning,
now a U.S. congressman.
But one event during the campaign showed the.true nature of the Republican Party.
Then-President Ronald Reagan ventured to Kentucky for a $1,000 per
person fund raiser on behalf of the state party. Stuart was not allowed to
attend because he did not cough up the money.
Reports of the slight were an embarrassment to the party, except many
Republicans didn't have the good sense to realize it and defended the
action.
This year, there will be a real test of the seriousness of Kentucky Republicans in seeking statewide office. In the past, the party has concentrated
solely on the top of the ticket, leaving lesser candidates to fend for
themselves.
This year, there are extraordinary opportunities for other statewide candidates, perhaps even better than the chances for gubernatorial nominee
Larry Hopkins.
Take the case of Tom Handy, the Republican nominee for attorney
general.
Handy, the commonwealth's attorney in Laurel County, was unopposed
for the GOP nomination, but began running a nominal statewide campaign
before May 28 to begin to get his name out.
The Democrats had a primary, though it was sort of unexpected. Chris

Gorman, a Jefferson County commissioner, supposedly had the nomination wrapped up. He spent a lot of time and money but wound up winning
by barely 1,400 votes over Richmond attorney John Lackey, who spent
virtually no money and hand-wrote his official statements.
The difficulty Gorman had with Lackey proves his vulnerability, and it
will be up to Republicans, not just Handy, to take advantage of it.
But perhaps the biggest GOP opening is in the race for state treasurer.
Democrats nominated Frances Jones Mills, a relic of the days of merrygo-round officeholders. Most people thought she had gone away when she
was defeated in 1987. But Mills used her name in a big field to win about
21 percent of the vote, hardly a mandate.
Republicans have -nominated Don Bell, who could use his background
as a retired Secret Service agent to contrast with Mills, who was acquitted
during her last stint in office of misusing state employees to work on a
political campaign.
Democrats are not altogether enthusiastic about having Mills on the
ticket and they fear Gorman may be a weak link. The result may be that
Democrats work/extra hard to keep them from losing. On the other hand,
Democrats may just leave the two to their own devices, much as Republicans have done in the past to• their own candidates.
If the latter happens. Repbblicans may have an unprecedented opportunity to move some people of their own into the Statehouse.
• • • •
correspondent for The Associated
Frankfort
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Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
express their opinions on our "Viewpoints" page by writing letters to
the editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer,
with the writer's address ,and telephone number included in cast verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The
Murray Ledger tt Times reserves the right to condense or reject any
letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Leuer to the Editor, the Murray Led
gcr & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
legislative leader says school
superintendents, and not his panel,
are responsible for the delay in preparing a statewide system of school
technology.
"It's not me, it's them. And it's
time for them to deliver," said
House Speaker Pro Tern Pete
Worthington, who heads a legislative subcommittee on school
technology.
Worthington's comment came
after Fulton County Superintendent
Charles Terrett, a member of the
state Council on Education Technology, complained that the council was ."almost being held hostage" by Worthington.
'I feel like I'm on a chain that's
getting yanked every time we turn
around," Terrett said.
He charged that because Worthington's panel won't endorse the
plans and free the money, school
superintendents are being forced to
rely on guesswork in adding to
their systems of computers and
other technology.
The council members have

"fumbled and we've stumbled, and
people want to see some results,
and we can't give them any," Terrett said during a council meeting
Monday.
However, Worthington, DEwing, said Terrett's panel is to
blame for the failure to make much
progress in plannW for a system
that will be used Both to convey
instruction and to report daily
attendance and other administrative
data.
Kentucky's 1990 school-reform
law calls for the nine-member
council to develop and update
plans for the use of technology at
all levels of education.
The panel has remained stalled
on its first task — completion of
the general outline for an initial
five-year plan — largely because
Worthington has withheld his
approval since the outline was submitted in January.
Council Chairman J.D. Nichols
and state Education and Humanities Secretary Jack Foster, a council member, said they thought they
had enough agreement among all

Stumbo changes
mind on Martha's
$45,000 donation

Scout-to-Scout contribution

1991
Celica 141.P

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Democratic Chairman Dr.
Grady Stumbo says he sees no rek
son to refund a $45,000 contribt76
lion from Martha Wilkinson's
gubernatorial campaign to the state
party.
The contribution on May 31
allowed the party to show a tiny
cash balance when it filed its semiannual finance report with the state
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Shortly after his appointment,
Stumbo said in a television interview that the party should not
accept Mrs-.- -Wilkinson's money.
The contribution was made five
days before Stumbo was named
party chairman by Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones, the Democratic gubernatorial nominee. Stumbo said he was
unaware of the contribution until
Tuesday.
"That's water under the
bridge," Stumbo said. "I can only
be responsible for what happens on
my watch."
The issue drew a quick response
from state GOP Chairman Robert
Gable.
"If Grady Stumbo does not
return the $45,000, it shows his
other comment is just posturing,"
Gable said Tuesday. "It seems
they're moving $45,000 of what he
has said is tainted money into the
party's fund while trying to appear
pure in public."
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Scout Troop 77 members Jason Rouse, Jerry Boyd and Justin Rouse
present MSU president Dr. Ronald Kurth, a Life Scout, with a ticket to the 4th annual O.B. Boone Memorial Freedom Day Breakfast,
which will be held on July 4 at Pagliai's Restaurant from 6 to 9:30
a.m. Kurth, in return, made a contribution to the project. Tickets to
the breakfast are a%ailable from Troop 77 members for $4.
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Former Reagan aide
named to manage
Hopkins' campaign
WASHINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A
former Reagan White House aide
and political director of the Republican National Committee will
manage Larry Hopkins' general
election campaign for governor.
William B. Lacy worked for former President Ronald Reagan as
political director from 1985-86,
overseeing U.S. House campaigns
from 1982-83. He worked for the
RNC in 1984-85.
More recently, Lacy ran George
Bush's 1988 campaign in California. Lacy was also campaign director for Kansas Sen. Robert Dole's
presidential campaign in 1988.
Lacy is a Tennessee native who
nOw runs his own political consulting company in Annapolis, Md.,
The Lacy Company.
Hopkins' primary campaign
manager was state Sen. David Williams of Burkesville.
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interested parties — including
Worthington and members of the
state school board — to let school
districts know by October what the
first five-year plan will look like
and how much state money districts are likely to get for
equipment.
Foster said the amount at issue
for school districts next year is $33
million. He said $15 million
already allocated for school technology must be reserved for a
statewide data-reporting system.
Over five years, legislative leaders plan to spend $200 million on
educational technology.
Wayne Young, executive director of the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators, agreed that
many school superintendents are in
a dilemma. they
They feel
must buy up-todate equipment but don't know if
the state will help pay for it or
whether it will be compatible with
the state system, he said.
Worthington said he's just as
eager as the superintendents to get
the technology planning on track.
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IR OZ. PKG.

WEDS. JUNI

Open
CAMPBELLS
CREAM OF MUSHROOM)

UNSWEETENED

KOOL-AID

SOUP

r

ti

Froa 59

7

BCE

PAPER

3

WITH
SHOPPERS
SMART SHOP

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH OKETILLU
SHOPPERS CASH OR iISMART SHOPPER CARD

at

1
MILL!
CASH

CRAFT

B.I.Q. SAUCE
PEPSI COLA

9

Err PEPSI, gamma num
7-41P, aff. DEW, U. PEPPER
OR CRUSH

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

SWEET PEAS

111 OL
4cinoi PLUM

Potato
(-Alps

POTATO CEPS

BEIFITZ HAM

FRENCH'S

GAYMONT

PICKLE S

MUSTARD

YOGURT

32 OZ.

16 OZ.
SQUEEZE BOLE

801.

3

iron $

CIIARCOA

SHOWBOAT

PORE I BEANS

A MEICE
ORI
S149

CATSUP

3

1
FOR
14 OZ. CU

WHITE CLOUD

BATH TISSUE
4 ROLL

LIPTON

TEA BAGS

TOMBSTONE
ITALIAN TRIM CROW ORIGINAL

PIZZA
$699

I

2

IAMEN NOODLES

FRUIT DRINKS
(amp?
r

TOMATO
SAUCE

FOR

; If CROCKER
SETT

CAMPBELLS

q1,1110(lina

($11199
1141%,

roams
ICE CREAM
PRAIRIE

CAT OD

69

COME
kilgerS

GAL BUCKET

RONCO

BEIFITZ
SWEET OR MUSTARD

SPAGHETTI

RELISH

3

FOR
701.

FROWARD
VINEGAR

NATURES BEST
WRAPPED AMERICAN

SINGLES

COOL WHIP

trarairE;

IIPPED TOPPING

99c
01.

1
j

SQI

ZE

II IL

'RI

IC

VP

f.&'11 LEAN 8 MEATY
."" FINE FOR BAR-B-QUE

SPARE
RIBS

WHOLE SIDE

We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
Food Stamps
ALL FLAVORS
JELL-0
-GELATIN
30Z.

BI-RITE
CHARCOAL

1911.
G
WITH ONE num
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD
.
1

InTH ONE
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

FRYER
BREAST

OUSE
$aiS
BACON
140Z. KA
FESTIVALS
TURKEY BREAST....LB.
SEABOARD FARMS (FIRE FOR SU)
hp.
SPLIT FRYER

99'
69e

CHARCO

CREME PIES.... 28 OZ.

f:$0159
U

BUY 1 LB. BRYAN
HONEY RAM AT $399 lall.
GET 1 LB. BRYAN
BOLOGNA

FREE!

39'

FRYER THIGHS
LB.
OBSE
SMOKE/ SAUSAGE
LB. $199
BRYAN COOKED BAIA OR
SMOKE, TURKEY ...I0 OZ. $239

BRYAN
DELI SLICES
8 OR. $219
EL MONTREY
BURRITO S
40 OR. 3299
CLAUSSEN
PICKLES
33 OR. $229

NATURE BEST WAFER
LOKI MEATS-2.5 OR.
ON COR CRARBROIL
BEEF PATTIES
LB. $229
ON COR
PORK PATTIES
LB. $199
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Celebnites first biitlitiati

JO'S DATEBOOK
Wednesday, hint 26

Wednesday, June 26

Palestine United Methodist
Church Bible School/7 p.m.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's and Chancel Choir/
7:15 p.m.

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:1 5 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

First Baptist Church events
include Day Camp, ages 7-919:30
a.m.; Youth Summer Supper/6
p.m.; Library open/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.

A Brewers School Reunion will be Friday, Aug. 30, at 6:30 p.m. at South
Marshall Middle School. Any student, teacher or principal or other people
associated with Brewers School are encouraged to attend the reunion. Tickets are $6.50 each and are available at Republic Bank, Bank of Marshall
County, Bank of Benton, and South Marshall Middle School. We would welcome any Brewers School memorabilia, but please have your name on the
items," said Anna Usrey, a committee member. For more information contact Usrey, Barney Thweatt, Betty Haley or Reed Condor.

Showboat/8
p.m./Kenlake State Park.

NARFE Chapter will meet
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees will meet Friday, June 28, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Future plans for activities of the chapter will be discussed. Jim Souder,
president, urges all members to attend.

Thursday, June 27
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

South Marshall reunion Saturday

Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

WASHINGTON — A nutrition
organiration was hopeful that a
nutritionally complete -hi-techfood tablet would help erase world
hunger problems, until a study
revealed that one of the ingredients
,.ould cause significant weight loss
....ghoul dieting.
Researchers in Europe found that
an ingredient in the aptly named
product Food Source One actually
caused people to lose weight, even
though specifically instructed not
to alter normal eating patterns.
according to one study published in
the prestigious British Journal of
Nutrition. Researchers in an earlier
study had speculated that the
weight loss was due to a decrease in
the intestinal absorption of calories.
While the development of Food
Source One, a project of National
Dietary Research. would not be
used to successfully fulfill its original goal, the discovery has been a
windfall for overweight people. A
Daytona Beach. Florida woman
fighting a weight battle for 12 years
used the product on the recornrnendatum of her physician and lost 30
pounds. She stated, Not only have
I lost 30 pounds but my cholesterol
has dropped from 232 to 143. I have
two closets full of clothes which
have not fit me in two years that I
is, now wear In a separate report,
a telephone interview revealed that
a Wilmington, North Carolina
pharmacist lost 14 pounds in 15
days on the product and was never
hungry
Food Source One is available
through physicians and pharmacies
without a prescription bedause it is
not a drug and contains only natural
ingrixiients already known to be
safe Copies of the referenced study
are a-. ailable free from National
Dietar Research, Suite 553, 1377
K Si,. Washington. DC 20005,
bovv!!ver please include S2 postage
& handling for each request.
0199C Oco•cruo lornasonal

Holland Drug Co.
753-1462

Medicine Shoppe
759 9245

LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Deer Up
Close/9:15 a.m. and Birds of
Prey/10 a.m./WNC.
Palestine United Methodist
Church Bible School/7 p.m.
Health Express/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Courtsquare,
downton Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.

The 1961 graduating class of South Marshall High School will have its
30-year reunion on Saturday, June 29, at South Marshall Junior High
School. Those planning to attend, but have not responded yet, should contact Judy Filbeck at 1-527-8252.

L04..
.r
Nu-

.40

Dustin Moore, son of Toni and Renee Moore, is celebrating his first
year birthday today, June 26. lie is the grandson of James R. Owen
and Audrey Berry and of James L. Moore and Reta Brittain. He is
the great-grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Owen, Mrs. Dorothy
Wager and the late Leon Farris, and Charles Williams and the late
Mrs. Maxine Williams.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1425.

Quilt Show planned

The Second Annual Riverboat ner, a certified judge trom Cape
Days Quilt Show will be Saturday Girardeau, Mo.
The show last year consisted of
and Sunday, June 29 and 30 at
Cairo High School Gymnasium, 60 quilts, but the show can accomThe
Singles Friendship of Paris, Cairo, Ill. Hours will be from 9 modate 72 entries this year.
been
entry
deadline
extended
has
from
and
Saturday
p.m.
5
to
a.m.
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building. Info/Kennith Broach, 12 noon to 5 p.m. Sunday, accord- until the available space has been
ing to Mary Ann Simpson, used. Arts & Crafts booths featur753-3580.
ing hand painted shirts, ceramics,
chairperson.
stuffed
animals, floral arrangesix
will
feature
show
The
Open meeting of Naticotics
ments,
hair
bows, etc., have been
handmade
or
machine
of
categories
Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center/
added.
are
They
area
by
crafters.
quilts
Church.
Catholic
St. Leo
One of the highlights of the
AA and Al-Anon closed pieced, appliqued, embroidered and
show
will be a collection of quilts
wall
as
well
as
techniques,
other
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or quilts, and those tops made by made by the Thebes, Ill., Extension
groups such as a family, church or Unit under the supervision of Pau753-7663.
line Tucker, and later Zelma Caldclub.
well. Each year since 1983 a quilt
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
be.
will
!
entries
awarded
These
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
first and second place cash prizes has been hand piece and quilted,
and ribbons. They will also be elig- then raffled off for the benefit of
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/ ible for Best of Show cash award the Old Thebes Courthouse.
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Other events in Cairo for these
and ribbon as well as Viewer's
two days include an Art Show,
Choice plaque which is voted on
Chapter 50 of Disabled American by the public attendance.
Antique Show, Parade, live Big
Veterans and Auxiliary/7
The seventh category features
Band music at St. Mary's Park, and
p.m./Legion Hall.
Antique quilts that are 25 years old
on Sunday a Car Show with 200
or older. This group will be eligible
vehicles.
Murray Magazine Club/2 to receive a Workmanship plaque
For information contact Simpson
p.m./Holiday Inn with Desiree and the Captain's Choice plaque
at 1-618-734-4321 or 1072, or
Hosick as hostess.
chosen by Mayor James Wilson. Cairo Chamber of Commerce,
The show judge will be Linda Cart1-618-734-2737.
Humane Society of Calloway
eConed on page 9A,

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
.
p.m./Education Unit/MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

,

Hot SumterSavin
In Progress

30-50%

OFF

c$uzie

Brewers reunion planned

Popularity

Weight Loss
Surprises
Researchers

200-A N. 12th

The United Methodist Youth Fellowship of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will sponsor a hamburger and ice cream supper
on Sunday, June 30, at 5 p.m. This will be followed by a church-wide
singing. Funds from this event will be used for youth activities, according
to Doug and Vickic Crafton, UMYF leaders. Tonight (Wednesday) the
Worship Committee will meet at 6 p.m. and the Administrative Board at 7
p.m. at the church.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Stewardship &
Finance Committees/7 p.m .
Chancel Choirf7:30 p.m.

24-Hour Program Information
,502, 753.3314

109 S. 4th

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

(1)4 *Tonle

Corner of
•12th & Olive "--)"'*Ale•=

Murray
753-7657

•
"We Sell The Best And Service The Rest"
Now there's an affordable
ro-T#4
serger that sews an extrawide three or four-thread
overlock stitch plus does
rolled hems without changing plates.
German motor and electronics.
•Snap-on presser feet.
•Backed by Pfaffs 5-year warranty.
•1'110r-coded threading paths sod more.

Wedding on Saturday

Plans for the wedding of Leila
Samia Umar, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Farouk F. Umar, and Bryan
Douglas Bacon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank M. Bacon, have been
finalized.
The vows will be exchanged on
Saturday, June 29, at 6 p.m. in the
sanctuary of First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Officiating will be the Rev. Jim
Simmons.
Music will be by Tonya Simmons, pianist; Glenn Shaffer, trumpeter; and the bride-elect, soloist.
Mae Alexander, sister of the
bride-elect, will be matron of
honor.
Bridesmaids will be Lindy VanSickle of Murray, Mary Beth Clark
of Owensboro, Missy George of
Nashville, Tenn., Amy Holland of
Louisville and Jill Robb of Evansville, Ind.

Major Bacon, brother of the
groom-elect, will be best man.
Groomsmen will be Steve Steinfeld, Brett Kik, Claude Bacon and
Drew VanCleve, all of Madisonville, and Jeff Holland of Louisville.
Ushers will be Eli Alexander of
Birmingham, Ala., Brad Barber of
Madisonville, Terry Melton of
Hopkinsville, and Jim Habacker of
Paducah.
Nan DeFabio of St. Louis, Mo.,
will preside at the guest registry.
Barbara Rose will direct the
wedding.
A reception will follow at Murray Woman's Club House.
Serving will be Janee Sims of
Nashville, Tenn., Renee Taylor of
Memphis, Tenn., Leslie Todd of
Jackson, Tenn., and Angie Rogers
of Lexington.
All friends arc welcome to
attend.

The hobbylock
7114E kom

PFAFF
849."
Our Price 549."

Suggested Retail

PENNY PAPER SALE
Buy one single roll
of selected in-stock
wallpaper
Get 2nd single roll for

a

Sewing Machine Co.
Hwy.68 Near 1-24(Exit 16)Reidland,Ky.
PFAFF
10300-599-USEW

306

athl
Main St.

759-4979

Patients at Paducah
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the following: Robert Welch, Dwight Wyant, Louise Carroll, Vanetta Cain,
Szcleean Zakrzewski and Jesse Lee, all of Murray, Donna Jones and Patricia Copeland, both of Almo, and Dwight Pace of Hardin, from Western Baptist; Mary Moyer, Paul Sorenson, Brenda Garland and Hurshel Harden, all of
Murray, Jerry Darnell of Hardin and Audrey Barnett of Almo, from Lourdes.

CCHS Class of 1981 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1981 will have a 10-year reunion
on Saturday, July 20. An informal mixer will be at CCHS Cafeteria at 9:30
a.m. A buffet dinner-dance will be at 6 p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah. For
information call Debbie Stubblefield at 753-5500, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

CCHS Class of 1966 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1966 has planned its 25-yearreunion on Saturday, July 6. An informal coffee for class members and their
families and faculty members will be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Calloway County
High School. The evening events will start at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center,
Murray State University. 'Silver Threads to Golden Memories will be the
theme of the reunion's festivities. For more information call Jim Kelly, class
member.

Steele reunion planned
The descendants of Daniel Polk Steele and Tennessee Elkins Steele will
have a reunion on Sunday, July 7, at 12 noon at the large pavilion at
Murray-Calloway County Park. In the event of rain, the reunion will be held
in the fellowship hall of University Church of Christ. For more information
call Kenneth Geurin, 436-2290.

Sedalia class plans reunion
The 1976 Class of Sedalia High School will have its 15th class reunion on
6, beginning at 5 p.m. at 824 South Seventh St., Mayfield.
Saturday2July,
The cost is $20 per couple and $10 for a single person. Checks, made payable to Chery Dick Babb, foweservations should be mailed by Monday, July
1, to the above address dr to Karon and Co. Hair Designers, 17th and
Broadway, Mayfield. Dress will be casual.

Shelton-Coles reunion planned
The annual Shelton-Coles reunion will be Thursday, July 4, starting at 10
a.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A basket
lunch will be sirved about 12 noon. Following lunch, Hilman Coles will lead
the group in a gospel singing. All family members and friends are invited to
attend.

Joe Dill hospitalized
Joe Dill of Dover, Tenn., is a patient at Baptist Hospital, Neurological
Unit, ICU, Nashville, Tenn. 37206. Mr. Dill said he would appreciate receiving cards and letters from his friends an-I relatives in Murray and Calloway
County.

Morgan reunion July 14
The descendants of the late John C. and Martha G. Morgan will have a
reunion on Sunday. July 14, at the Woodmen of the World Camp on U.S.
Highway 641 North of Murray. The reunion will be from 12 noon to 7 p.m.
with the swimming pool to be open from 2 to 4 p.m. Children of the Morgan
couple are Mrs. Mamie Adams of Farmington and the late Ethel, Murphy,
Effie, Bertie, Clarence, Celia, Hobart, Dixie and Eston Morgan. For more
information call Rachel Adams, 753-5711, or Celia Key, 753-6078.

Waldrop reunion July 6
The descendants of A.T.(Tommie) Waldrop and Bessie Radford Waldrop
will have a reunion on Saturday, July 6, in the Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank, Chestnut and North 12th Streets, Murray. Although
the initial plans have been put in motion by the descendants of Tommie
Waldrop, all those who are descendants of A.H. (Bud) Waldrop and Martha
Ann Hughes Waldrop, or are related in any way to the Waldrop family, are
invited to attend the reunion. There will be a catered meal served at 12:30
p.m. Reservations for the meal are required and must be made by Friday,
June 28. The cost will be $6 per adult, $4 per child, 6 to 12, and children, 5
and under, free. Reservations may be mailed to Pauline Cobb, 1 706 Magnolia Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071, phone 753-7854.

Tyler William Wheeler born
Mr. and Mrs. David Wheeler, Box 30, New Concord, are the parents of a
son, Tyler William, weighing six pounds 10 ounces, measuring 18 inches,
born on Saturday. June 22, at 2 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Kimberly Payne. A sister is Jodie Lynn Leddin.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. William J. Wheeler and Edith and James
Norton, all of New Concord, and Mr. and Ms. Ralph Nicademus of Kissimee,
Fla

• -06.
Terra Blayne Spiker born

Exterior Paint
$3.00 Off

Mr. and Mrs. Terry Spiker of Rt. 1, Box 470, Benton, are the parents of a
daughter, Terra Blayne, weighing eight pounds 12 ounces, measuring 22
inches, born on Monday, June 10, at 2:43 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Shanna Humphrey. Grandparents are
John and Linda Humphrey, Mary Stewart, and the late James Spiker, all of
Benton Great-grandparents are Evelyn Welborn, Frostproof, Fla.. and Lena
McLeod and the late Tommy and Effie York, Benton
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A few weeks ago, while deep
ourselves and our disappointment
into the dreaded monthly task of
back uphill and home did we hear
balancing the checkbook, the faint
the familiar music as the late runtinkle of a bell drew my attention
ning truck zipped past.
from my search for a lost 12 cents.
Our frustration.. (to be continued
Momentarily, the tinkling sound
next week — this tale was too long
reoccurred and I began to hear, for just one column —
some things
faintly, music playing. Suspecting
you just can't condense.
some windblown teen to be cruisIn the meantime, here are a couing past, I turned back to my job,
ple
of great ice cream tantalizers
only to hear again the tinkling bell.
for anyone who craves this cold
I realized the music couldn't be
summer-time tradition, but can't
from an overbearing stereo, or at
get down the drive to catch the
least not one belonging to a teen of
truck.
today, as the music playing was
John Phillip Sousa.
•
Apple Pie in a .$coop_
My slowly awakening brain
11/4 c. sugar
slammed into reverse as I jumped
1/4 c. all-purpose flour
from the chair to the front door in
4 c. milk
three teaps, overcome by childhood
4 beaten eggs
memories. There is only one vehi4 c. whipping cream
cle in the world that could create
1 — 21 oz. can apple pie filling
such a combination of sounds-andTbls. vanilla
3
memories — an ice cream truck.
1
teas.
ground cinnamon
Growing up, we lived on a hill
In a large sauce pan, combine
overlooking a pasture/hayfield that
sugar and flour. Stir in milk. Cook
included a long, steep driveway
and stir til slightly thickened and
leading to our house. We walked
bubbly. Stir about 1 c. of the hot
that paved way several times daily,
mix into the eggs. Return all to
on mail and newspaper runs, and
saucepan and cook, stirring, two
/Os
faithfully either trudged uphill lugMr. and Mrs. Norville S. Cole of Murray, pictur
minutes. Cover and chill. Stir
ed
now
ging books and band instruments
anniversary on Sunday, June 30. A reception, hosted by at left and on wedding date at right, of Murray will celebrate their golden weddin
whipping cream, pie filling, vanilla
g
their daughters and grandchildren, will
home from school, or ran franticalHouse, 704 Vine St., Murray. All friends and
be from 2 to 4 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
and cinnamon into the chilled mix.
relatives are invited to attend. The family
ly downhill as the bus waited
marrie
reques
ts
d
June 28, 1941, by S.A. McDade, Justice of the
that
Freeze in a 4-6 qt. ice cream freezPeace, at South Fulton, Tenn. Their witness guests not bring gifts. The couple was -- patiently at the road. We didn't
Kirksey, Mrs. Frances Hughes Hall of Paduca
es
er according to the manufacturer's
h,
sisters
of the bride, Edwin Greenfield of Murray,-,and were Mrs. Margaret Hughes Rose of
often think of our driveway as long
former
Jessie
the late Thomas Adlirti. Mrs.tble, thr
Louise
Hughes
,
is
the
directions. Makes 4 quarts.
daughter of the
or inhibiting until the summer the
been active in the Girl Scouts serving on the Bear late Arthur Julian Hughes and Mildred Frances (Frankie) Hughes of Paducah. She
has
ice cream truck came around.
late Vernon Cole and Ruby Smith Cole of Callow Creek Council and is also a member of Woodmen of the World. Mr. Cole is the son
Double Chocolate
of
ay
the
County
.
He
served as a corporal in the United States Army
Not long after the folks built our
a Purple Heart and a Silver Star. Mr. Cole,
during World War II receiving
Chunk
known
Ice
Cream
as
"Red,
"
retired
from
the
Tappan Company in
house, other city dwellers discovTVA and the Murray Transit Authority. Their childr
2 c. sugar
en are Mrs. Patricia Galloway and husban 1981 after 35 years. He has also worked for
ered the joys of country life and
and
d, Leroy, Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. Faye Guthri
husban
d,
Finis,
and
Mrs.
2 envelopes unflavored gelatin
Donna Miller and husband, Bud, all of Murray.
e
Their three grandchildren are Miss Kim
over a period of years, small oneand Jessica Cole and Robert Cole (Coley) Miller
Galloway, Nasbille,
4 c. light cream
of
Murra
y.
street subdivisions sprang up
4 squares unsweetened chocoaround us. I guess the families of
late, chopped
young kids in these households
Thursday, June 27
2 beaten eggs
Thursday, June 27
drew the attention of some enter4 e. whipping cream
events include Exercise Class/10
meeting/8 p.m.
prising entreprenuer of frozen fan1 c. finely chopped milk chocoa.m.
tasies, for one summer evening we
late (6 oz.)
Memorial Baptist Church evenis
heard music and a tinkling bell far
Grace Baptist Church events include
Combine sugar and gelatin in
Prayer Service/7 p.m.:
off. Curiosity drew us towards the
include Youth and Adult Bibly
saucepan. Stir in light cream and
Thursday, June 27
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
front yard and as the music became
Studies/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
unsweetened chocolate. Cook and
louder, we saw down the road a
County/7 p.m./Calloway County
stir over medium heat til mixed.
small white vehicle moving slow.
Public Library.
almost boils, sugar dissolves and
Mom answered our inquisitive __chocolate melts. Stir I c. hot
mix
"The Sound of M-usic"/8
glances by softly exclaiming "On into eggs, return all to pan,
cook
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
an ice cream truck." Brother and I and stir 2 minutes. If
chocolate
Info/759-1752.
shot conspiring looks towards each flecks appear, beat til smooth
. Covother and began our soft-sell cam- er and chill. Stir in whippi
ng cream
paign. "Oh Mom,"(I'd hang on her and milk chocolate,
freeze in 4-6
arm)"Can we?" and brother (older qt. ice cream freezer
according to
and using a more cunning directions. Makes
about 21/2
It's easy to select the perfect wedding or shower
Popularity Showboat/8 p.m./Lake
approach) tried "Really, you love quarts.
Barkle
y State Park.
ice cream, we could get some for
gift when the bride has picked it out herself! Give a
all of us."
Tina Johnson, daughter of Gary
gift you know they'll love.
Singles Organizational Society
Mom looking (wistfully, I'm
and Shelia Johnson of 1608 Catawill
carava
n to Lean To Restaursure) back towards the road and
lina Ct., Murray, is a contestant
ant, Fulton. Info/Pamela, 753-7638,
with nostalgic longing in her voice,
in the 1991 Murray-Calloway
or Jeanne/753-0224.
closed the subject by stating the
County Fair Queen Contest to be
Dianne McCuistion & Ben Blakely
overlooked obvious — we'd never
—
July
STEPHEN D. PIRTLE- Vag 29 at 7 p.m. at Murray State
Teresa Suiter Rose & Todd Rose
"The Light and the Glory"/8
make it down the drive in time to been appoin
College Lovett Auditorium. The
ted a sergeant in the
Beth
Brimmer & Jeff Humphreys
p.m./Kenlake State Resort Park.
catch the truck. Sadly, we realized U.S. Air
event is sponsored by Murray
Force.
Huong Dinh & Sean Kelly
this was true and silently, reverentWoman's Club in cooperation
The new
Andrea Crick & Bryan Tubbs
St. Leo Catholic Church events
ly, listened to the unreachable drive officer (NCO noncommissioned
with Murray-Calloway County
) completed training
Jane
Anne Cook & Gregory Gilbert
include
off in the distance.
Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
Jaycees. Johnson is a 1991 graduin management, leadership, human
Wendy Docicins & Anthony Bowden
Over the summer, we discussed relations,
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Wyatt gets scholarships
Christopher Wade Wyatt of Murray has been awarded a $1.000
George and Lochie Hart Scholarship for the 1991-92 academic year
at Murray State University.
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ALLISON TAYLOR
bride-elect of
MICHAEL McINTOSH
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry
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Wyau is the son of Roy and
Marie Wyau of Murray.
A graduate of Calloway County
High School, Wyatt plans to major
in TV-Communications at MSU.
Administered by Murray State
University Alumni Association, the
scholarship is presented to a graduating senior from Calloway
County that has demonstrated outstanding academic and extracurricular records.
Wyatt also received a 5300 scholarship from the Department of
Journalism and Radio-Television at
MSU.
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Babies, dismissals, expirations
listed in local hospital report
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Tuesday, June 25, have been
released as follows:
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Newborn admissions
Skinner baby boy, mother, Christina
Alvarez, 9429 South Rd., Cadiz;
Murdock baby girl, parents. Stacy
and John Richard, At. 7, Box 470,
Murray.
Dismissals
J.T. Oliver, 106 Church St., Dresden, Tenn.; Mrs. Mable Lovell, RI. 6,
Box 58-C, 9, Murray;
Mrs. Margne Addicks, 1313 North
Linden St., Bloomington, Ill.; Mrs. Mary
Thompson, Rt. 1, Box 447, Springville,
Tenn.;

Calvin Maddox, At. 1, Box 767, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Autumn Birdsong, At.
3, Box 206, Benton;
Mrs. Julia Janacek, At. 7, Box 95,
Murray; Mrs. Marida Collins, At. 8, Box
487, Benton;
Brian Mohon, Box 253, Sedalia;
Miss Patsy Lou Farley, Rt. 10, Box
749, Benton, Jerry Birdsong, P.O. Box
1234, Murray:
Richard Duke, At. 2, Box 83, Hazel;
Mrs. Janet Sullivan and baby boy, At.
2, Box 713,B. Hickory, Tenn.;
Sammy Atkins, Box 211B, Hardin;
Mrs. Wendy Thompson and baby boy.
At. 3, Box 154, Mufgay.
Expirations
Hugh Davenport, Rt. 10, Benton;
Mrs. Oneida George, expired, 506
Richardson St., Murray.
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These four animals are available for adoption at Animal 'Shelter. East
Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane
Society of Calloway County. They are, top left, "Whiskers." a male
neutered/declawed siker Tabby; top right, "Bandit," a male neutered/
declawed orange Tabby; bottom left, "Jessie," a spayed female English Setter; and bottom right, "Linus, a male longhaired kitten. The
shelter has many neutered adult cats and kittens available. June is
Adopt A Cat Month. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society
is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For
information call 759-4141.
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SHOP PHAR-MOR IN PADUCAH
Next to Kentucky Oaks Mall
On Hinkleville Road
Store Ph: 443-0320, Pharmacy Ph: 443-0481
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Pharmacy Open Mon-Sat 9-9, Sun 10-6
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Right now, you can get these great Stride Rite' looks
at a very special price. Hurry to take advantage of
this valuable Stride Rite' offer - it won't last forever
and you can't afford to miss it.

LIMIT TWO 24-PACKS PER FAMILY.
GOOD THRU 716191.
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Hugh R. Davenport, 66, Rt. 10,
Benton, died Tuesday morning at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Union Hill
Church of Christ and of HardinBerkley Lodge No. 567 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Davenport; two daughters,
Mrs. Judy Wilson, Paris, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Cathy Green, Paducah;
two sons, Mike Davenport, Almo,
and Eddie Davenport, Hardin.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Lillie Luna, Loma, Colo., and
Mrs. Maxie Riley, St. Louis, Mo.;
teVen grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. John HiCKS
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Unity
Cemetery'.
Masonic rites will be conducted
tonight (Wednesday) at 7 p.m. at
the funeral home where friends
may now call.

William Keith Gargus, 51, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, died Tuesday at 8:30
p.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
A member of Farmington Baptist
Church, he was an employee of
Dairyman's Supply Company.
Born May 9, 1940, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
William Terrell Gargus and Ruth
Alma Speed Gargus.
He also was preceded in death
by one sister, Georgia Mae Gargus,
and one brother, Terry Dale
Gargus.
Mr. Gargus is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Brenda Gargus; two
sons, Vernon Keith Gargus, Nashville, and Darrell Shane Gargus,
Rt. 6, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
Brenda Jackson, Rt. 3, Mayfield;
two brothers, James Harrell Gargus, Rt. 5, Mayfield, and Rory
DeWayne Gargus, Culpepper, Va.
Services will be Friday at 2:30
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry
Yates and the Rev. C.W. Jackson
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Chapel Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.
Thursday at the funeral home.

Mrs. Jettie Wray, 75, died Tuesday at 4:15 p.m. at Hawes Memorial Nursing Home, Fulton.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 a.m.
,—,....—------...--The-- ..----"•

--.7

Industrial Average ..............-11.6)
Previous Close.........
_2910.11 )
(Air Products................-673/4 - 3/4 )
A.T.C. Class A.......—
3634unc
AT&T ..........................3S'/. 4. 1/4
Bank of Murray
--16511
Bell South ......................463/1 - lis
Briggs & Stratton.-- 321/4 - 114
Chrysler
141/aunc
CSX Corp
46 + 1/4
Dean Foods....................453/1 • /
1
4
(Dollar Gen. Stores....... 151/1 • 1/4
Exxon
583is + 'Is
Ford
361/s
. General Motors ................41 - 3/s
Goodrich .................... ...39 - 1/2
Goodyear
...331/2unc
I.B.M.....................
981/4 Ingersoll Rand...........—503/4 • 3/s
K-Mart
441/s - 1/1
Ky. Utilities
221/4 + 14
Kroger
20/s - 1/1
LG & E Energies...........391/2unc
'McDonalds
31'/i • 'Is '
( IC. Penney......
....53 • Vs
t, Quaker Oats
613/4unc

j

Texaco
( Time Warner.....
UST
Wal-Mart.......
Woolworth
< C.E.F.

595/s - 1/1
.....—881/2 • 'Is
433/4unc
.....—.421/4uac
..............31unc
..... ........5.27

(
1.....Additional Information Available)

Member New York, Amertcon and Modwrem Semi,
Exchange.. and Si P.C.

Mrs. Treva Oneida George, 93,
of 506 Richardson Si., Murray,
died Tuesday at 8:05 p.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of Curlee
Clothing Company, Mayfield, she
was a member of a Presbyterian
church.
The widow of Paul George, she
was born Feb. 15, 1898, in Graves
County to the late Jim Tom Wilkerson and Emma Gupton
Wilkerson.
Mrs. George is survived by one

son, Rupert Dennis Tynes and
wife, Mildred, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Cyrena Shemwell, Paducah;
three brothers, Harry Wilkerson,
Benton, and Ray Wilkerson and
Paul Wilkerson, Paducah; two
grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
Graveside rites will be Friday at
2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
The Rev. Bob Veazy of Mayfield
will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8
p.m. Thursday.

Darwin B. Lee, 58, Wadesboro
Road, Rt. I, Box 387, Benton, died
Tuesday morning at Marshall
County Hospital. He had been
owner of Col. Lee's Country Hams
at Hardin for 35 years.
He was a member of Marshall
County Library Board and a former
member of Marshall County School
Board.
Born Feb. 6, 1933, he was the
son of the late Albert Lee and Lillian Burd Lee.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Eloise Allison Lee; three daughters, Mrs. Debra Wilkerson and husband, Bobby, Fort Hood, Texas,
and Mrs. Diana Ealy and husband,
Jim, and Mrs. Donna York and
husband, David, Rt. 3, Benton; two

sisters, Mrs. Martha Gore, Hirdiri,

The funeral for Mrs. Dewie
Annie Futrell will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate.
Burial will follow in Scotts
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Futrell, 88, widow of Rice
Futrell, of 402 South Fourth St.
Murray, died Monday at 11:25 p.m.
at Murray-Cailoway County
Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Sara Nell McNutt and husband, Buddy, Rt. 8, Murray; 18

Final rites for Dr. Linda Frances
Potts were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Tom Moody officiated. Music was by Steve Littlefield, soloist, and Mrs. Allene
Knight, organist.
Pallbearers were Chuck Adams,
Scott Adams, Johnny Potts, David
Potts, Teddy Potts, Jamie Potts,
John Mark Potts, Jimmy Morris
and Morris Luther.
Entombment will follow at Murray City Cemetery.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the United Way.
Dr. Potts, 43, of Dunedin, Ha.,
and Arlington, Va., died Sunday at
a hospital at Arlington.

Federal-State Market Ne.11 Service June 2ts 1991
Kentucky Purchase Arca Hog Market Report Includes
Buying Stallone Recelpin ct Kik Est 1 MI barrows& Gilts
30-1.00 Lower, SOWS Sieseiy I. 11111 Lower.
US 1-2 234250 to
44.00-34.34
US 1-2 214-234 be
151045330
US 2.3 2311-2411 be
153-311-54.10
US 3-4 NAM be
152311.53.50
Sows
US 14 174350 to
SMSS4LIO
US 1-3 31/1-100 to
141 10.43.10
US 1-3 446425 to
14100.42.11
US 1-3 US sod up
142.00-43.11
US 1-3 YAM lbs
139.00-4400
Boar $31.110-35.110

If you have a gum disease
problem, one of the first things
your dentist will want to know is
how much tooth-supporting
bone loss it may have caused.
He will probe for pockets of
baCteria in the gum lining surrounding your teeth to find out
how deep the pockets are. In
some instances, root planing
may be sufficient to shrink the
pockets enough to keep them
free from harmful bacteria.
He will want to know the kind
of gum tissue he will be working
on, for example, whether it is
thin, thick, fragile, dense, or
fibrotic. He will also want to
determine the shape,thickness,
and density of the .bone surrounding the tooth. He will

and Mrs. Kathleen Todd and husband, Joe, Murray; his mother-inlaw, Mrs. Pearl Allison, Murray;
six grandchildren.
Mr. Lee was a member and former treasurer of Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church where the
funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m.
The Rev. Ken Stewart and the Rev.
Don Faulkner will officiate.
Burial will follow in Wadesboro
Cemetery near Hardin.
Friends may call at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, from 4 to 9
p.m. today (Wednesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church Memorial Fund.

Murray resident Virgil Harris
has been appointed as interim
superintendent of the Paducah
Board of Education while the board
searches for a permanent replacement for Dr. Larry Allen.
Harris, 58. an accounts advisor/
examiner with the Kentucky
Department of Education, was
selected after board members officially accepted Allen's resignation
Tuesday.
Allen, who has specialized in
school finance and administration
for 29 years, will assist Allen until
the resignation becomes effective
July 19.
The appointment was made on
the.condition that Harris not seek
full-time appointment to the post.
He can fill the position on an interim basis for up to six months if
necessary.
Dr. James winn, chairman of
the Paducah Board of Education,
said in a published report that a
permanent replacement may be
named in three or four months. A
timetable has yet to be established,
and the board has 30 days to begin
the search procedure. A screening
committee has been named.
Dr. Allen, superintendent of
Paducah schools since 1983,
accepted a similar position at Jessamine County schools in central
Kentutky on Monday.

Staff Sgt. Ronald Sates with hat) was welcomed home by his family
recently with a large patriotic sign. Pictured, front row, from left, are
Jessica Sales, Justin Sales, Shawna Sales, (back row, from left)
Sales, Ronald Sales, his wife, Josey, and his mother, Desie Sales.Pegg)
Sales
returned to California from Saudi Arabia on April 4 and served overseas with the 1st LSB, 1st FSSG of the U.S. Marine Corps based in
Fort Pendleton, Calif.

15% Cash Discount
M7 on all prescriptions
•Computerized Records
*Medical Claims Service
Ana.
10
re!// epcs • Medimet
*BC-BS • Paid State Aid
•Health & Beauty Items
Your

HOLLAND DRUGS

grandchildren; 27 greatgrandchildren; three great-greatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
Custom look quality in cherry, oak,
hickory, maple and laminates without
custom prices.
More than 40 outstanding door styles.
Over 65 features available in
traditional or contempory styles.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
While medical examiners try to
determine President Zachary Taylor's cause of death, another mystvy has sprung up regarding the
looks of his wife — who is known
as the "faceless first lady."
Margaret Smith Taylor, affectionately called "Peggy" by her
husband, is the only first lady
whose photograph or portrait did
not survive her death, said Bill Allman, assistant curator at the White
House.
"There is no likeness of any
kind — no engraving, painting or
photograph of any kind," author
Carl Sferrazza Anthony told The
Courier-Journal in an interview
from his home in Washington, D.C.
"Margaret Taylor is truly the
onl:, faceless first lady."
Anthony's book, "First Ladies:
The Saga of the Presidents' Wives
and Their Power 1789-1961," discusses the curious absence of any
surviving pictures of Margaret Taylor. The book was published last
year.
At least two reputed portraits of
Margaret Taylor surfaced in this
century, Allman said. However,
both were found to be fakes after
examination by experts at the
White House, the Smithsonian
Institution and the National Portrait
Gallery, he said.
Other historians, archivists and
at least one family member also
confirm the absence of any known
picture of Margaret Taylor.
Allman said that in The First
Ladies book, published by the
White House Historical Society, a
picture of Zachary Taylor's daughter, Betty Taylor Bliss, is included
in place of Margaret Taylor.

probably x-ray the tooth to get
the information he needs.
Where there is bone loss, he
will want to know if the loss
extends around the roots. Teeth
that have multiple roots may
need root canal treatment. In
this way the diseased pulp in
roots with extensive bone loss
can be removed before treatment for gum disease begins,
while still saving the tooth.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

best possible price
The
for the best possible

Smuggling attempt
at Florida airport
foiled by authorities
TALLAHASSEE, Ha.(AP) — A
475-pound man was arrested at the
Tallahassee Regional Airport after
police found crack cocaine hidden
in the folds of his stomach, authorities said Tuesday.
Wayne Lewis, 24, of Miami, had
hidden nearly 11 pounds of the
drug under his stomach, said police
spokesman Phil Kiracofe.
Officers decided to search Lewis
on Monday because he fit a profile
of drug smugglers who have been
using the airport, Kiracofe said.
The officers initially did not find
the drugs. They then used a police
dog, which sniffed around a fold of
Lewis' stomach, Kiracofe said.
"When they lifted that up,
$30,000 worth of cocaine fell out,"
Kiracofe said.
Lewis was being held ft the
Leon County Jail on charges of
trafficking in cocaine.

hearing aid
Hatit

f0,04t

Licensed Audiologist
Physician on premises
759-4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
Medical Arts Building • Murray

1988 Pontiac Sunbird

170-Piece Shrimp I Country-Style I Fish & Chicker71
Fish Dinner
Dinner
Dinner
$3.29
$3.59
!
$339
Ten hand-breaded fried I Tender cornmeal-breaded
shrimp,fries, cole slaw, hush fish filets, fries, cole slaw and
puppies and cocktail sauce.
hush puppies.

Two golden-brown fish filets,
boneless chicken filets, fries,
cole slaw, hush puppies and
sweet & sour sauce.

One COUPOn Per Customer Not good with any
One coupon per customer Not good with any
other coupon or nicrniini offer at participating I other coupon or drscoynt otter at participating
Captain Os OW Empires Airy 11 1991
Captain Ds Ofkr Espires My 10 1101
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Fresh

Pork Steak
Family Pk. Certified

16 Oz. Jim Adams Pork

Seedless White Perlette

Ground Chuck

Sausage

Grapes

Boneless Fully Cooked Field

16 Oz. Jim Adams Sliced

Jumbo

Kentuckian Ham

Bologna

Baking Potatoes

15.3 Oz. Can Vasi Camp

24 Ct. 12 Oz.
Cans 1GA Soft

$aps Pork
Beans

Brinks

3/$1

24 Ct. Lipton Family

Tea Bags

99

14 Oz. Banquet

7 oz. Bag All Flavors IGA

Cream
Pies

Potato
Chips

99°
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Hot Dog

BUNS
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Why Pay More
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3: Oz. Bottle
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W0What
a camp!

Campers say hello to the camera (right) at the Woodmen of
the World Youth Camp on
U.S. 641 north of Murray.
Activities include rifling
(below, right), swimming
(below, left), basketball,
nature, drama, arts and crafts
(left), archery, tennis and a
host of other activities for
W.O.W. groups. Below, a
counselor administers first aid
to a camper with a jammed
finger. Camps run from Monday to Friday for each group.
PHOTOS BY MARK COOPER

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
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SPORTS
Anderson hopes to prove critics wrong in NBA
•-•

NEW YORK (AP) — Kenny Anderson isn't worried about
the critics who say his slight frame will cause him problems
in the NBA.
None of those critics believe Anderson will fall any lower
than third in tonight's NBA draft — in fact, he's a lock to be
taken second by New Jersey or third by Sacramento.
But the questions about his size — he's listed at 6-foot-2.
168 pounds — persist, especially considering the rigors of the
long NBA season.
Anderson, befitting a))layer who has been touted as New
York's finest since the ninth grade, takes the questions in
stride.
"On the playground my whole life, I played with guys bigger than me and older than me," Anderson said Tuesday.
"They would throw my ball over the fence into the pool. I
know 82 games will be tough, but I love to play and I'll do

_4
,•
4

"I was 6 feet, one-half inch in high school and now they're
what I have to in order to play."
Anderson had a super year as a freshman at Georgia Tech, saying I'm 6 feet even. Maybe I should just say I'm 5-9 or
shooting 51.5 percent from the field and helping the team 5-10."
Anderson said he realizes the media attention would be
reach the Final Four.
different in Sacramento or New Jersey, which has the
quite
With college teammates Dennis Scott and Brian Oliver
moving on to the NBA, Anderson had little help last season. second pick behind Charlotte and will chose between him and
He curled too much of the burden and his shooting slipped to Owens, the Syracuse forward. The Kings have said they will
grab Anderson with the No. 3 selection if he's available.
43.7 percent.
"I've had the press following me in New York since I was
Once he gets to the NBA, Anderson said, "I won't HAVE
in high school," he said. "I know I'd have a 'lot
freshman
a
to shoot. I can play my game, which is playmaking."
Anderson was among several potential draftees who went to of that if the Nets took me. Sacramento would be different,
a camp in Chicago three weeks ago and were measured an but I think the basketball would be the same."
Following the first three teams, the rest of the first-round
inch or two lower than their listed height. Larry Johnson,
expected to be the No. l'pick by Charlotte, was dropped to order is Denver, Miami, Dallas, Minnesota, Denver, the Los
Angeles Clippers, Orlando, Cleveland, New York, Indiana,
6-5V2 from 6-7 and Billy Owens from 6-9 to 6-7.
"I'm afraid to say how tall I am anymore," Anderson said. (Coned on pdge 311)

Cardinals outlast Philadelphia, 10-9

Murray Tae Kwon Do
students win honors
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times Sports

Students from the Murray Tac
Kwon Do recently traveled 1.6
Erlanger for the Kentucky Junior
Olympic Tae Kwon Do Championship Games and hie Kentucky State
Open Tae-Kwon Do Championship
Games.
Junior winners at the games
included: Kyle Conley, black tip,
first form, first fighting; Nirah
Shah. red tip, second form, second
fighting; Ryan Geib, red tip, first
form, first fighting. Jeffrey Page.
red tip, first form, first fighting;
Kyle Robertson, blue belt, first
form. first fighting: Nathan

McPhail. blue tip, second form,
first fighting; Christian Carter.
green belt: second form, second
fighting; Austin Webb, green tip.
first form, first fighting.
Senior winners included:
Michael Cantrell. 1st degree, third
form, first fighting; Gerald
McCuiston;—1-st degree:- -second
form, second fighting; Scott Bazzell. blue belt, first form, second
fighting; William Rchmus, yellow
belt. first, form, first fighting;
Kevin Leverenz, yellow belt, first
form. third fighting; Scott Miller:
yellow tip, first form, first fighting,
Tamra ,Storm, yellow tip, _ second
form, second fighting; Billie -Frith.
y-ellow tip, first form, first fighting.
• ,

Rain halts Wimbledon again, Martina wins 100th
WIMBLEDON, England (AP) —
Nathalie Tauziat and Anke Huber
scored straight-set victories today
before rain returned to Wimbledon
for the third striight day.
The 11th -seeded Tauziat
defeated Regina Rajchrtova 6-4,
7-5 and 13th seed Huber scored a
6-1. 6-2 victory Veronika
Martinek.
Tournament officials broke with
tradition by starting matches earlier
than usual, and the decision proved
wise as rain began at 12:15 p.m. —
15 minutes before the regular starting time.
By 1:30 p.m., with the rain continuing, 12 matches scheduled for

late afternoon were called off for
the day. Among the players whose
matches were washed out were
men's seeds Brad Gilbert and
Emilio Sanchez.
And tte. London Weather Center
was pessimistic about Thursday,
forecasting "a lot more showers."
"Some of them may be heavy
and prolonged and there may also
be thunderstorms," forecasters
said. "The showers are likely to
start fairly early in the morning and
are unlikely to die out until late
evening, so prospects are not good
for Thursday."
A complete washout Monday
and a heavy rain Tuesday afternoon

Ruddock, Tyson exchange apologies, pleasantries
LAS VEGAS (AP) — There
they sat in high-back wicker chairs
— Mike Tyson and Donovan
"Razor- Ruddock, dressed like
two gentleman of leisure.
Their manners were impeccable,
too. Both concentrated on talking
about their rematch Friday night at
The Mirage and not about each

other.
At a satellite news conference
May 2, the two fighters acted like a
couple of alley cats.
"I'll make you my girlfriend,"
Tyson, who was in Las Vegas, told
Ruddock, who was in New York.
He also called him a transvestite.
Asked at Tuesday's news confer-

THE AGENT WHO INSURES YOUR
CAR AND HOME CAN ALSO PROTECT
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FUTURE.
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For life insurance that can provide financial
security for those you love. call

Jane Rogers

305 N. 12th St.
(Next to Century 21)

753-9627

State Farm Sells Life Insurance.
State Farm Lifeinsurance Company
Horne Once: Bloomington. mono's

Michael
STRICKLAND
MSU athletic director

Recently, the Ohio Valley
Conference held its annual
meeting in Nashville. It was a
significant meeting including
new presidents, new schools and
two new inductees into the OVC Hall of Fame. There was
also new legislation and new
intiatives that will impact our
league for years to come.
The following iteams were
approved by the presidents at
the recent summer OVC league
meeting:
single up the midle for his third hit.
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Maybe St. Louis Cardinals
with the 1993-94
*Effective
pitcher,
the
gave
fourth St. Louis
Scott Terry (2-1),
manager Joe Torre should cancel batting practice more
men's outdoor track
year,
school
up an unearned- fun in -two- innings for- the victory and
often. •
become conferwill
softball
and
Lee Smith worked the ninth for his 19th save.
"Winning is contagious and so is losing, unfortuthe number
bringing
sports
ence
McDowell gave up three runs, two of them earned,
nately, so we had to do something to break the slide,"
to seven
sports
championship
of
in an inning of relief.
Torre said after the Cardinals rallied twice to defeat
for women.
seven
and
men
for
The first four batters to face Cardinals starter Jose
the Philadelphia Phillics 10-9 Tuesday night.
Murray State, this will
DeLeon scored. Kruk, who's 11-for-22 for his Omer For
"I don't think anybody will ask for their money
adding softball.
mean
.against DeLeon with seven RBIs, highlighted the
back on this game."
that for night
*Reconfirmed
inning
run.
his
home
with
10th
The -Cardinals had lost three in a row and had
basketball starting
men's
games,
The Phillies made it 5-0 in the second, aided when
scored only 10 runs in their previous four games
be 7:30 p.m. or 30
will
time
Smith misplayed Wally Backman's grounder to put
before collecting 12 hits off five Philadelphia pitchers.
minutes after the conclusion of
runners at first and third and Mickey Morandini folOzzie Smith had four RBIs, including a go-ahead twowomen's game.
the
lowed with a run-scoring single.
run single in the eighth inning and Pedro Guerrero had
with the 1991-92
Effective
'
Guerrero broke out of a 2-for-18 slump with a runa two-run hoive run and drove in three runs.
year, alternating introducschool
scoring single off Danny Cox in the fourth and his
The Cardipals trailed 5-0 after two innings before
tions of the teams shall be used
two-run home run off Joe Boever highlighted a fivegoing ahead 6-5 with a five-run fifth. The Phillies then
all conference basketball
for
run fifth that put St. Louis ahead 6-5. Ray Lankford
led 8-6 and 9-7 before the Cardinals rallied for three
contests.
added a two-run triple and Smith drove in a run with
runs in the eighth for their 13th come-from-behind
*Effective with the 1992 season,
an infield hit.
victory. The win pulled St. Louis within four games of
the home team will be responsiThe Phillies regained the lead in a three-run sixth
first-place Pittsburgh in the NL East.
ble for providing three umpires
when Wes Chamberlain was hit by a pitch with the
"I guess we got lucky," Smith said. "It's not the
each conference baseball
for
bases loaded and Kruk delivered a two-run -single.
first time we've done that. Five runs is a lot of runs,
game.
Smith's second RBI single of the game in the sixth
but we haven't quit yet."
*Effective with the 1991-92
cut the Phillies' lead to 8-7, but pinch. hitter Ron
The Cardinals also rallied from five runs down to
year, each institution shall proJones' two-out RBI double in the eighth restored the
beat Philadelphia 7-6 April 21.
vide for home conference conPhillies' two-run lead.
John Kruk had a three-run homer and drove in five
150 complimentary reserved
test,
•
•
•
•
runs for the Phillics, taking the NL RBI lead with 53.
tickets, and 70
football
seat
Notes: Pinch hitters were 7-for-8 in the game. The
"They bounced back two or three times and we
tickets for men's
seat
reserved
only pinch hitter to not get a hit was the Phillies' Sil
bounced back a couple of times," Phillies manager
50 for women's
and
basketball
Campusano, who fouled out in the sixth.... Guerrero's
Jim Pregosi said. "It was almost like whoever batted
basketball.
first home run since May 18 gave him the team lead
last would win."
*Adopted a proposal from the
with four. ... St. Louis catcher Tom Pagnozzi has
The Cardinals also overcame only their second
men's and women's tennis comthrown out 44 percent of runii•rs attempting to steal
three-error game of the season. Guerrero had two
to move the tournament to
ittee
(33-for-75). ... DeLeon has won only four of his last
errors at first base and Smith had his second in three
Centennial Tennis
Nashville's
RBIs
starts
...
to
13
seven,
one
has
starts.
batting
in
33
Kruk
games after going his first 60 starts without
in 1992.
beginning
Center
cleanup.... Wally Backman is 16-for-42 for his career
help the Phillies score three unearned runs.
to
commissioner
the
*Instructed
against DeLeon. ... Jim Lindeman had a pinch-hit
With the Phillies leading 9-7, Tom Pagnozzi led off
cities
interested
from
bids
solicit
single and scored in the sixth and is 14-for-3I (.452)
the eighth with a double and Jose Oquendo reached on
and continue to explore the
in his last 19 games. ...Chamberlain is -I3-for-28
an error when first baseman Kruk threw behind pitchof moving the men's,..
option
(.464) n' night games, ... Phillies right fielder Dale
er Roger McDowell (3-5) on a grounder. Geronimo
basketball tournament to a
Murphy was plunked in the head in the seventh by a
Pena pinch ran and pinch-hitter Craig Wilson drove in
foul hall -hit hy Icidd Zile rebounding off the- right - neutral site as soon as possible.
a run with a high-bouncing infield single off the plate.
'Confirmed that Southeast Misfield wall, but wasn't injured.
After Milt Thompson sacrificed, Smith delivered a
souri State has met the requirements for membership into the
conference. SEMO will participate in all conference
championships effective with the
out both days and hoped to play
1991-92 school year except for
nave caused grass-court gridlock at and warming up."
Veli Paloheimo today.
men's basketball.
Wimbledon. Players have been linFourth-seeded Jim Courier, orig*Stated a firm commitment to
ing up for court space, with some inally supposed to play Rodolphe
who
Edberg,
Stefan
Top-seeded
I-AA football while at the same
try
to
was
also
on
Monday,
lunchtime
since
waiting
Gilbert on
as defending men's champion trad- encouraging the expansion cmagain today.
Monday.
itionally plays the first Centre mittee to actively seek new
Courier's contest was rained out
Of the 131 matches scheduled
match of the tournament, membership.
Court
were
matches
66
all
when
Monday,
the
of
days
two
first
the
during
to _ithe second match *Approved increasing the travel
bumped
was
tournament, only 28. were com- washed out by a day-long rain. He
could not complete squad list for football from 53
and
Tuesday
on
on
Tuesday
pleted by the time rain returned was set to play second
his battle with Switzerland's Marc to 56.
late Tuesday. Twenty-three others Court 14, but the preceding match
Rosset.
'Approved the championship
between Zina Garrison and Sara
had been started.
Preceding
Edberg
on
Centre
schedule for the 1991-92 school
a
by
hours
VA
delayed
was
Gomer
"It would be nice to get out
Court was Martina Navratilova, year.
there," said. Jason Stoltenberg, slippery court.
who played poorly but still won her
The major iteams are of
By the time Garrison had
whose match against Glenn Michirecord
100th
singles
match
at
the introduction of new
course
afternoon
the
Gomer,
defeated
and
Monday
out
bata was rained
Wimbledon. She rallied from three sports and the possible moving
Tuesday and was set for today. rains had begun and Courier again
service breaks in the last set to of the basketball tournament.
"Not playing for two days you get was left in the locker room.
defeat Elna Reinach 4-6, 6-2, 6-4.
The new sports will allow the
Jimmy Connors also was rained
pretty edgy. I'm sick of practicing
OVC to have two new championships with seven for men
and seven for women meeting
the new NCAA standards.
my
best
again
him
fight
to
interest
The moving of the basketball
"girlfriend"
ence it hc felt repentant about the
Tyson
to
Reacting
tournament is obviously a conremarks. Tyson. feigning contri- remark, Ruddock had said, "I think right now."
tion, said, "I'm sorry Razor that I
he's trying to get brave enough to
A victory would send the cern in Murray. We took the
called you bad names."
come out of the closet."
27-year-old Ruddock into a title position at the meeting that the
"Mike Tyson is Mike Tyson,"
He also called Tyson a moron fight against undisputed champion tournament as currently set .up
has worked for our conference
KAIdock said. "He can say want and an ignorant little kid.
Evandcr Holyfield.
allowed us good home
and
he warns. I don't pay attention to
On Tuesday, Tyson compliShould Tyson win, however,
that."
mented Ruddock, who he stopped there's a good chanct that Holy- crowds, student involvement,
He did in May.
in the seventh round of a slugfest field will not be his next opponent. ESPN coverage, and considerable
publicity. The majority felt howMarch 18. Referee Richard Steele Mentioned prominently as a Tyson
was roundly criticized for stopping opponent is 42-year-old George er, that moving all seven teams
the fight.
Foreman, who lost a 12-round deci- to a neutral site with a Friday
through Sunday format with a
"He's good," Tyson said of sion in a title bid against Holyfield
major financial payoff was the
Ruddock. "No doubt, he's good." April 19.
Not good enough, however, in
Don King„Tyson's promoter, way to go in the future.
Quite honestly, the vote was
Tyson's opinion.
and Dan Duva, who promotes
to proceed with
overwhelming
him
beat
I'll
and
before
"I beat
Holyfield, are busy charging each
taking bids and continuing to
again," Tyson said. "He's going to other of not wanting the fight.
move to a neutral site. A final
get knocked out."
There was a half-page add in
should be made by the
decision
JourReview
t
fortunate
Vegas
very
Las
"I'm definitely
Tuesday's
Par 3 Golf Course 300
nce against i e nal in which Holyfield calls on end of July, but I think it is
have a second
safe to say that regardless of
Golf Carts
3.00
Tyson," 'Ruddoc aid." as in Tyson to "get it on."
our position, the future is in
Lighted Driving
this direction.
Range
2.00
The other issue clouding our
Miniature Golf
1 75
meeting was the study at MTSU
on ,moving to a new conference.
Softball &
The presidents made a strong
Baseball
and forceful statement
Batting Cages
50C
confirming the leagues commitLessons By Appointment
ment to I-AA football and conJimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
tinued
basketball exposure.
Installation and Service
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Whether this isfisenced Middle
at all, I do not know. I do
753-1152
know that of last Friday, they
MURRAY, KY.
have made a decision to study
753-4563
512 South 12th (841 South)
(Cont'd OR page 31)

Who needs practice?

Winners from the Murray Tae Kwon Do school at the Kentucky State
Junior Olympic Championships and at the Kentucky State Open.
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Actions& Reactions

Anderson hopes ...

GOLF

LOWER DIVISION

Winners from the Purchase Area Senior
Games golf tournament, held Monday at
Miller Memorial Golf Course Women,
55,59, Susan Nickerson, Helen Webb,
Ellie Butterbaugh, 60-64, Patti Turak,
Audia Meunier. Beverly Edwards, 65 69,
Anna Lawson, Lee Dycus, Grace James
70-74, Jane Waggoner, Thelma Edison,
Erma Tuck, 75 and over, Hazel Beale,
Alice Rothrock Men, 55-59, Lawrence
Phi'pot, Gene Landolt, Bill Feale, 60-64,
Howard Grubbs, Bobby Childers, Al
Cutini, 65-69, Les Ridge, Allen Benoit,
and Herschel Collins, 70-74, Watson
Fulkerson, Ed Latta, Archie Miller,
75-and over, L H Schmitt, Charlie Bender, John Trotter

Allison Photography defeated Darnell
Marine, 13 2 while J & S Chevron
defeated Darnell Marine 15-6 in Lower
Division softball play Monday Jenni Pigg
hit a grand slam homer and doubled and
singled tor Allison Photography, while
Misti Starks had tour hits and Kacee
Stonecipher had three hits Wendy
Logan April Rooker, Suzanne Chandler
and Whitney Ragsdale all had two hits
while Brooke Lencki tripled For Darnell
Marine, Lindsay Lawson and Ashley Bebben had two hits each and Keisha Darnell
doubled In the second game, Mist'
Lawrence hit a grand slam homer for J
S Chevron, and doubled and tripled Jennifer King and Amanda Hart both had
three hits while Jenny Parlow and Mallory France had two hits each Tiffany
Cunningham and Lindsay Lawson had
two hits for Darnell Marine, while Ashley
Bebber and Kristin Sutter both doubled
and Knsta Shelby contributed to the
attack

(Cont'd from page 28)
Seattle, Atlanta, Golden State, Golden State again, Milwaukee,
Washington, Houston, Utah, the
Clippers, Orlando, Boston, Golden
State, Chicago and Sacramento.
The top centers are Dikembe
Mutombo of Georgetown, Luc
Longley of New Mexico, Rich
King of Nebraska, Stanley Roberts
of LSU and Real Madrid and
Donald Hodge of Temple.
Along with Johnson and Owens,
the most highly regarded forwards
are Doug Smith of Missouri, Stacey Augmon of UNLV, Anthony
Avent of Seton Hall, Dale Davis of
Clemson, John Turner of Phillips,
Brian Williams of Arizona, Mark
Randall of Kansas, Chris Gatling
of Old Dominion and Rick Fox of
North Carolina.
The leading guards are Anderson, Steve Smith of Michigan
State, Greg Anthony of UNLV,
Mark Macon of Temple, Eric Murdock of Providence, Rodney Monroe and Chris Corchiani of North
Carolina State, LaBradford Smith
of Louisville and Terrell Brandon
of Oregon.
Mutombo, a 7-2 center from
Zaire, has hired ProServ and David
Falk to handle his contract negotiations and help him manage his
money. But despite the riches to
come, Mutombo doesn't expect to
convert to a flashy lifestyle.
"I'm not going to buy 10 or 11
cars and wear gold; I just wasn't
raised that way," said Mutombo,
who moved to the United States

TRACK
Russell Lencki and David Cavitt won gold
medals in the 100 hurdles and discus
respectively at the state Junior Olympic
championships this past weekend Lencki
and Cavitt advance on to the national
regional championships July 6 in Champaign, III Lencki, who also competes in
the 13-14 age group, finished fifth in the
long jump, while Cavitt, in the 11-12
group, finished third in the shot Stephen
Hester finished fifth in the shot and the
discus, while Man Farmer was third in
the 300 meters, Thomas Hornbuckle was
fifth in the 100 meters and fourth in the
200 meters Stephanie Hester finished
second in the 10-and-under girls shot put
and fifth in the long Jump.

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Shane Andrus and Fulton Hart combined
on a no-hitter as Taylor Bus defeated
Peoples Bank, 13-0 while Clinic Pharmacy defeated Office Products, 8-3 in Kentucky League play Tuesday Shane
Andrus had two hits with a double,
O'Shea Hudspeth and Adam Doss each
doubled Josh Harcourt was the winning
pitcher for Clinic Pharmacy, while John
David Thieke had two hits Jay McGee
and Jeremy Smith each doubled for
Office Products

TRIATHLON

Murray's Barry Knight won the Kentucky
PONY LEAGUE
Triathlon Championship Saturday. at.. .......
..... ........
Long Run Park just outside Louisville.
Thornton's defeated Kiwannis, 9-6 while
Kngith finished in 1 48.1 over the fiveHawaiian Tropic defeated Hutson Commile run, half-mile swin and 27-mile bike
pany, 14-2. Travis Anderson was the winride course, besting a field of over 300
ning pitcher for Thornton's, while Preston
athletes
Weatherly had Iwo hits and Brad Lowe
singled, doubled and tripled. Ryan Clark
SWIMMING
doubled and Stephen Crouch singled and
doubled for Kiwannis. Shane 'Johnson
Don Keller won five gold medals at the
was the winning pitcher for Hawaiian
Senior Olympics Swimming Competition
Tropic and banged out four hits. Jason
in Paducah over the weekend
West singled, doubled and tripled, while
Shawn Waller doubled and Raymond
KIRKSEY LEAGUES
Duvall singled and doubled Jarrod Lencki doubled for the Hutson Company
In Kirksey Park League play, Murray
Cablevision/Country Store defeated
Hardin Grain/Ryan Milk, 4-1. Todd SexCOLLEGES
ton homered and Jeffrey Lawrence
doubled for the winners, while Casey
Smith homered and Trevor Smith
doubled for Hardin Grain/Ryan Milk.
LAS VEGAS - Officials for the University of Nevada System say they will
PARK LEAGUE
not make public the reponse UNLV has
filed to an NCAA Letter of Inquiry alleging
Kopperud Realty defeated Futrell Tile in
35 infractions by the school's basketball
Park League play Tuesday Derrick
program. The university shipped boxes of
McCallum, Mitch Woods, Charles Scott
material to the NCAA last week after
and John Kopperud all had three hits
UNLV counsel Brad Booke spent seven
while Rodney Emerson, Brandon Morris
months preparing the university's
and Justin Maynard had two hits each
response. Members of the media asked
Kevin Inca, Josh Garland and Darryl
for copies of the response but Donald
Cole had three hits for Futrell Tile, while
Klasic, general counsel for the University
Sean Clemson, Dean Futrell and Rusty
of Nevada System, said it would remain
Sweatman all had two hits
confidential for now. Klasic said the public would ultimately get to see a 300-page
UPPER DIVISION
document summarizing the university's
response, but would not be allowed to
Upper Division softball play completed
see thousands of pages of supporting
transcipts and documents. Student
their season with the Murray Moose
names would be excised from the sumLodge winning two games and the
mary document under the Family Educaleague title. The Moose Lodge defeated
tional Rights and Privacy Act, known as
Martha's 13-12 and Roberson's Hithe Buckley Act.
Burger 21-15 to finish the season at 7-2.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.- Freshman eligiIn the first game, Tammy Chester had
bility requirements may get tougher, but
three hits wh e Lee Ann Darnell had
freshman will likley still compete under
three hits wi a triple and Kadonna Rannew guidelines proposed this week by
dolph tr. I d for the Moose Lodge, Shanthe NCAA Presidents Commission, The
non Shields had four hits for Martha's,
44-member commission was expected to
while Linda Stubblefield homered and
end a two-day meeting today by calling
Molly Wisehart had three hits with two
for strengthened academic standards
doubles. In the second game, Stacey,
throughout Division I. The standards
Williams hoemred and Ruth Ann Furgercould include requiring freshmen to have
son had three hits for the Moose Lodge,
a 2,5 instead of a 2.0 grade point averwhile Terri Burkeen homered and Steage in college preparatory courses and
phanie Hollland had two doubles for Murincreasing the minimum number of credit
ray Moose In the opening game Tueshqurs needed to stay eligible throughout
day, Faye's defeated Roberson, 13-6.
a college career. The commission's propShelly Rudolph and Jamie Pigg had three
osals will be put to a vote of schools at
hits each for Faye's, while Stacy Boyd
the NCAA's annual convention next
tripled and Shanna Norsworthy doubled
January.
for Roberson

A.D.'s Desk ...
(Coned from page 28)
moving to the Southern Conference. They have notified the
OVC office that they are at
least going to look at the
options. If they do decide to
leave, we will have to look at
the future and assess how the
OVC proceeds. It would not be

a death knoll, but it would be
a concern.
On balance, the league is
moving in the right direction.
We need all members pulling
together. Let's hope Middle studies all the issues and doesn't
jump ship without serious
relfection.

wit-ttritw
When You Need It

Toyota of Murray is pleased to
announce that Russell Maness is
their new Service Manager. He has
owned his own auto repair shop for
13 years and is experienced with all
domestic and foreign cars. Russell
believes in service with a personal
touch.
"I love what you do/or me:
914710

PAGE 3B

l< SCOREBOARD

from Africa five years ago. "I've
Good service. Like a good neighbor
been reading the books they use to
good
coverage. State Farm is there
teach at Harvard Business School.
plan to put most of my money in
good pricethe bank."
Mutombo, whose parents have
been staying with him for a month
Snare Farm Insurance Companies
after a five-year separation, said he
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois
also woul# be a steady contributor
to a foundation for poor people in
Africa. He will join Hakeem OlajuTexas iBrown 55) at Oakland (Mooiik •6). 905
won and Manute Bol as African
pm
Baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
natives in the NBA.
East Division
Pct,
W
L
GB
AMERICAN
LEAGUE
"African players are playing
•nttsburgh
597 40
27
East Division
536 4
Si Louis
37
32
W
L Pc. GB
under a lot of pressure because
32
529 44
New 'fork
36
39
32
549 Toronio
471
African society is closer than
33 37
V.
36
32
529
1'4
Montreal
Boston
33
36
32 38
457 97.
478 5
Chicago
Detroit
America," he said. "Everyone is
30 40
429. 114
32
36
471
5',‘
Philadelphia
Mikvaukee
29 37
West OiWiSiOn
439
77.
Nevi von,
like family and wants to take care
27 41
W L
Pct.
GB
397 10'.4
Baltimore
12 27
343 14
609 23
44
LOS Angeles
Cleveland
of each other. I can't forget my
Cincinnati
37
32
536 5
West Division
people. But we can't all be like
514 6,
3/
35
W
L Pct. GB
San Diego
44
27
507
7
M nnesora
620 Atlanta
34
33
Mother Teresa."
Caitornia
39
31
557 44
San Francisco
30 41
423 13 !
47.
Oakland
39
31
557
400
147.
Houglon
28
42
Mutombo has two negatives that
35
30
538 6
Texas
s
T:nes)
ic1,090
ay's 2
Garnes
Seaale
37
33
529 67,
might keep him from becoming the
Cincinnati ET
35
33
515 77,
Chicago
6
3
1
hca
p
io
5
Pittsburgh
I
top pick. He turned 25 on Tuesday,
464 11
Kansas City
32 37
New Vork 8 Montreal 5
Tuesday's Gemee
Houston 1. Atlanta 0
a couple of years older than the
St Louis 10 Philadelphia 9
New York 6 Boston 4
average NBA rookie; and there is a
Milwaukee 11. Detroit 3
San Francisco 9 Los Angeles 4
Chicago 4, Seattle 0
Wedneedey's Games
.
feeling that he is unpolished offenlannesota 8, Toronto 6
San Diego iRasmossen 3.1) at Cinonnati (Scudder
Baltimore 5, Clevetand 3, 12 innings
2-3), 6 35 p m
sively, a perception that grates on
Cahlornia 4, Kansas City 2
Chicago (G Maddux 6.5) at Pitisburgh (Walk 5-01.
Texas 6, Oakland 1
him.
Wednesday's Games
Montreal (Gardner 3-3) at Ne* Vork (Viola 7-5).
"I want to go to the NBA and
New York (Sanderson 7-3) at Boston (Gardiner
3.1), 635 pm
6pm42tiapntam (Sinoltz 2-9) at Houston IJ Jones 4-5). 7 35
prove to people I can play
Baltimore (Ballard 4-7) at Cleveland (Swindell 34),
6.35 pm
offense," he said. "I studied the
Plnitadelphia (Combs 2-5) at St Lou% (13 SMO
lAleaukee (Navarro 7-4) at Detroit (Gakeler 1-1),
5-4). 735 pm
stats, and guys like Patrick Ewing
6.35 p.m
San Francisco (Black 6-6) at Los Angeles
Seattle (R Johnson 5-6) at Chicago (Garcia 0-21.
(R Martinez 10-3_), 935 pm
.
and Michael Jordan who score 40
705 p.m.
Thursday• Gam*
CalitorNa (Langston 10-2) at Kansas City (Guticza
San
Diego
at
Cincinnati.
11.35 am
points all the time in the NBA nev3-31. 735 p m
Montreal at New York. 1240 pm
Toronto (Wails 8-4) at Minnesota (Guinn° 5- 31
er averaged 20 points in college. I
Chicago at Pittsburgh, 635 pm
735 p m
35
scored 15 points a game and everyP
Ah
tlialandtaelpahtlaHc'4
a161Soln Loin, P771
35 p.m.
body collapsed on me. The NBA
floor is more open and I know I
Larry Krouse Insurance
can score and be rookie of the year.
"Why do people sa5, I can't [105 N. 12th (Next to McDonakrst
score?"
0,11.100

4%

That's
State Farm
insurance."

i

Air Condition
Receiver Dryers

Air Conditioning Compressors
Remanufactured

For most early
model GM's.
Store stock only.
With exchange.

A-6 WITH CLUTCH
t

Remanufactured,

99

Our Best Price

R-4 WITH

CLUTCH

1999

DA-6 WITH CLUTCH

Pemanufactured

99

For some late t
model GM's.
0
Store stock only.*
With exchange.

For some later
model GM's
Store stock only.
With exchange

Our Best Price

Our Best Price
pmrsvniky

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

EVERYDAY

EVEPvCIAY
Si25 MAIL-IN
REBATE

craib,

41r

Cl, Purc,ose
,coar,00 role,
pal Mo.o
orml
otorc
Ci

•4

`O.

_Duralast _

MIN"

magia
st

mobil

•

II
Trei

.1

lo
sUwp
.
!r
o

Er
imee
vErNia &VI_
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EVERYDAY
Ono
Mobil Super
All weights in stock
Limit 3 cases

New
Heater Cores

Exxon Superflo
All weights in stock
ose Special
9.96
Mail-in Robot* -3.00

For r11051 'Vehicles
Store stock only

696

AFTER REBATE

New
Blower Motors

CASE

58t Qt. After Rebate

For most vehicles
Store stock only

Limit 1 Rebate per Household

EVERYDAY

Remanufactured
American & Import
Store stock only
With exchange

29

4:
7
97

1988
EVERYDAY

TO
4991

Our Best Battery-

Duratast Sub Zero

088

6 Year WarrantyA
Up to 1 20
reserve minutes ni g
AutoZone
5 Year Car
Battery

,,A.,pAGuA RD
uil Filter

Duralast
Alternators

i LLLL1_1_1_1

1;1a0T

WITH
UCH

38wTiE..

Valucratt
Alternators

AC, Deutsch
Precision or
Motorcraft
Oil Filters

Remanuloctured
Store stock only
With exchange

All Others$1' Off
Purchase of 2

One-Year Warranty

All Oil Filters

Up To $297

2$5

FOR

TOYOTA

E TO4YOTA

imp

AIR FILTER
1 1

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1991

6075

n7E1
11‘.41

Zerex
Antifreeze
Coolant
Limit 6 gotions
EVERYDAY

By Maremont

OEM rep4ocement
Over 300 tailpipes

Fuel Injection
Slightly Higher

396

available thru

Holley

Carburetor

Dashmats
EVERYDAY
Kits

Express Ports

Custom made
for most vehicles
Available thru
Express Parts

TOYOTA QUALITY SERVICE

moo •."%..

AIR CONDITIONING
INSPECTION

;

0.4_t
,•1116

ir

-wale

•Adjust drive belts, tighten fit- $
tings and clean condenser fins
•Check system for leaks.

MURRAY

4.95

OPEN 8AM-10PM MONDAY -SATURDAY, 1PM-8PM SUNDAY

'Parts rengerant and trostallation labor, 4 required are not included we
recycle neon refrigerant ICFCei to help protect the eat th s ozone layet

(502) 753-4961
KY 1-800-599-0:165
Other 1-800-735-0:165

TOYOTA

Fri.
7:30 - 5:30
515 S. 12th
Murray, Ky.
Mon. -

OF MURRAY, INC.

753-8971

S. 12th St. in Southside Center

NEW SUMMER HOURS.
OPEN LONGER

TO SERVE

YOU BETTER.

/Roto.0ne

,peles sheesaies,
Ad procos good Oyu hon. 30 1991 We ripsiprvo the right fp limit auonIthics of S.pac• %pus°
Ad pritge not good on so•c,6 cooirs No Dealers Full &Mous of warranties at stare r 1091 Aulo2one

The Best Parts In Auto Parts

1

•

•
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'Food'. PilLatirlit,
1407 main

Open

*

753-4682 *

*

4th 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

*IC*
* Store
*
V
Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8-7 p.m.

0
ORDER YOUR BAR-B-

4 -*4(1: 4k

AND PICNIC LUNCHES
Deli Hot
*1°ir*
Line
r
753-7811 *** FROM OUR DELI FOR THE e
Owen's Best 88% Lean

Louis Rich

U.S. Choice Boneless

Ground Chuck

Ground Turkey

Sirloin Tip Roast

1 39

Goldkrit Boneless
Chicken Breast

Louis Rich 1 Lb

Turkey
Bologna
Si 19

Lb
Family Pack

Fillets
$329

0
99

U.S. Choice
Boneless Sirloin

U.S.Choice

Tip Steak

Steaks

$259

Minute

'259

Lb

Holiday Time Grade 'A' Frozen

Frying Chicken

Turkey Franks

Turkey Breast

Leg Quarters

Potato Snacks

99c

99'

Margarine

2/89c

b 5 oz

U.S. Choice Whole

Ribeye
Potato Chips $369
Lay's

19

Blue Bonnet!

b

6 oz

Hyde Park Hamburger

Hyde Park Tomato

Angel Soft

Dill Chips

Catsup

Bath Tissue

90

4 Roll Pkg.1139c

32 Oz.

Hyde Park Grade A

Tropicana

Eggs

Orange Juice
$ 69
640z.

Doz. 49

Milk

Gal

$189
99'

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
2 Liter
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper
Del Monte French Style or Cut

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

Hefty 50 Ct. Foam

Plates

18 oz.

Cups

Hersheys Squeeze 24 Oz.

Green Beans 16 oz.

Charcoal

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

Del Monte C.S. or W.K

$c79
NI

Golden Corn

RC, Diet Rite, Sundrop
12 pk
Diet RC

16 Oz.

Big Chief

glen,

'139
99' BBQ Sauce
$329 Chocolate Syrup
2/89'
$169 i
loduce
)
Open Pit

Hefty 20 Ct. 16 Oz.

Kingsford 10 Lb

24 Pk

Lb.
Sliced F ee

99c

Lb.

-

Prairie Farm 1%

$239

Lb

Louis Rich 1 Lb

Keebler's O'Boises

1

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Peanut Butter

18 oz

Del Monte 17 Oz.

Sweet Peas
Vlasic 16 Oz

Owen's Best

Owen's Best

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

BBQ Beef BBQ Pork Baked Ham

59 $499

$3

Lb

Wisconsin
Colby

Cheese
59

$2

Lb

Lb.

Owen's Best
Cajun Roast

89

$3

Lb

Owen's Best Store
Baked Lg. 36 Oz.

Beef Pecan Pie

$489 $459
Lb

Sno White

Sweet Pickles
Wesson Vegetable or

Corn Oil

480z.

American Ace Squeeze

Mustard
Hot Dog Relish

16 Oz..

Vlasic SvXeet Relish or

10 Oz.

99'
99'

Hyde Park

64 Oz. $1 39

Apple Juice
Sparkle Single Roll

Paper Towel
Kingsford Charcoal

Lighter Fluid

320z.

,

69'
$1
89

i•

-• •
P

•
•

•

•

0

. •

3 LB Bag
Yellow

Fresh Head

Cauliflower Lettuce Onions
1 39
W169

990

Head
Seedless
White

5 Lb. Bag Red

Fonda

Grapes Potatoes Limes
$1 29
Lb

99'

New health insurance law to affect Murray State students
When Murray State University
students return to campus this fall,
a new Kentucky law will require
them to have health insurance.
The law goes into effect with the
fall 1991 semester. Without proof
of insurance, students will not be
able to enroll at classes at Murray
State for the spring 1992 semester.
Designed to protect students from
rising hospital health care costs,
the law requires all full-time students at public and private colleges
in Kentucky to carry insurance that
pays for at least 14 days in a hospital and 50 percent of related doctor's fees.
The law also covers part-time
students who are taking at least 75
percent of a full-course load. At
Murray State, this means nine or
more credit hours for undergraduate students and seven or more
hours for graduate students in the
fall and spring semesters. In the
summer season, 75 percent would
mean five hours for undergraduates
and four hours for graduate students over the entire eight-week

session.
Students who are coverd by a
parent's health insurance plan or
who receive Medicaid benefits
meet the new state requirements.
A survey conducted during the
spring 1991 semester by the Kentucky Council on Higher Education
indicated that 811 Murray State
students did not have health
insurance.
A brochure and a cover letter
explaining the law and a description of the insurance options
offered by the university will be
mailed to all Murray State students
before fall registration. Students
will be required to show proof of
insurance by Aug. 30, 1991. Students without insurance and who
fail to purchase adequate coverage
will not be able to enroll for the
spring 1992 semester.
Murray State's Student Health
Services Administrator Roberta
Garfield was critical of the new
law. "I question the legality of
requiring one segment of our population to purchase a hospital insur-

ance policy. We have always been
opposed to mandatory student
insurance," she said.
In order to help students meet
the requirements of the new law,
Murray State plans to offer two
health insurance plans to students.
There will be a "bare-bones"
option that provides the minimum
coverage required by the law and a
second option that will cost more,
but will provide more coverage.
A policy, bid by a consortium ol
Kentucky universities to meet the
requirements of the new state law,
will cost students $88 a year or $33
a semester. Coverage for the sumterm only will be $22.
Garfield said that al though the
"bare-bones" policy meets state
requirements and is relatively inexpensive, it provides little health
care coverage for students. "The
proposal is essentially the same
policy that we now provide for students. I often receive complaints
from students when they discover
how inadequate the coverage actually is," she said.

"The present plan provides for
45 days in the hospital at $110 a
day. The proposed plan will provide for 14 days in the hospital. In
addition, the pres
It plan provides
SIO a day for ph
ian visits up to
45 days," she said "The proposed
plan will pay 50 percent of the
physician's fee for 14 days."
"Although the cost of a health
insurance plan may not prevent a
student from entering college, the
major reason for hospitalization in
young adults is accidents," Garfield
said. "The minimal requirement of
two weeks in the hospital and,50
percent of the doctor's fees would
most certainly not go very far for
the student who is involved in a
major automobile accident. Once
again, the students would have
been forced to purchase a plan that
would not meet their needs," she.
said.
"I predict that the majority of
students, who happen to be healthy
young adults, will never need this
policy," she said. "For example,
any surgical procedures are now
performed on an outpatient basis

and this hospital plan will not cover emergency room services unless
the student is subsequently admitted to the hospital. Furthermore,
the few students who will be hospitalized will soon discover how limited the coverage will be."
The proposed plan does not cover health care costs due to emotional problems, drug or alcoholrelated conditions, pre-existing
conditions or suicide-related inci-

RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D., P.S.C.
Announces new and extended hours
Monday thru Thursday:
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Friday
8:00 - 12:00 noon
for Patient Convenience
New Injection hours on Mon & Wed only
8:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
1:00
- 5:45. p.m.
(502)4753-7451
Route #2, Box 39
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Local schools receive award for program
On May 22, 1991 the Murray
Independent School District
received an award certificate at the
Kentucky Center for the Arts in
Louisville for being one of nine
school districts across the state to
complete a three-year program to
improve its overall Arts Education
Program.
Murray Elementary has been
participating in the Basic Arts
Program, a program administered
by the Kentucky Arts Council in
cooperation with the Kentucky
Department of Education and the
Kentucky Alliance for Arts Education, since 1989 after being
selected one of 10 districts out of
51 who applied. One district later
withdrew from the program leaving
nine.
Through the Basic Arts Program
Murray Elementary School, has
been involved in Comprehensive
Arts lnservice for K-4 Generalist
Teachers in the areas of Music,
Visual Arts, Dance and Drama,
Cultural Resource Planning and
Implementation, Curriculum Writing and Long-Range Arts Program

Planning. Duringrthis time a number of artists have conducted in
service programs for teachers and
have presented demonstration lessons in classrooms that integrate
arts activities into the regular
instructional program. A long
range arts education plan was also
developed as part of the project.
The award certificate, which can
be viewed in the Board office
states:

GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING

The Commonwealth of Kentucky, the Kentucky Arts Council, the
Kentucky Department of Education
and the Kentucky Alliance for Arts
Education are pleased to make this
award to the Basic Arts Program.
A three-year program to assist
Kentucky school districts with
Strengthening and improving their
educational curriculum by incorporating the arts as basic in the
day-to-day curriculum of all

schools
The award is signed by Governor
Wallace G. Wilkinson for the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Josephine
D'amato Richardson, Chairman of
the Kentucky Arts Council Thomas
C. Boysen, Commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of Education, Martha N. Brown, President
of the Kentucky Alliance for Arts
Education and Dennis Horn, Coordinator of the Basic Arts Program.

PRINTED CAPS
$4.50 ea.: 144

12

For
Few As
messes Clubs Organizations
-

Phone 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES

-

82.25 ca.
Open Til 8
For

Mon.-Fri.
9:30-5 Sat.
753-7743

.Over 15 yrs Expenence
•w)rerior & Exterior

Saturday, June 29
Mr. & Miss Freedom Fest Pageant
Lovett Auditorium 3:00 pm

June 29 - July 4
Chamber of Commerce Patriotic Busi-

Murray State Univ. Roy Stewart Stadium
1:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Baseball Card Comic Book & Coin

Rotary Club Max B. Hurt Memorial Golf

Murray State Univ. Roy Stewart Stadium
9:00 am - 10:00 pm
RV & Boat Show
Parking area of MSU Roy Stewart
Stadium
Noon - 8:00 pm
Fisher Price/YMCA Kid's Parade
7:00 pm MSU Roy Stewart Stadium
"Music with a Ban "/MSU Choral Un-

Murray Country Club - Shotgun start at
1:00 pm
First Baptist Church Patriotic Choir

MSU Roy Stewart Stadium 8:00 pm
Fireworks Display
MSU Roy Stewart Stadium 9:00 pm

July 1 - July 30

Doralyn Lanier, assistant superintendent for instruction with the
Murray Independent School District recently received an award
certificate at the Kentucky Center for the Arts in Louisville.
Murray is one of nine school districts across the state to complete
a three-year program to improve
art education.

Murray Art Guild "Red, White, and
Blue" show & competition
Murray Art Guild
Murray Quilt Lovers "Western Kentucky Quilt Exhibit"
Wrather West Kentucky Museum

Wednesday, July 3

First Baptist Church at 7:00 pm

Friday, July 5
Art & Craft Show cont.

Thursday, July 4
Host
families
are urgentl
needed
I..uropeAn. Scandinar Ian
Asian South Smerican
Central Snwrican. And
Eastern European
students

Each student is :mums to
use in an ‘rnerican home.
Aliend high school. and
learn more ahoutyomr
of life Otte stud...Tu. speak
English. Are %ell screened.
fulh insured. have Ample
spending montr. . And arrne
in lie August of 1901
Mid Ireemd.

sip Drosor
sterel•est newt
Ch4.0

(All ,mur local (Aiordinator

It

1.411100.0111121111.•111339

-la rent;
omden, en Nor,
open

0

dents. "This may eventually present the same problems that the age
and maternity exclusions did a few
years ago. There was a nationwide
class action suit filed against Student Health Insurance Programs
which discriminated on the basis of
age and pregnancy. The universities that provide these insurance
plans were in danger of losing federal funds if the exclusions were
not eliminated." Garfield said.

Boy Scouts of America Country Ham

Baseball Card Gamic Book & Coin

Pagliais Pizza from 6:00 am - 9:30 am
Freedom Fest Main Street Mile
15th & Main Street at 9:00 am
"Biggest Small Town Parade"
10th & Main to Briggs and Stratton 9:30
am
"Old Faion Street Fair"

"Catch a Rising Star" Band Competition
12:00 pm - 5:30 pm at Roy Stewart
Stadium
"Coca-Cola" Country Jamboree
Murray State University !Roy Stewart
Stadium at 5:30 pm /
Featuring country music greats: Doug
Stone & Mark Chesnutt

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did ycku know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C,C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
4ncluded Pediatric Adjusting and Sports injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting-from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams,Ptesident of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
.

today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
J
J
a
J

Back Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

J
J
a
a

Headaches
Arthritis
Bursitis
Hip Pain

_I
.J
J
J

Painful Joints
Shoulder Pain
Arm/Leg Pain
Cold Hands/Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MON111 ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
or restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to dists the results.
UtSCLAJNOtli Our *Mee polo, protect. you
petlent and any othe permit rampant* hie
yment ha••nehi to tete*
LAD pay r &fuel payment cab.re athuroed far payment for•ny ether wroten exatetrUhth on or treatment artuch
perfe-roed a•a
rem.t.t of and ettiun 12 hour, of respond+ nig 1 the advert...eft-a for the free wrote •••stunettet Cr treatscelt"

Saturday, July 6 & 7

lot

Playhouse in the Park Dessert Cabaret
Murray-Calloway Co. Park at 8:00 pm

FOR TICKET INFORMATION, APPLICATIONS AND ADDITIONAL EVENT
INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT VONNIE HAYS AT THE CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE - P.O. BOX 190 OR 753-5171.

759-1116
Dr Dennis L. Heskett

\-<

Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

.....
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-
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Former beauty queen now chicken queen
for George, who is married to John
Y. Brown Jr., a businessman who
made a fortune with Kentucky
Fried Chicken before becoming the
state's governor in 1979.
While her husband encouraged
her to develop her own business,
she was determined to make it on
her own by concocting different
recipes for the chicken in her
kitchen.
When By George was introduced
at several grocery stores in Kentucky four years ago, her face
didn't adorn the package. She
would even go into stores incognito, wearing her 11 -year-old son
Lincoln's baseball cap and her hair
pulled back to disguise her famous
face, to see how consumers
responded to the product.
"I didn't want them to know I
was the George in By George in
the beginning because I wanted an
honest test and I wanted to find out
if it worked," said the native of
Denton, Texas.
The company was purchased in
1988 by Geo. A. Hormel & Co.,
which has expanded the By Georgeline on a national basis to include
turkey and soon pork and beef.
"I've seen this little idea hatch
and just grow and grow and
Former Miss America Phyllis George Brown recently started her own
grow,'' said George. "It's been
chicken business. The Brown family from left: John Y. Brown, Jr.,
exciting to me. It really is a dream
George Brown, daughter Pamela Ashley Brown and son Lincoln Tyler
come true."
George,
George, who turned 42 on Tuesinto the Governor's Manmoved
And she hasn't said much about
day, is a non-stop overachiever.
had
marshal
fire
the
that
that
sion
phase in her career.
After winning the Miss America
"I chose not to mention it, not to
pageant, she returned to the condemned."
Instead of moving into the tradi- talk about it, don't complain, don't
nation's living rooms as a member
governor's dwelling, she had
tional
explain because I knew what was
of CBS's "NFL Today" team.
going on," said George. "But it
six
in
ready
Place
Hill
Cave
get
to
easy,"
said
wasn't
"That
was a no-win situation for me at
resiofficial
weeks to serve as the
George, who was co-anchor from
that
time. And to this day I really
and
renovation
the
during
dence
1975-84. "That was hard. It hurt
haven't talked about it that much.
mansion.
the
of
reconstruction
was
it
beginning
the
in
because
"I mean, what's the point? It's
"There was a lot I could have
like, 'What is she doing here? She
I did a lot of great interviews.
over.
get
didn't
I
that
lady
first
as
done
not
She's
sport.
never played the
I
a lot of the work I did but
liked
an expert. What does she know?"' to do because I was so busy," she
whole
the
time frame of that job
contract
a
got
you
said
"CBS
said.
And her lovely looks didn't sofwas
not
just
for me."
NFL
the
on
back
you
want
we
and
critics.
her
of
blows
ten the
to Lexington to
she
So
returned
in
the
commuting
show. So I was
"Who would have ever thought
raise
get involved
and
her
children
season.
.fall
have
being born like this would
in the chicken business.
been a detriment in trying to pursue
''Restoring the mansion was on
"After I come off a trip, I come
a career?" she said. "And it was in
agenda. ... I'm very proud of home and I go to baseball games,
my
the beginning."
the fact that-it turned out the way it soccer games a
I'm with my
But, she added, "I kept showing
did."
not a lot
kids,"
said.
she
"There's
up and they kept saying, 'Hey,
k fidss
o,cializing inbetween. I'm
:
When Brown's term ended, she o
maybe she's here to stay.' Then we
returned to New- York to become either working or at ome with my
won a couple of Emmys for the
the
arc
an anchor of CBS Morning News.
Those
NFL Today show.
Asked if politics could be her
But she left after eight months,
glory days in sports. That's when it
career move, she said, "Goodnext
frustrated that she was miscast in a
was fun and entertaining."
no. I've been asked that a lot.
ness
format.
hard-news
Today
NFL
with
stayed
George
"When I was brought in, we It's a tremendous sacrifice and I
while she was Kentucky's first lady
were going to make it more like have two young children."
from 1,979-83. She also had two
But after reflecting on the politichildren, Lincoln and Pamela, 'Good Morning, America," she
while juggling the busy schedule. said. "That was what I was told cal scene, she said, "I'll never say
and then you try to put me back in never because I'll never cut off any
"That was the best," she said of
a hard news area. That's not where of my options. I never thought I'd
being first lady. "I loved that. ... I
I came from. That's not where my be in the chicken business when
was a newly wed, had both my
was growing up in Texas."
are."
strengths
and
term
four-year
children in the

By MIKE EMBRY
Assaclitted Press Writ*,

'Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow"

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at WhIlnell
Hours. Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

STATE AUTO OFFERS SOMETHING SPECIAL
It's the Auto/Home Discount with Special.
reduced rates if both your car and home
are insured with the State Auto Companies. Find out how much your savings
can be.

.
1
tA
Dan McNutt, AAI
Representing

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
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•

753-4451

407 Maple St.

Stott Auto Insurance
isp.i.J

A herd

LEXINGTON, Ky. — She WAS a
national beauty queen in 1971.
Twenty years later, Phyllis George
is the queen of chicken.
And the years between the time
she was crowned Miss America to
her current position as chairwoman
of By George food products, she
has been in network television
news and sports, served as Kentucky's first lady and written two
books.
"In a million years, I never
thought I'd be in the chicken business," George said in an interview
4!her 170-year -old Cave Hill Place
.
mansion. "I still have to pinch
myself — 'What business are you
in?'
"I've always made the comment
that I'd be in perfume, jewelry,
clothing. But chicken?"
Chicken seemed to be a natural

kt:51;

YOU VE SEEN
US ON TV HEARD
US ON THE RADIO

NOW JOIN THE
THOUSANDS WHO
HAVE SUCCESSFULL)•
LOST WEIGHT
THE HOLLYWOOD
WAY

CALL TODAY FOR
FREE CONSULTATION...

204 S. 5th St.
Professional Bldg. Suite 3
Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Frl. 9 am -7 p.m ; Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p m ; Closed Sunday.

UNTIL
JUNE
30
1991
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Judge rules against university in dispute

PL US You Keep The Rebate
$50090*

Rebate *

Plymouth Sundance

Rebate I+

Plymouth/Dodge Colt GL

$100000

Rebate *

Dodge Dynasty

100000

Rebate 4

Plymouth Acclaim

'100000

Rebate 4

'700"

1000"
'500'

Circuit Judge Carol Connor on
Monday ordered the Carolina
Research and Development Foundation to repay The Associated Press
and The Greenville News.
The judge cited a State Law
Enforcement Division report quot-

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — A
University of South Carolina
foundation deliberately tried to
destroy public documents and must
pay $227,000 in legal fees to two
news organizations that had sued to
see the records, a judge ruled.

4r*t
TROYFREL.
Win Your Backyard
Brushwar!

Jeep Commanche
Dodge Spirit

I
.
Rebate

Rebate 4

trRATilllurAZER.

Dodge Shadow

Sickle Bar Mower

'
10000

Rebate MO

Dodge Ramcharger

400N

Rebate *

Eagle Summit

Are areas of your land so
overgrown they're unusable?
Clear 1000 sq. ft. in just 5
minutes with this 38" wide
Sickle Bar Mower. Handles
weeds, woody brush, even
small saplings!
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"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car and truck company"
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ing John O'Donnell, the foundation's former fiscal officer, as saying executive director Chris Vlahoplus wanted to "get rid of the
records for 'embarrassing
reasons.'"
"It is clear that the attempted
destruction of the records was a
deliberate act," the judge
concluded.
The ruling ends a four-year legal
battle between the news organizations and the foundation.
The AP and The News sued in
1987 after the foundation refused
to make audits and other financial
documents public. In February, the
state Supreme Court unanimously
ruled the records were public and
ordered them open.
Days later, the foutfaation revealed that most of the sought-after
records had been destroyed.
In March, reporters from The
News found some of the records in
a landfill, where they had been
dumped in 1988. Some were wet
and could not be salvaged. Other
records sought in the Freedom of
Information Act suit were never
found.
The foundation's attorney,
Hoover Blanton, did not return a
call Monday.
"It's been a very long but a very
worthwhile legal battle," said William E. Ahearn, AP vice president
and executive editor.
"We are satisfied with the
order," said John Pittman, executive editor of The News. "It is
unfortunate that the principals of
the foundation remain in positions
of trust with the university, but that
is a matter for the university to
resolve."
Pittman said he was referring to
O'Donnell and Vlahoplus, who resigned from the foundation in May,
along with the board. Vlahoplus
remains a professor at the university's journalism school. O'Donnell
is a financial officer with the
school.
The records made public in
February showed the foundation
made tens of thousands of dollars
available to former university President James Holdcrman.

National Skeptics 'at the front line'
in ongoing battle against gullibility, fraud
By ROBERT M. ANDREWS
Associated Press WM.,

Relatives of a Palestinian journalist Ahmad Abad Mustafa, 39, who was sentenced to death in Kuwait,
demonstrated on Wednesday in front of the Kuwaiti embassy in protest of the death sentence.

Intangible property tax under attack
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
citizens group is attempting to have
Kentucky's intangible property tax
declared unconstitutional in Jefferson Circuit Court.
The state's Revenue Cabinet
contends the tax is legal and has
asked Judge Edwin Schroering Jr.
to dismiss the lawsuit filed last
July by the Kentucky Intangible
Tax Committee.
Arguments during a court session Monday focused on four
issues: whether the suit should be
classified as a class action; whether
the court has Jurisdiction to hear
the case; whether the tax/is constitutional; and whether an escrow
account should be established to
pay for potential refunds if the tax
is overturned.
The intangibles tax applies primarily at a rate of 25 cents per
$100 worth of intangible property.
For example, a stock portfolio
worth $50,000 could be subject to
an intangibles tax of $125.
The state receives an estimated
$25 million a year from taxes on
stocks and bonds and on out-ofstate bank deposits, two parts of
the tax that are being contested.

Kenneth Handmaker, an attorney
representing the Jefferson County
citizens' group, argued that the
case should be made a class action
because claims would be typical
and widespread.
Not making it a class action
would make any ruling binding
only on the main plaintiffs and
invite a flood of similar suits
throughout the state, Handmaker
said.
Stephen Schmidt, an attorney
representing the state, maintained
that no formal protest has been
filed with the state and thus there's
no controversy. Schmidt also contended that the class may not be as
widespread as believed and the citizens committee might not be an
adequate representative of the
class.
Another attorney for the state,
Charles Cassis, then argued that the
court didn't have jurisdiction
because tax protests rust need to
go through the Revenue Cabinet
and then to the Kentucky Board of
Tax Appeals.
"Circuit Court is not the proper
place to initiate action," he said,
adding that the plaintiffs "haven't
exhausted other remedies."

But Handmaker countered, "can
the Revenue Cabinet and board
declare their own statutes as unconstitutional? Of course not."
D. Randall Gibson, who also
represents the committee, argued
that the tax is unconstitutional
because it is discriminatory
because shares of non-Kentucky
corporations are generally subject
to the tax, while those of
Kentucky-based firms generally are
not.
That violates the federal commerce clause protecting free trade
among states, he said.
Finally, Gibson asked the court
to order the state to establish an
escrow account to ensure that funds
be available for any possible
refunds.
In response, Ronald Carson,
deputy state budget director, testified that setting up an escrow
account of about $50 million could
"create a serious disruption of
budget planning."
Carson said the state would be
able to deal with refunds should it
become necessary.
Schroering took the arguments
under advisement, and promised a
ruling "as soon as possible."

COLLEGE PARK, Md. — If
you think you've seen Elvis recently, call Chip Denman immediately
for a reality check.
Denman is Mr. Bah Humbug
himself. He's president of the
National Capital Area Skeptics, a
350-member society of debunkers
and naysayers who claim to serve
"at the front lines in the battle
against gullibility and fraud."
They erupt in rib-poking laughter at rumors that Elvis Presley is
still alive. Their eyebrows arch at
mention of ghosts, UFO abductions
or the wonders of astrology. Bigfoot sightings are dismissed as
hokum, New Age mysticism as
balderdash.
But Denman, 36, a pony-tailed
statistician at the University of
Maryland, hastens to squelch any
suggestion that his colleagues are
mere spoilsports.
"We're not a bunch of old
fogies who sit around harrumphing
and scoffing," he says. "We try to
maintain a high level of good
humor and a sense of fun abput
what we are doing."
The group publishes a quarterly
newsletter titled "Skeptical Eye"
and a monthly calendar of events
called "Shadow of a Doubt."
Members attend a "Seeing is
Believing" film series and hear
lectures on such topics as "Magic
of the Gurus of India" and "Animal Quackers: Pseudoscience for
Pets:
"
Denman and a magician friend
staged a Halloween show titled
"Seance! or Things That Go Bump
in the Night," a theatrical spoof of
the clairvoyant's tricks of the trade.
For more than a year, the skeptics have offered a $1,000 award to
anyone who can demonstrate psychic powers — mind reading, dousing or levitation, for example —
under scientific test conditions.
So far, Denman says, nobody has
stepped forward.
Led by Denman, the skeptics
banded together four years ago to
promote scientific inquiry based on
hard evidence, and to combat
"irrationality, superstition and just
Iplain nonsense." They include scientists, educators, lawyers, doctors
and other white-collar
professionals.
"We all share the idea that the

says.
"We say, go kick the tires.
Don't take the salesman's word for
it."

scientific process is a good strategy
for working in the world and making decisions, no matter whether
you are getting medical treatment
or buying a used car," Denman

Auto
Home
Business

Annui

A tradition in service
since 1981
1—— (502)

I 753-0632 I

Come to SEAFOOD EXPRESS
on your birthday and get your age
as a percentage off your ticket.
Mao prratar 1.0

SEAFOOD EXPRESS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANT & MARKET
ri -Sat. ila.m.-9p.m.

Olympic Plaza

753-6149

PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To Fit Any Budget—
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans are evenly divided over a
recent Supreme Court ruling that
upheld a ban on abortion counseling in taxpayer-funded family planning clinics, according to a new
poll.
The survey conducted by the
Wirthlin Group, a Republican polling firm, was commissioned by the
National Right to Life Committee
and released Monday.
It found that 48 percent favored
and 48 percent opposed the court's
decision holding "that the federal
government is not required to use
taxpayer funds for family planning
programs td perform, counsel or
refer for abortion as a method of
family planning."
Others surveyed either did not
have an opinion or refused to
answer.
Mutts showed, however, that
69 percent of those surveyed
expressed support for the decision
when told that federal money
would still be available for family
planning through means other than
abortion. But 27 percent remained
opposed, according to the poll.
Earlier this month, a survey
commissioned by Planned Parent-hood and conducted by pollster
Louis Harris found 78 percent of
those polled support legislation to
overturn the abortion counseling
ban.
The V,Virthlin survey was conducted June 17-19 and 1,000 adolts
were interviewed. The margin of
error is plus or minus 3.09 percentage points.
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Barton Vodka
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Jack Daniels Black
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Torada Tequila
1 75 L
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Seagrams 7
I wish to thank
Teresa Eldridge - Store Manager, Patty Dedmon, Dee
Dee Guthrie, Mary Paul Sammons, Cathy Coles and John
Duo, my loyal employeesfor their dedication and hard work
during my recent stay in the hospital. Without their help &
support Sammons' Bakery could not have stayed in
business.
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Crawfords Scotch
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Captain Morgan Rum
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George Dickle Black
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Largest Wine Selection In Paris'
Cases of Coolers & Wines Cold To

CPSC wants better
caps for ibuprofen
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Consumer Product Safety Commission wants to require child-resistant
packaging for ibuprofen pain
relievers, citing increasing numbers
of poisonings in young children.
The rule, proposed Monday for
public comment, would apply to
non-prescription ibuprofen medications, including major brands Motnn and Nuprin.
Two youngsters who swallowed
ibuprofen have .died, the commission said.
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"Home of Worlds Best Hamburgers"
Chestnut Street

753-5434

R4•

OPEN

MONDAY-FRIDAY 5 a.m.-4 p.m.
SATURDAY 5 a.m.-1 p.m.

*

PARIS,
TENNESSEE

Open Mon. thru Sat. 8:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
901-642-7714
Discount by Case or Mixed Case
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Consumer confidence rises in June

tt.

NEW YORK (AP) — Consumers regained some of their confidence in the economy in June, but
Americans are not optimistic
enough to step up their plans for
major purchases, the Conference
Board said today.
The pickup in confidence is a
positive sign for the future,
although consumer spending, a
critical part of the economy,
remains sluggish.
The business-supported research
group said its consumer confidence
index rose to 78.0 this month from
76.4 in May, when the barometer
had fallen three points. The index
is compiled from a survey of 5,000
households across the country.
The Conference Board said consumers' more optimistic expectations for the future accounted for
the improvement, with 28.3 percent
of those surveyed predicting better
business conditions in six months.
In May, 24.4 percent of respondents said conditions would pick
up.
However, consumers continued
to take a gloomy view of the current state of the economy. Nearly
39 percent of the respondents said
business conditions are currently
poor, up from 37.2 percent last
month. while just 10.7 percent said
they are good, down from 11.8 percent in May.
Some analysts monitor consumer
confidence for signals on the-direction of the economy because consumer spending accounts for two-

thirds of the gross national product.
"The index is still at a level that
is historically associated with a
sluggish economy," said Fabian
Linden, a Conference Board
economist.
"The silver lining in the June
confidence readings is the public's
more positive view of things to
come," he said. "Consumer expectations have an impressive record

of foretelling our future fortunes."
With their concerns about the
present state of the economy, consumers continued to put major buying plans on hold. Fewer respondents said they were planning to
buy a car during the next six
months, and the number of those
planning to buy a house was
unchanged.

Bellhop still carrying bags
and still partying at age 94
CHICAGO (AP) — Sam Cascio
says he's still working at 94
because he doesn't want to "get
old."
A bellhop at Chicago Hilton &
Towers, where he has worked since
1927, Cascio still carries guests'
baggage — 6V2 hours a day, four
days a week.
"You got to give the guests service. If I can't give them service,
then I'll retire," Cascio said yonday, which was his birthday.
And he doesn't want to retire
because he doesn't know what he'd
do.
"I might get old," he said.
A widower with four children.
13 grandchijdren and 20 greatgrandchildren, Cascio was given a
birthday party by his family Sunday and will get one at the Hilton
on Thursday.
But he's used to partying.

"I drink two or three cans a beer
and four shots of booze every
day." said Cascio. "But! don't get
drunk."
His secret to a long and healthy
life?
"Don't eat much fat! I cut it off
everything I eat," he said in a telephone interview from his suburban
Melrose Park home.
Cascio was a construction worker at Union Station train depot in
1927 when he heard about jobs at
the hotel, then the new Stevens
Hotel. He started as an elevator
operator, then switched to
bullhopping.
Through those years, Cascio has
carried the bags of some important
people.
"Oh, let's see — Ike, FDR,
Gene Autry, Truman," he
remembered.

Rep. William H. Gray HI, the House Majority Whip, and his wife Andrea post after he was named president of the United Negro College Fund Thursday in New York. Gray, D-Pa., thedighest ranking black in
Congress will assume the post Sept. 1.

Twelve-year-old who lost father on Everest
becomes youngest person to climb McKinley
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) —
A 12-year-old boy whose father
died climbing Mount Everest has
become the youngest person to
conquer Mount McKinley, North
America's tallest peak.
With his mother watching from a
small airplane, Taras Genet of
Talkeetna, Alaska, reached the
20,320-foot summit on Friday with
six members of his expedition, the
National Park Service said
Monday.
"It was pretty tough," Genet
said in a telephone interview from
his home. He said he got tired, but
never doubted he would make it.
Genet is a son of Ray Genet, a
mountain-climbing guide who died
in October 1979 trying to climb the
world's tallest peak. A few months
before his death, Genet's father led
the previous record-holder, Mark
Edwards, then 14, to McKinley's
suntan t..
The group set out on June 5 and

reached the summit without incident, park rangers said.
"It's a heck of a personal
achievement for someone that
age," said Bob Seibert, chief
mountaineering ranger at Mount
McKinley.
"I'm glad it's over," said Kathy
Sullivan, Genet's mother.
The climbing party spent 15 or
20 minutes at the summit during
Friday's summer solstice. Sullivan
flew near the peak, taking pictures
and waving to her son.
When he returned home Saturday, Genet went to bed for eight
hours, then awoke, ate and slept
again, Sullivan said.
Sullivan said the achievement
was a confidence-builder for Genet,
who will be an eighth grader this
fall.
"This ought to help him if he
ends up sitting on the bench in
basketball again this year," she
said.

Mount McKinley is one of the
most popular climbing peaks in the
world, with about 1,000 people
attempting to reach its summit each
year. Only about half of'those who
try succeed.
The peak can be the scene of
violent storms, whiteout snow conditions and winds in excess of 150
mph. Three climbers died trying to
reach the summit last year.
Mount McKinley was first conquered in 1913.
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

9346
1-800-432KiN7ZY CRAW POO MMUS RESOURCES

17 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE

In Appreciation for your business and support for the last seventeen years. we

i

are having a week long sale. Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on
special for that day only. Also, there will be a drawing each day for gift
certificates .A GRAND TOTAL of $600 00 to be given away throughout the
week of June 24-29

YES YOU CAN ...
OWN A HOME

\CONTINUED

TUESDAY

RUNNERS DAY
Includes all running shorts, Umbro
shorts, socks, nylon suits and warm-ups

WEDNESDAY

REEBOK DAY
Includes aii Reebok shoes, clothing
and accessories

LET US SHOW YOU HOW

THURSDAY
BASEBALL/SOFTBALL
JERSEY/SWIM DAY

Peoples Bank and Dees Bank of Hazel are offering you
a slice of the American Dream -- homeownership. Come to
a series of three classes on homebuying beginning July 9.
Participants will learn about budget and credit, the homebuying
process, financial planning and basic home maintenance.
Don't pass up this free opportunity to become a successful
homeowner. To register, contact John Williams at 753-3231
or mail the following form to Peoples Bank.
PO. Box 470, Murray, KY 42071

Includes all pefseys and T-sh,r•s. all goves. bats
3asebal1 shoes. coactles shorts and soh.baiI pa^ts
Al Speedo spprrvear and accessor.es

FRIDAY

TENNIS DAY
Includes all tennis clothing. shoes
accessories, rackets and warm-ups

SATURDAY

DE SALE
June 29 STOREWI
All Merchandise In
Includes

The Store

20%-50%

OFF

Clip & Mai/ to the Above Address

Name
Address

June 24-29
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.
-Drawing for the Gift Cortififcatee will be at 9:00 p.m. Each Night
-No Purchase Necessary.
-Only the people who have registered THAT DAY are eligible to win that day's gilt certificates.
-Need not be present to win

City/Zip
Home Phone

Work Phone

Dees Bank
of Hazel

Peoples
Bank
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MEMBER FDIC
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STAMPS
QUALITY
SAVING QUALITY STAMPS IS LIKE
MONEY IN THE BANK.
PUTTENIG
SAVING QUALITY STAMPS FOR ALL YOUR
START

AND
HOUSEHOLD AND GIFT NEEDS...SHOP
PURCHASES!
RECEIVE QUALITY STAMPS ON ALL YOUR GROCERY

They're worth their weight in gold.
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Thrifty
Savers

QUALITY
_ STAMPS

Pick up 'Thrifty Savers Collector Cards" at the checkstand. Collector cards
out
0
are free so take as many as you wish.
They're so quick to till, you could have
a complete card In just one trip! There
Is no limit to the number of cards you
can use, so start saving today!
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QUALITY

STAMPS

1

Only thirty (30) "Big Ten"
stamps or six (6)"50" stamps
• per card to be redeemable
for Thrifty Save( Feature Specials. Filled cards save cosh and they're so
compact you can easily carry them
in your purse or pocket. Fill as many
cards as you can and be ready for
"Thrifty Specials**. You'll find it hard to
believe. Remember, you'll need one
filled card for each feature item!
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Coffee

Eggs

1.29

19°

WITH 1 FILLED
THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Oil, water

Watch for 'THRIFTY SAVERS
SPECIALS" at our store! Yes,
• you can use Quality Stamps
Just like money on the featured specials every week. You'll save money
with every filled card and only Quality
Stamps can get you these low, low
Prices
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50
QUALITY STAMPS

Detergent

Tuna
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THRIFTY SAVER CARD
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THRIFTY SAVER CARD
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Surf 39 oz.

Star Kist 6 oz.
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Reg., Wheat
Low Salt
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Hills Brothers 13 oz. Can
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We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.
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CUT WIT

I Thru

MICRO WU MOO

641 South-Murray
753-9616

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE R

'ROUD

Bakery
753-0265

From now on, your groceries will be li
Wiggly Food Stores. Each 'qualified
company through participating in
Ownership Plan). As owners, will glv
desire. Our attitude Is positive a

iandled b
ffiployee
I our El
• you the
)ut the i

44>

Kingsford Regular Only 10 Lbs.

Charcoal
Matchlight Instant Light 4 lbs.

2.19
79°
59°
99°
79°

Charcoal
Maull's 18 oz.

BBQ Sauce
Piggly Wiggly or Hyde Park 25 ft.

Aluminum Foil

Bleach

Corn

2.39
1.79
89°
1.29
2/6.00

Nabisco 10 oz.

Snack Crackers
Planters 5-10 oz

Snacks

Plates & Cups

Pringles
Tombstone Original 12 inch

Pizza

Soft 'N Gentle 4 Pk.

Towels

Bath Tissue

Texsun Pink 46 oz.

Grapefruit Juice
Lunch Bucket 81/2 oz.

Entrees
Paramount Hamburger 32 OZ.

Dill Slices

Kraft 16 oz.

Marshmallows
Piggly Wiggly 100 Ct.

Tea Bags

Bonus Pk. Trigger 30 oz.
Yes 64 oz.

Laundry Detergent
22 oz

Formula 409

Cheese Singles ..... ...... ....................1.29

I.
59°
1.59

Margarine
Parkay 3 lb. Bowl

Spread

Hyde Park 20 CL.

Trash Bags

Sweet Relish

Raid

Buy One lb. of
Roast Beef At
Regular Price - Get
One lb. of Potato
Salad FREE!

Hokie
Whole Catfish!
Cod Fillets

Red Ripe 22 Lb. Avg.

Ice Milk

Watermelon

80c

99

Country Crock Lb

Cat Food

Hyde Park or Piggly Wiggly 1/2 Gallon

Milk

Citrus Punch

Dog Food
9-Lives 6 oz.

Frozen

Prairie Farms 1/2 Gal.
Skim, 2%, Buttermilk, Whole,
Weight Watchers

Sunny Delight 64 oz.

Purina Grrravy 20 lbs.

Ant & Roach Aero 91/2 oz.

1.99
2.59
1.99

Spray 'N Wash

Dairy

Piggly Wiggly or Hyde Park 12 oz.

Dog Food

Paramount 10 oz.

79°

79°
99°
2.29

Ravioli

88°
89°
1.19
89°

Shortening

Deli Special

Bounty

Chers Mini or Beef 15 oz.

Flaw-x.0

Alpo 14 oz.

Value Priced Groceries

19c

DI

3/1.19
Rainbow 42 oz.

Cookies

6 oz.

Napkins

Green tqant 15 oz.

Oreo 8 Double Stuff 20 oz.

Funday Red Foam & Plastic 25 CI. Plates 10 oz. Cups
Viva Accents 140 Count

Clorox Gallon

sac

2.79

•

Prices Gooc

_

WESTERN
UNION

We Are A
Western Union Agent!

Breyer's 1/2 Gal.

Large Sweet Each

2/5.00

Ice Cream

Cantaloupe
Assorted Flavors lAarzetti 16 oz.

Piggly Wiggly or Hyde Park 7.8 oz.

Pizza .....

.......

Veggie Dip

............Amoosel.A.A.,.....04•00004.00...................

Pet 10 oz.

1.99
2.59

Piggly Wiggly or Hyde Park 12 oz.

Whip Topping

Re

0

We Sell Money Orders
Stamps, Envelopes, Etc.!

,
• e•-•74.7

,
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

GI

Jur

Gal

99°
99'

Pie Shells

Gre
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Weekly Feature

WIN CASH

Cash Amount
Grade A Large Dozen

SW

Coffee

PAGE 7C

Win
Cash
This Week's

ILLS Hills Brothers 13 oz. Can

BROS

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1991

Eggs
Drawing Will Be
6-29-91 at 3:00 p.m.
You need not be present to win.
Watch for winners name to b
posted in store!

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Extra Value 5 Lb. Box

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

Prices Gool

I Thru July 2

OYEES ARE R

PROUD TO SERVE YOU

groceries will be
s. Each qualified
participating in
I owners, we'll giv
• is positive a

landied by a stockholder of Piggly
Op'oyes now owns a part of the
our ES.O.P. (Employee Stock
you the personal service that you
Out the future of our company.

If for any reason you are not totally
pleased with your shopping experience at
Piggly Wiggly let us know!

We 'Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

Call Our Hot Line: 1.800-464-7166

Fresh Meats
Thrifty 20 Lb.

Dog Food

.2.79
2/89'
5.99
3/1.00
1.99
2.29

U.S.D.A. Choice Beet Boneless

Chuck Roast

Meaty 41/2 lb. & up

Field Half Kentuckian

Mtn

Boneless Ham

1.99
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Sirloin Steak

lb.

Fresh (Hind Qt. Lb. 1.29)

3.99
89'

Fore Qt. Lb
Mutton
Sausage & Biscuits..........2.19

6 Pk. 12 oz. Purnell

Ohse 24 oz. pkg.

Breakfast Bacon
Ohse Smoked or Polish

Smoked Sausage

2.49
..1.99

Ohse Smoked Cured

Quarter Port Loin Cut into Chops

Pork Chops

.lb. 1.99

Lean & Tender

lb. 1.69
.1.29
2.19

Pork Steak
Ohse Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

ib.1.49

Turkey Ham

Bacon
Purnell's Old Folk's

Pork Sausage

lb.

Fresh Meats
"Fine To Grill" Fryer

40-50 Ct.

eg Lgppprters
Field Footlong Lb. Pkg

2.99
„b. 2.99
.5.99

1.89
99'

Wieners
Field In The Piece

Braunschweiger

lb.

Egg Rolls
Griffin 3 Lb. Box

Corn Dogs
St. Clair 12 oz. Economy

Ohse P&P, Bologna, Salami, Spiced

Lunch Meat

Lo-Ann All Varieties 12 oz.

12 oz.1.09

Pimento Spread

2.59
3.99
99'

Turkeys

79C Lb.
Piggly Wiggly

Wafer Meats

2 pkg.I.19

Sliced American

lb. 2.39

Cheese

roduce
Lb. Avg.

elon
1.99
2.59
99'
79'

Great For Grilling - Sweet In Husk

Golden Corn
Jumbo Snow White dead

Cauliflower
Garden Fresh, Large Head

Broccoli
Red Sweet Jungle King

Onions

Wilson

Assorted Flavors Single Layer

Jumbo Crisp Head

Deli Ham

Lettuce
ege

or imperial

Cake

Turkey Breast

1.99
Chocolate, Coconut & Lemon

4/1.00
1.99
79*
lb. 69'

Cream Pies
Field

American Cheese
Reid

Jumbo Bologna
Ready When You Are 8 Pc, Dell

Fried Chicken
Betty Crocker

lb

2.99
1.99
4.99

Golden 8 Ct.

Hamburger Buns
Split Top or Pull-A-Part

,

White Bread
Creme or Fruit Filled

Danish

2.99
1.99
99'
39'

Betty Crocker

Specialty Potatoes
/U1 GRATIN

Buy 1, Get 1

9

Supplier Code 09584200
Good only at Piggly Wiggly, Murray thru July 2
Supplier Code 09584200
Good only at Piggly Wiggly, Murray thru July 2

—

1
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DIAMOND Couple finds success
IMPORT in trivial knowledge
SPECIALS
FROM THE DIAMOND
SPECIALIST

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

TRADITIONAL SOLITAIRES
99
24 cCataT
A t $$29799
L CARAT
IL,4
9 1 FU
$
($60 PER 1,40)

FASHIONABLE MARQUISE
8 CARAT $299
1 2 CARAT

$999
‘1.0 PER MO)

1

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) There's nothing trivial about Ernie
Couch's enthusiasm for trivia — or
for the dozen or so state trivia
books that are enjoyed by everyone
from history and sports buffs to
schoolteachers.
The latest in the series is simply
called "Kentucky Trivia" and, like
the others, contains 1,269 pieces of
state trivia in question-and-answer
form.
"There's one nice thing about
Kentucky — it's a well-rounded
state," says Couch, who co-authors
the books with his wife Jill. "We
can't do a trivia book for every
state because some just don't have
enough facts in each category to
follow the series format. You can't
have an entertainment section, for
example, if there's only one famous entertainment person in the
state."
The Couches, who own an
advertising and graphics firm.
became authors purely by accident.
It all started in 1985, when Jill's
parents came to visit from the couple's native Kansas and brought
along a small booklet of Kansas

"Even though I grew up in
Wichita. I soon discovered there
was a whole lot I didn't know
about the state," says Couch. "We
had a good time, though, and my
in-laws suggested we do a book of
Tennessee trivia."
Then fate stepped in. A publisher
contacted him to do a catalog and
since he knew they were a corn-

WIDE BAND CLUSTERS
114 CARAT' $299 1 FULL CARAT'
112 CARAT' 1499

$799

432 PER 1/01

pany looking for new products, he
decided to take the idea to them.
"I just went in and pitched
them," Couch says, "and within a
week, we had a contract. It was a
little bit of a Cinderella type of
thing. We had a concept, and it all
meshed and worked."
The book came out in the fall of
1985, just in time for a statewide
homecoming in Tennessee that
naturally spurred interest in a trivia
book. Buoyed by the book's reception, the Couches went on to create
trivia books throughout the South
and into the Midwest.
Couch's intention was to make
Kentucky the second or third trivia
book. But a product distributor was
interested in trivia books as premiums in states in which he did
business, so the Kentucky book
was postponed time after time.
"I kept saying we had to go
back and do Kentucky — these are
our folks, our neighbors," he says.
The couple gathers an enormous
amount of information from various sources in the states they
target, including the logical ones
— Chambers of Commerce, tourism agencies, volumes of state history — as well as more unusual
ones like the fish and game and
tourism commissions.
The books cover the state geographically, including interesting
facts from small communities as
well as urban areas.
"If you happen to be from that
small community, that's the most
important question in the book to
you," Couch points out.

FASEACTS
Where Your Tax Dollar is Going
Spending on Congr*sional Salaries
vs. Total Spending
Based on Percentage Change
FY 1988 - 1992*
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Austin's invention marks anniversary

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — Were engineering at the school. In 1896,
he was part.of a team at Dartmouth
he alive today, Frank Austin would
be pleased to know that millions that was the first to expose X-ray
still follow his benevolent credo:
pictures of humans.
"Don't step on that ant; give him a
After fighting patent battles with
home instead."
Austin moved to
competitors,
That probably goes against the
he operated a
where
Fla.,
Orlando,
Amerimost
of
instincts
natural
The Murray Independent School District is currently
his death in
until
museum
roadside
cans, who barricade their kitchens
accepting applications for the following positions:
1964.
against infiltration.
.Although it's not like the good
But Austin found a way to get
Part-time Secondary History Teacher
old days of the '30s, Austin's idea
people to take ants into their homes
still provides millions of homes for
and, what's more, ay for the priInterested persons should submitaletter of application by
month,
this
ago
Sixty
years
vilege.
12:00 pm on Thursday, June 27, 1991 to:
he patented his homes for ants: two
vertical panes of glass with dirt in
Murray Board of Education
between.
814 Poplar Street
The idea of watching ants at
Murray, KY 42071
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Using
work
became so popular that AusATT: Doralyn Lanier
tin and his helpers were building the local public library as a means
-`-`' 400 ant homes a day in Hanover to save money was the winning
idea submitted by an Indianapolis
during the 1930s.
He line eventually included the man in a contest sponsored by
Antville Fire House, the Antville Ameritrust to encourage people to
Coal Mine, the Ant Arctic Polar save more money and plan for their
Expedition, an Ant Boro village future financial security.
John Parrish wins a $5,000 certiand an Ant Palace.
Spinoffs included a radio series, ficate of deposit for his idea, which
was selected from more than 2,000
a line of children's books, a newsletter named The Bugville Bugle, submissions in the bank's Smart
Auto - Home - Farm
cricket and bee houses and butterf- Savers competition. The contest
Business - Life - Health
was open to residents of Indiana,
ly rearing kits.
Compare Our Price & Coverage
Roxy Roberts, 72, of Hanover, Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky.
753-0489
Winners were announced Monday.
worked for Austin in 1937. "It was
6th 8, Main
Brent Wills, a sixth grader at
like a new toy," she said, recalling
Middle School, is the
Zionsville
the
the homes' popularity during
student winner of a $500 cash conDepression.
tribution to its students activities
The houses started at about
fund.
S3.50.
For Your ton%enicncc \o%% /Hers
Every time Parrish borrows a
The New York Times dubbed
book or a magazine from the
"center of the new ant
he keeps a record of the list
library,
industry.'
price of that item (as found on its
the homes, Austin
with
Along
Dail Monda - Frida
cover or dust jacket). He then
sold ants for $4 a quart — up to
deposits to savings the amount he
a
made
He
year.
a
ants
million
3.65
Ship Weeklx & Saxe morte
UPS
would have spent if he purchased,
small fortune selling the homes and
N1-F 9 J.m.• X p.m. sal. 9 4.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
than borrowed, those
rather
their inhabitants.
,
53.2310)
641 %.
01,mpii. Pla/4
11b
materials.
Before becoming an ant man, the
Wills told Ameritrust he earns
Dartmouth College graduate taught

ants throughout the world, under
names such as ant farms and ant
colonies to avoid Austin's patent
on the name ant homes.
They essentially do the same
thing — give an ant a home under
the watchful eyes of humans.
Milton Levine, 78, who founded
Uncle Milton Industries in Culver
City, Calif., said his company is
the biggest manufacturer of ant
farms and has sold more than 12
million „since 1956—

Parrish finds way to save money

POPULAR WATERFALL
1 4 CARAT' $166

12 CARAT

$399

1 CARAT'

$799
1.:32 PE R MC

ANNIVERSARY BANDS
1 CARAT' $199
1 4 IARAT• $299
1/3 c4ARAT• $399
RAT' $ 599
1/2
$24 PER mo?

Ross Insurance Agency

lazt

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

p
UPS Pick-Up

1 ,5 CARAT• $199
1/4 CARAT' $239
13 CARAT

ilk

money by sorting cents-off coupons for his mother. Brent and his
mother deposit in his savings
account an amount equal to the
original amount of the coupons'
value.
Charles Meyer of Westlake,
Ohio, won second prize of a $2,000
individual retirement account.
Frances Passalacqua of Solon,
Ohio, and Susan Schaeffer of West
Chester, Ohio, shared the thirdplace prize of a $1,000 money
market savings account.
Christina Kurz, a fourth grader
at Parkview Elementary School in
Fairview Park, Ohio, is the other
student winner.
The winning suggestions, and
others collected from the competition, will be used in the bank's brochures, ads and news releases this
fall.
Entries were judged by bank
executives on the basis of creativity and practicality.
Ameritrust is a regional bank
headquartered in Cleveland, with
more than 200 offices in Indiana,
Ohio and Michigan.

$299

NUGGET CLUSTER
1/4 CARAT'$299 1 FULL cARAT•
$799
1/2 CARAT'$499
432 PER IA0i

t
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Ar
"
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This is a test.
Please use the remote control
at the right and punch in
the number of the next page

of this newspaper. For easier use.
please punch the 'SWITCH' button

SWIMSUITS

TEE SHIRTS

12.99

3.88

$799
,S32 PER MO

DIAMOND
TENNIS
BRACELET
1 CARAT'

$499

SHORTS

Savings Of
400o To 60%!

8.88

Famous Name
Swimsuits from
Pierre Cardin.
Esther Williams
& More in One&
2-Piece styles!
Junior & Misses
sizes.

Choose from pleated,
belted & more! Junior
& Misses sizes.

*--.TOTAL WElc,HT

CAMP SHIRTS (GREAT FASHION COLORS.) REG. 12.99
TENNIS SHOES(ASSORTED swii.s& COLORS.) REG.6.99
471

Isom' Central Shopping Center - Murray

5 6 7 8
9

73 percent of the pnrnary TV sets
in Kentucky households have
remote control It makes switching
stations easy With the push
of one button your advertising message disappears
See the commercial Watch the commercial disappear
households, 55 percent said they "do someKentucky
2,000
of
survey
statewide
In a recent
thing else" when a commercial comes on TV They switch stations Or go to the
refrigerator Or let out the dog Or put the laundry in the dryer
Newspaper advertising doesn't work that way When your customer is ready, your
advertising message is there So while newspaper readers might go to the refrigerator,
your message is there when they return And it stays there, working for you

Reg. 12.99

• X-TRA SUMMER VALUES • X-TFtA SUMMER VALUES • x-TRA SUMMER VALUES •

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills
753-7695

2 3 4

Sorry, but it didn't work
Newspaper advertising isn't like radio and TV

Reg. 7.99

Reg. To 39.99

1

(sivrict,

/ Huge assortment
/ of great fashion
colors! S.M.L.
DOUBLE ROW
WEDDING BAND
1 CARAT'

1

Thank you

ENTIRE STOCK

OFF

ON

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun.1-5

6.88
3.99
,,
1
r
753-7991 Mk 1M

Call 753-1916
the

Murray Ledger & Times
Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
lent %topper Attitudes in Kentucky The Isty•kost Group Lyylogurn
Scummed by dur Kenturk y Prete Amooanan

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information
Call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

VCR ervice
All
Ward-Elkins
753-1713

f Westlake,
e of a $2,000
nt account.
a of Solon,
effer of West
• the third1,000 money
unt.

753-7618
CASH LOANS available
from $2000-$20,000 Personal loans, debt consoliCall
dations
1-800-955-6268

fourth grader
ry School in
, is the other
gestions, and
the competie bank's bros releases this

regional bank
leveland, with
es in Indiana,

'Pius Tar, Title & Licerse
48 Ho Closed End Lease

3 bedroom house in
country, 2.2 acres.
Call (618)
548-2846
COTTAGE Industry
Gazette, A monthly review
of home employment opportunities Sample issue
$2 Schaefer, 1199 Warburton #2, Santa Clara CA
95050

TRWLER TWANG CEEITE

BEEF

GLASS work, glass repair
Storage Buildings
and replacement For cars,
$600, .6x11 $750, 8116
8a8
trucks, homes, business,
$900 Variety of sizes &
boats and heavy equipstyles. Give us a call & our
ment Plus mirrors, bevel
competition will fall
and plain edge, and glass
L.E. Williams
table tops Replace
489-2663
screens, storm windows
and patio door glass M&G
Complete Glass, Dixieland COMPLETE car and truck,
interior/exterior cleaning.
Center 753-0180
detailing. $20 Clean plus
hand carnauba wax protecSPACE tion
and buff, $32 50 Pick
up and delivery. Gene
753-3562
Cook
Close
Court
to
References
Square on 5th St.
$16000 per month.
Lease For Less at
Call Ted Delaney
DWAIN TAYLOR
753-1916 for more
CHEVROLET
1991 Beretta V6, equipped
information.
#1121131 $255.35 mice
Call Gene at 753-1617

FOR SALE
OR
RENT

R.ic

EOPE RiENCE
NEEDED

Corn Fed for 7 ma.
760 lb on hoof
Whole or Half

FOR RENT

ents-off couBrent and his
his savings
equal to the
the coupons'

rO
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orncE

world, under
arms and ant
stin's patent
mes.
o the same
home under
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company is
turer of ant
ore than 12

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

We would like to
express our gratitude and appreciation for the many
acts of kindness
during our tragic
loss. The prayers,
cards, calls, food
and flowers were
heartfelt deeds of
compassion
and
friendship.
May God Bless
each and every one
ofyou. We will love
and miss him always.
The family of
Kim Sims

LOVING MEMORY
Your gentle tam and patient smile
Watt askew.
tecaiL
You tad • londy ward foe each
And died beloved by
The vosue o ,our and 'tilled the ieao
Thar love us well and tne.
Ah. bear was de mai to part
From ore so good as you.
You are not forgotten, loved one
No, will you eve. be,
So long as Ide and memory last
We will temember thee
We into, you now, our hearts are sole
As time oat by we muss you room
Your lov tna Emile your gentle face,
No one csat fill your vacant place
IN LOVING MEMORY
Mrs. Janke Faye Edmonton

FOUND tan Pekingese
753-6758 or
94E
753-3734

ATTENTION Excellent income for home assembly
work Into 504-646-1700
Dept P2021
AVON representatives
needed. Up to 50% commission. $8 & $15 kits. Delayed billing Door to door
unnecessary. Insurance
available. Assist Mgr.
1-800-866-2243
BOOTH rental available in
downtown beauty salon
753-7503 or 492-8299 for
interview
JOB Announcement Number 91-48 (A) Date
05/1 7/91. Position: Park
Worker (Full-time). Location. Kenlake State Resort
Park, Hardin, KY. Grade
and Salary Grade 4, Salary
$4.765 per hour Minimum
Requirements: Ability to
read and write Apply by
submitting a state applicar
ton (which can be obtained
at the local Department of
Employment Services or
any other State Government office) to Kentucky
Department of Personnel.
Room 203, Capitol Annex,
Frankfort, KY 40601 Attention: Job Announcement
No. 91-48 (A) Job Announcement Number
should also be placed in the
upper right-hand corner of
the application in the 'Special Announcement No.'
blank. Deadline for applying. You must qualify, test',
and be placed on the register by June 16, 1991.'Test
not required. Filling this
position is subject to any
State Government hiring
restrictions. AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/H.
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if: 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m.-11 -30a m
NURSING Assistant
needed for doctor's office
Full-time. Sick days and
holidays Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040W, Murray,
KY. 42071.

JOB Announcement Number 91-47 (5) Date
05/17/91 Position Park
Desk Clerk (Part-time) Location Kenlake State Resort Park, Hardin, KY.
Grade and Salary Grade 5,
Salary $5 247 per hour Minimum Requirements High
school graduate Additional
experience in a front desk
operation of an accomodabons facility will substitute
for the education on a yearfor-year basis Apply by
submitting a state applicae
ton (which can be obtained
at the local Department of
Employment Services or
any other State Government office) to Kentucky
Department of Personnel,
Room 203, Capitol Annex,
Frankfort, KY 40601 Attention: Job Announcement
No 91-47 (5) Job Announcement Number
should also be placed in the
upper fight-hand corner of
the application in the 'Special Announcement No
blank. Deadline for applying. You must qualify, test',
and be placed on the register by June 16,1991 'Written test required Test given Monday -Friday,
8 00am-4:00pm. in Room
249, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY Filling this position
is subject to any State Government hiring restrictions.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/H.
WANTED RN, LPN, or MA
to do health exams for insurance company in your
area on part-time basis.
Blood drawing experience
required,
Call
502-388-0308

DINING table wrought iron
legs $150 Yamaha key
board $100 Card table, 8
metal folding chairs $40
Refrigerator dolly $75 All
great condition Call for
more info 759 4085

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Not Tubs
115 S 13th St
PAGEANT Dresses New
and slightly used Sizes
12mos 18mos 3 4
$30 00 - $75 00 759-1142
PORTABLE 6ft sattelite
dish and receiver $250
753-1861 after 5pm
STUDENT desks Wood
39-x21" Many to choose
from In light and dark fin
ish $25/ea See at 405 S
4th Street or call 753-7668

After 6 p.m.
Creole Fried
Chicken
8 pc. $5.99
2 pc. Snack $1.59
Fountain Drinks
1/2 Price

HOUSECLEANING
753-7910 after 6pm

RESTAURANT & deli
equipment, new and used
Out of business Thousands of items also frost
top salad bar Paris, TN
901-644-1115
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding l We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silver dollars,
proof sets. U S and foreign
coins and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies, they also make
wonderful gifts and investments Visit us today at the
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray),
the Mercantile (Aurora)and
the Book Shelf (Paris) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates
502-753-4161

GIRLS canopy bedroom
suite, full size bed Simmons beauty rest mattress
and box springs Chest and
night stand. Canopy cover
and matching spread
$250. 437-4838

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite #102,
Murray, 753-2641

WILL wash and wax cars,
trucks, etc 759-4005 between 7am and 2pm Anytime after 3 30pm to 9pm

FOR SALE or Lease Butts
Grocery. 67 yr old business 412 East State Line,
Fulton, Ky 9,280 sq ft. with
approximately 17, acre
parking. Fixtures and
equipment
Call
day -502-472-3751
night-502-472-3477.

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
remove Will also buy axles 527-2932
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools quilts
901-642-6290

A new car for Dad? An after-school job for Sts? There's
something for everyone in the Classified section where advertisers can make the right contacts easily
and economically! Whether you're buying
selling
looking for employment
it all adds up to

, WANT to buy Little Tike
playhouse and car
492-8638

PSOIL - pickup or we
de er. 753-0277 or
759-W90. Welch Sand and
Grave! Hwy 641N Almo,
Ky
T P Soil, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc.
WOODEN storage buildings. 8x16' starts at $1095,
1016' $142450, 12x24'
$2395. Other sizes available. Acree Portable Buildings 502-247-7831

2BR trailers Appliances
water, and trash pick-up
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas
heat. Days 527-1987.
nights 354-6335.
RENT or rent to own 2br
mobile home in Pirates
Cove Recreation Dev near
Aurora, KY Recreational
facilities available to renters or owners. For information call. 753-2613

Low Prices'
Satisfied Customers'
kVe've been in the same Location 26 years
Using the same name since 1946
Selling the same brand homes since 1968
hen you think housing. think quality, think
value think dependable service
THINK'!

Vobile Homes II,.
Hwy 79 E • Paris TN
901 t•4;4,1 1

aoe

:

It's possible with help from the
SENIOR
EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAM. If your 55 or older
with a limited income, call us!
753-0929
Funded by job training partnership act through West
Ky private industrry council, in corporation with
department for employment services.

ITS TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
DON'T YOU THINK

'ECU can as a tepssenteret wing nuance aro orie foriariaal
wvice products la The Prudential Yore to eating to cne of tie 100 ties:
companies to sal ice Youl get said taring state citieari &VOW a
cormornenure ccmponsason poor arid coposnimi fa oirdiled earn,'is
growth
Fa masotamaion call me saday P4014110 3553 Part Piaza Rd Padua
Kir 42001 1 KO 2610950

PARIS, TN 86 acres tim
ber, pasture creek House
burned
$ 4 5 000 .
115

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858

POODLE miniatures AKC
2 males apricot & cream 1
female, white
Born
05/1 5/9 1
$250'ea
753-2068

3BR House for new MSU
professor 762-6572 or
753-3425

2BDRM home Nicely decorated, neatly landscaped, central H/A (gas)
detached garage & out
building, Great access to
Murray or Benton $35,000
437-4883
2BR brick near MSU Garage attached Also second
garage and workshop
Small down payment easy
financing Immediate possession 753-3690

LARGE plums, also cherry
plums McKenzie Orchard
753-4725

2BR duplex. All appliances
furnished. No pets
$300/mo. + deposit. Available now. 753-2967.
28R energy efficient duplex. New paint, extra
clean_ Central H/A, appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR, townhouse furnished,
carpeted. Close to campus
$300/mo + $300 deposit
753-0919

3BR 1'6 bath brick in nice
location Central gas heJie
air Nicely landscaped
LOCALLY grown blueber- Great room Owner wants
ries for sale U-pick or we- offer Only $69,950 Pro
pick 0 H Peters, Woods- fessional Real Estate
gift Farm, Cottage Grove 759-1591 or 753-7953
Tn
901-782.3395 nights
evenings
3BR 2 bath winew central
gas heat and central
electric air Extra garage
workshop Located on tz,
acres in nice, quiet part of
county Offered at $46,250
MLS# 2671 Kopperud Re
ally, 753-1222

3 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
801 N. 19th
6:00 - ?
Boys, girls, womens
and mens clothes,
desk, bar stools, crocheted items, baskets, lots of niknak's, full size innersprings and mattress.

BRICK duplex, 2br, 1 bath,
garage. 2 years old, Days
753-7688
Nights
759-4703
NEWLY redecorated 2br
duplex Central H/A, W/D
hookup, yard mowing provided Westwood Dr $350
759-4979 or 753-8.859
NICE 1,2,3tx apartment
Furnished, near campus.
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
house W/D hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111, night
753-0606.
LIKE new, large 2br duplex,
carport, appl,, gas heat,
deck, lease No pets. 710
Sycamore. 753-7457
NICE 3br, central H/A
Stove & refrigerator furnished Half utilities Next to
college $450/mo + deposit No pets 105 N, 16th St
753-1953 days 753-0870
nights
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments, 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

37 ACRES Hwy 1836
North Bottom ground and
woods Power and well
$19,900 365-0145 after
6pm
APPROXIMATELY 67,
acres near Aurora 5 miles
from Kentucky Lake
437-4813
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L

2BR homeplace in country
Safe for children and pets
Home has gas heat, de
tatched garage/workshop
Small barn 6h fencing all
around $23,500 Kop
perud Realty 753-1222
MLS# 3289
3BR, 2 bath on 121N 2 car
garage Central HA (gas)
Chain link fence 28x12
outbuilding Landscaping
priced in the 70's 489-2861
after 6pm
3BR 2 bath home backed
up to the Oaks Golf Course
Central gas heat/air Large
garage Wooded lot Price
reduced to sell Owner
wants offer Professional
Real Estate 759-1591 or
753-7955 nights
3BR brick 5
east 1360sq
acre wooded
and septic
436-2742

miles Southft , 1 bath 1
lot, new well
Mid $40's

3BR brick, 1
bath, fireplace West of Gatesboro
$65,000 Also 3 city lots
$9 500 - $1 0 500
753-0800
4BR, to-level on Plainview
Dove 3 bathroom, large
living room large family
room large country
kitchen formal dining
room, 2 car attached garage 3 car garage in back
On oversized lot with ma
ture trees 753-0724
BEAUTIFUL 5br brick 3
bath. 4 car garage On 4
acres. 5 minutes from Mur
ray Will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm

NI 1RSI111.1. ()I \ 1

01 111.1

321 N. NI 1N
It I. \ I ON. 1%1 42025
1
Daybed complete with mattress Reg.'199." Now 99."

3 Piece oak tables Reg. '129.^ Now '49."
2BR, appliances W/D hoo
kup, central H/A, curtains
carpeted 1004 Main
$360/mo. $300 deposit
759-1265

Computer desk with hutch Reg. '89." Now '29."
Dressing Vanity with stool Reg '99.^ Now '49."

911 da‘s saine as cash \‘ it h apprmcd credit

28R brick Attached garage Laundry room
Kitchen appliances Fireplace Available July 15
$375/mo $400 deposit 7,
mile from town 753-7743
3BR house Includes refrigerator and stove
$500/mo Call Collect
502-965-4563
WANTED 2 faculty, graduate studierrts, or professional Persons to share first
floor of 2-story home Nice,
fully furnished, residential
area All utilities already
hooked-up Washer/dryer,
patio, garage $200/mo
each, plus utilities
$250/deposit
Call
759-4590 after 6pm or
615-385-5788 Available
July 1, 1991 Share with

"YOU" pay

for most nursing home cost.

• Medicare pays less than 2%
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
'In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

• rh• ICC esrat,Cemparvia to Set or U 0 saaavy and Tea asap oat
Grow
arastaa5 Jan., VI4w, C Seca ww Now Veek 1.0Q

Be

FREEDOM Fest T Shirts
available at Fayes Next
door to Wal Mart Printed
by Fayes

AKC registered Toy Poodle
puppies 901-352-2416 at
ter 6pm

WOODED lots in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of Murray Hard surfaced roads,
city water natural gas ca
blevision reasonably re
stricted for cottage Only
753-5841 or 753 1566

Twin over full metal bunk bed complete with mattresses
Reg. '399." Now '299.°

rho fun do

CORONADO flat wall paint
5gal can $34 95 Get at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th Street, Murray

753-8809

2BR apt, appliances and
lawn maintenance. Near
University. $275/mo Available 6/1/91 Coleman RE
753-9898

A job at your age?
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

Allison Photography

1470 3BDRM 17: bath,
$4500 Call 247-8973

YOUR Choice: NEW 2 or 3
bedroom, $10,999.00,
AGREE Carports 12x21 $127 22 per month,
Reg. $1295 on sale for $88500 down, 12.25%
$995. 20x21 reg. $1795 on APR, 180 mos. Free delivsale for $1295. Call May- ery and set up. BEST
HOME CENTER, Hwy 45
field 247-7831.
South, Jackson, TN
TILLERS front-line 5HP, 901-422-2825
chain drive. Briggs & Stratton engine $299.99 Wallen Hardware Downtown
Paris.

AKC registered male New
foundland
18 mos
474-2796 after 6pm

Storage or uork,hop with
lordIng dock to elects
laity ('iii

2BR, 2 bath duplex w/
garage Central gas heat,
central air Appliances furnished Like new $450/mo
Coleman RE 753-9898

TEAC stereo cassette BANK Repos - down paydeck. Settings for normal, ments starting as low as
high bias, and metal tapes. $299.00, 2 & 3 bedrooms,
Dolby noise reduction. 2 doublewide repos also
microphone jacks; tear- available. BEST HOME
phone jack. $50. 759-4676. CENTER, Hwy 45 South,
Jackson,
TN
901-422-2825

RESTAURANT & deli
equipment, new and used.
Out of business Thousands of items, also frost
top salad bar. Pans, TN
901-644-1115.

primary TV sets
households have
makes switching
y With the push
se disappears

1800 Sq. Ft.
Warehouse

KENWOOD home stereo
$3500 new 37, years stil
on warranty $1500
247-5419

etc

WILL stay with sick or elderly any shift. Good references and experience.
Consider live-in 753-4590
for information

WANTED Retired couple
with travel trailer to share
N Hazel
5.4 acres
on 641 Owner at white
block house

1BEDRM, low utilises, reference & deposit required,
no pets $175/mo
753-3949

1989 COUNTRYSIDE mobile home 14x70, 2br, 2
bath (1 w/garden tub), central A/C Underpinning included 753-3096

HUDSON Company Saddles, Bodies & Horse sup759-1823 or
plies
753-4545

MOBILE Home Village
Water and trash pick-up
furnished $70/mo Cole
man RE 753-9898

WROUGHT iron patio table
and chairs 753-9867 after
5pm

WENDY'S is now hiring for
day shift and some evening
shifts
Must work
weekends. Apply at
Wendy's. 1111 Chestnut
Street, Murray. June 25
and 26, between 2 and

Beg The Beal
Evening Specials

FABRIC•FABRIC•FA• SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
BRIC 50% off! Country Re- electric or gas Walking dis
mnants, Hwy 68-641 (Next to lance to college 753 5209
Bonanza), Draffenville, KY
(Marshall Co.)

a park of The Rock'

An KU* 0000r1U Miry OrrpiOyel

ThePrudential

CLEAN, dry and secure
storage 10x20 and 1220,
$40 and $45 monthly 200
N 15th Street 436-5845

HopkInsville Fed. Savings. Building

753-4199

/
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CLASSIFIEDS
Auto
&Wow
COME SEE: A quality log
home by Appalachin Log
Structures' Model now under
.onstruction on I wy 280 East
, Pottenown Road) For info•
'nation tall 7s3-61107
CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753 3293
FOR Sale by owner House
on shaded 3 acres. located
5 miles southwest of city
iimits House has large
tamily room with lovely
staircase and french doors
going into dining room 2
oeorooms downstairs 2
bedrooms upstairs Bath
Arid utility room 753-0904
FOR sale custom built 3br
2 bath home offering quality
workmanship and pleasing
interior design and color
Featuring raised ceilings
round top windows, marble
faced fireplace and desig
net tchen Call 753 3903
HOME & Rental Income
3br bath LR Dining
Room kitchen, hobby
room Plus 1260 mobile
home now renting Extra
income Only $49975 Call
today Professional Real
Estate 759 1591 or
753-7955 nights
IDEAL location near Murray High 3br 2 bath brick
home Central H/A newly
redecorated and ready to
move in Mod 704 For additional information call
753-5644
LOVELY country style
home in very nice location
Just outside city limits off
641 on Coles Campground
Rd 1 acre lot 3 4tx 2 bath
central H A city water, new
stove refrigerator dishwasher Very affordable
753-1468

NEW and used ores Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753-5500

Auto
Pete
FOREIGN truck pan Toyota, Nissan, Luv, Mazda
474-0116

WORLD OF SOUND
Your #1 Car Audio
Professionals Now
Otters Sales, Ser-

vice & Installation
On All Brands

30 yrs. Experience
All taciory slams Repaired
222 S. 12' 753-5865

1972 CHEVROLET 2-door
hard-top. New steel belted
radial Ores, brakes. gas
shocks tarbUietor and -kVmoon system Interior very
good $1200 10th and
Olive 753-0196
1977 GRAND Pnx L.1 Red
and white high miles Runs
and looks great $950
435-4351
1980 BUICK Century
$600 753-0778
1980 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille blue 1 owner
86.000 actual miles
loaded 753-9240
1982 CADILLAC Fleet
wood Broughm Excellent
condition new tires
753-0425
1984 OLDS Cutlass Supreme 112 000 miles
Clean runs great and gets
20.mpg 753-1171 Ask for
Tim $3,000 0130
1984 OLDS Delta 88 Roy
ale Brm New carburetor,
new Ores AM/EM cassette
tilt cruise Pt Must set
$2650 759-4512 before
5pm 492'8375- after
5 30pm Ask toe John

OWNER Must sell Make
offer 9 acres convenient to
Murray-Benton the lakes
3br. 2bath eat-in kitchen
with appliances family
room, dining room living
room extra large attached
garage Private fenced inground pool-patio De
tached garage/shop Pas
ture Well-maintained
Price Just reduced by
$5 000 Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Used
Cars

WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision 4br. 2 bath
wtovered dock 354-6006

• I

es
4
th 121
at Cherry Corner
753-1250
Open 11 a.m. tit Dark
G.N1C
1977
(EICanuroo)
$2,975
60,000 fili
1985 Dodge Ram
$2.675
50
1977 G M C.

3/4 ton......$1310
1977 LTD
4 dr

$1,575

1077 G.M.C.
08 stock Rusty) $650
1978 Mercury
Zepher Wagon $875
1979 Ford
White .....

1978 750 SPECIAL
Yamaha. full tarring trunk
and bags 23 800 actual
miles 492 8425
1988 YAMAHA Blaster Excellent condition $1200
489 2239 after 5pm
1991 SUZUKI RM250
$2500 492-8548
5HP Go Cart In good condition 759-1893

979
Grand LeMans $,775
1985 Gran Prix
55,000 mi
$4,375
1985 Chev C,eleberty
4dr
$2,775
1989 Ranger P/U
... ....
$1,800
1986
Nova
$2_675
1982 Cutlass Gera
$2,475
...
2dr
1980 Mercedes
$4 5CK,
240 D...

FREE SEMINAR

ome get the facts about an exciting career as a
professional truck dnver A Tn-State representative will
be interviewing and recruiting students Job interviews
for expenenced dnvers will be conducted by MIKE
FARRIS a Driver Recruiter for CRS1 International
Join us at Mayfield Holiday Inn (right off of
Purchase Parkway) from 2 p.m. - 6 p.m.
For further information call us:
618-977-8150
SINCE

"if TRI-STATE

1962/

Semi-Onver Training, InC:—
A Print* School • Reandent Training

44/44/o5anina. OH

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
Toyca
/1 Geo Prism
10 %Ion Csolo...._....S1N7
19 Imo
19 Top:a Car
Crib GT..10317
19
19
11 Topa Gs* 01_2337
Fl .
11 Tema
13 Fut
13 tot
Toycsa
Toro Carr
17 Terfoo Tenet._ ,4,987
-17 Pot* €400 STE
17 Chevy Cavie tia;c04,917
16 Hat kud 1...J087
16 Nissan km
16 Fad Too
16 ToyoCinrLLM$7
16 T.Cada
1534 Gentry leiled1,717
15 Topa Car* LE 4,9v
15 Mr. Goary
15 Oils Wiz Cieri—IS7
I To Carry 1_15.487
l434Catsii
G1—V17
Ger0
14 Tcry. Teal
93 Topi Cressida_1987
13 Pate: Nat LI...21.487
11 Ctery
. TRIJCKS
19 Tay%) Lotutser 16.317
19 %Ida Ex*
10,417
154j7
TvfooP
11Tetiora4Pone......11,417
17 i0y00
17 To 1 Tr.__ 1547
16 Fad Raver
16 Fla Bronco
15 Ctiery Blazer 414 5.987
15eykstoYr. 14387
15 Bran I 414
14 Dodge Sr 150 SE '4,987
77 aim Beallik Yr _IV
1
E

Calvet
8,aos"avi
Tor
C''s Bever- ILA Mg'.
Cao Cochran Gen Mgr.
'I p.m. Nightly

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
Phone
753-4961
1986 HONDA CRX white
5speed air AM/FM cassette, cruise control excellent condition 80xxxx
miles $4700 753-7170 at
ter 4pm
1987 COUGAR LS Cas

sene tilt pvw p,s p/m
Reduced to sell $5950
Must sell Fast 753-6022
1988 BUICK LeSabre
42,000 miles Loaded
$7500 OBO Must sell
753-1078

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars

1991 CELICA GT 5 000 A1A Landscaping and
miles Take over payments grounds keeping Mowing,
$279 44,mo 753 8500 be trimming tree removal
hauling mulching Maior or
fore 5pm 136 5371 after
minor cleanups 492 8254
-pm
6
ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99
Sunset Boulevard Music
15yr, Anniversary Special, Sunset Boulevard
Music, Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St
753-0113.
CAR Stereo Installation
7534413. Sunset Houle% ard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from 71151.
dorms

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
ti
esmates
753 0906 after
5pm 759-9816. 753 0495
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance. etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANTENNA repair and in
stallabon Replace or install
channel master antennas
rotors, and amplifiers Ran
dell Beasley Buchanan
Tn 901-642-4077
ANY remodeling, building.
painting & roofing. Free es
timates References
435-4632

1985 VW Vanagon GL
weekender High miles
$3500 753 4573

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753-2455

1986 9 PASSENGER Ford
Van High milage but good
condition and good buy at
$3 500 00 759-1602-

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30• years ex
Bobby Hopper
1962 CHEVROLET short perience
wheel base pick-up (1) 436 5848
5 x8' 2-wheel trailer
A Z services Roofing
759-1777 after 5pm
fencing, painting plumbtree
1977 CHEVROLET pick- ing, electrical hauling,
work, landscaping All ax
up 436-2415 after 6pm
ound handy man Free es
1988 TOYOTA Pick-up
mates 436-2868
4-speed Bed cover Extra
BACKHOE Service - ROY
nice'nil $5000 753-0789
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664
1965 RUNABOUT in good
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin
-hp Evin
condition with 75
'stung Basements footrude 08 in excellent condiings, garages, drives
tion $1000 Call James at
walks 30yrs experience
435-4425
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

1985 CREST 4011 pontoon
houseboat. sleeps 6,
generator gas furnace gas
cook stove AC. gas'
electric, refrigerator (2) 34
gallon gas tanks 100hp
Johnson Commercial
Good Condition Fully
equiped 1 owner boat
Docked at Cypress Bay
753-2085 or 753 8662

BLUEGRASS Lawn Service Mowing mulch landscaping hauling Free estimates 753-1221
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates 436-5501 or
437-4391

1987 HYDROSTREAM
2011, cuddy cabin, 200HP
Evinrude outboard $8800
436-2593

BOOKKEEPING service
offered 759-9655 ask for
Margie
BUILDER, residential
commercial carpentry
Tripp Williams 753-0563

1988 RUN—ABOUT 191t
Used very little loaded 165
Will sell for payoff
753-3682

BULLDOZING and backhoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available

1989 WINNER Intrigue
130 inboarchoutboard 17
walk-through windshield w/
trailer $9,000 OBO
49 2 - 86 1 7 or (90 1 )
644-0256

BUSH hogging, Grader
blade work 753-8590
CARPENTRY specializing
in desks fences and an
bors Also additions and out
buildings Commercial or
residential work Fast, quality service References
available 759-1424 after
5pm

31 FT Burnscratt Fiberglass houseboat Fully selfcontained iv'head, separate shower, new 30 gallon
hot water tank new AC/DC
refrigerator, overhead air, 2
fuel tanks (90 gal' Honda
generator New depth fin
der Marine radio Newly
redecorated sleeps six
Price reduced to $15,000
Must see 753 8500 week
days 436-5371 nights and
weekends

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Proles
sional service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message
CH1M Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior LiuLen discounts We sell chimney caps' and screens
435-4191

34FT Seagoing houseboat Good condition
$10,500 Call Bob Wynn at
753-4333 or 753-2975

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759-4754

75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435 4425

530

530
Sink**
°Herod

DRYWALL, finishing or ad
dibons 753-4761

Used
Cars

Used
Cars

NEW 3br 2 bath home
Double car garage front
porch custom oak cabinets
wiull lighted ceiling Quality throughout Near oaks
country club $82 000
Warkensn Penner Homes
759 4422 435 4013 or
345-2462

SMALL frame house out
building In Dexter $6000
437-4412

510

.190

490

Tod
days
Tod

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
lion and repair Free esti
mates 753-7203

Services
Offered

Free
Column

PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759-4555

WOOD'S Heating and A/C
We clean and repair win
dow and central air condi
tioners 759-1979 or
753-0530

FREE to nice home in
country Blue healer and 5
puppies 753-0125

PLUMBING • Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

PLUMBING repairman with
same Jay Service Call
436-5255, 437-3034

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642

On
was g

560
SorvIcas
°tiered

YARD landscaping, bush
hogging and grader work
Free estimates 436 5430

speedl
am a

On
In
was
In
again!
In
Franc
In
In
in Sal

TABBY house cat needs
new home Necessary supplies tree Female spayed
759-1414

Engli;

In
States
sectoi
In
Secor
In
again
state
In

PROFESSIONAL Painters,
Inc Total home improvement Interior/exterior, &
landscaping Free estimates 753-3315 anytime

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
lions Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

CUSTOM OUTCHEN barmier,
CUSTOM WOOOWORIONG
All Types Of:

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

Custom

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel,sand, din,driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
trig wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

Woodworking
-81

throu
Tel
Nous
budgi
meas
Fit
again

'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny EireAl
753-5940

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
763-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

HANDYMAN will do plumb
mg, electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-98.38

STALLONS Roofing, Siding and Painting Free estimates 474-8064 after
69r71

HOUSE painting work
done Good prices, Can t
be beat Call 762-2349
leave message for David

.1..;7/ Smith
Masonry

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436-2744

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835

TREE 8 Bush removal In
town only Free estimates,
quality work, good prices
753-0611 before EIPM

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

‘1 .1.‘'Pl2AH4°v' '

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 753-7953

Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

WILLIAM Concrete Service, Free estimated, low
prices. Call 354-9397

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300

MOWING In-town only
Good cut, trim all objects 8
perimeters, power blow all
walks etc 753-0611 be
fore 8pm

WILL mow yards Also light
hauling 753-7953

*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, re
sidential commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

The developers of a 24 unit apartment complex to be located North 16th
Street are taking applications of persons interested in renting under the
FmHA 515 Program for low income persons. The one bedroom will
rent for'185.00. The 2 bedroom will rent for'215.00. Handicapped unit
available. If you are interested please IMMEDIATELY fill out the
below questionnaire and mail to:

NEED your lawn mowed
trash hauled off, tree cut
and removed or ditch
Call
blanks cleared
753-4120 Has references

ROBERT STEVENER
PINEWOOD VILLAGE APTS. G-1
BLYTHEVILLE, ARKANSAS 72315
PHONE (501) 762-5213

PAINTING remodeling
deck and landscape con
struction Free estimate
436-2744
TREE removal Free estimates 436-2528

RE

APPLIANCE REPAIR

MOBILE home parts and
service Complete parts catalog Best prices, quality
result Hwy 641 Hazel KY
492-8488

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

negol
the
To
51.
Thi
could
authc
-rs

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35; all brands 3rd Street,
Alma, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri., 753-0530.

MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free estimates 753-1537 or
753-1221

inclu

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates VVulff s Recovery Murray 436-5560

d
On
pled

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

HUDSON Company Landscaping For free estimates
call 759-1823, 753-4545 or
753-6773

on

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

I. YOUR AGE: 20-30_ 30-40 40-50 50-60 _Over 60_
Single Female
Single Male
2. Marital Status:_ Married
3. Number of Children
4. Your Approx. Income S
NAME:
TELEPHONE NO.
ADDRESS:
(PLEASE PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS)

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guarantee Local references
753 5812

530
Services
Offered
AlA T ENTERPRISE Ex
cavabng dozing, backhoe
service hauling levees
ponds roads driveways
parking lots septic tanks
foundations basements
topsoil dirt, gravel landscaping,etc 753-0577

DIAL Builders New home
construction remodeling
home addition pole barns
No job too small 436-5272
HAULING. yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

1973 Ford Fairmont SW
auto ar
$650

Fast Growing Pizza
Franchise
Now Hiring For All
Management Positions

1979 AMC Concord 2dr
$550

eiNJOHli•
-Excellent Pay & Benefits
-Flexible Hours
Send Resume to:
P.O. Box 1040G
Murray, Ky. 42071

1
1
1101
L

6 cy! aJt.c a'

1979 Cutlass 260 V-8
$1,050
auto .
1932 Chevy Caprice
4 dr , auto a' $1,550

-**
t,c..i;
e

Ari•
• rit:,

1978 Buick Custom
2 Jr aLlo ar
$1,250

1NO Chevy PU V-8 auto,
air, PrS, P43
$1,675

ea- HOME 's F AR THE LAKE
Very neat seven room home with detached garage and
large tarpon Fresh ttn the market S47SKAI 5/11.513188

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

Kopperud Realty
- II Main St.

753-1222

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fn.and 10 a.m on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

oi:i 2 Coldwater

Rd
or See J B Taylor
753-9181

1985 BUICK Century V6.
A/C pib pls, Olt MIMI
753-0531
1 98 5
CUTLASS
Brougham loaded 52,000
miles Sharp 753-2529
1986 BLUE Mazda Rx7
Sport. 37xxx miles One
owner Serious inquires
only 753-8345 after 5pm

•
.
RAO NEU WINE SERVICE

112

1
A

I

For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by

Sewers • Septic Tanks

Mii-rray
classified department
Ledger & Times

Hauling • Footing
24 Hr. Emergency Service

489-2470
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

•

Today is Wednesday, June 26, the 177th day of 1991. There are 188
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 26, 1963, President Kennedy visited West Berlin, where he
was greeted by more than a million of the divided city's residents. In a
speech, Kennedy made his famous declaration, "Ich bin em n Berliner" (I
am a Berliner).
On this date:
In 1870, the first section of Atlantic City, New Jersey's Boardwalk,
was opened to the public.
In 1900, a commission that included Dr. Walter Reed began the fight
against the deadly disease yellow fever.
In 1917, the first troops of the American Expeditionary Force arrived in
France during World War I.
In 1919, the first issue of the New York Daily News was published.
In 1945, the charter of the United Nations was signed by 50 countries
in San Francisco. (The text of the charter was in five languages: Chinese,
English, French, Russian and Spanish.)
In 1948, in response to the Soviet blockade of West Berlin, the United
States announced it would increase its daily cargo flights to the western
sector of the isolated German city.
In 1959, President Eisenhower joined Britain's Queen Elizabeth the
Second in ceremonies officially opening the St. Lawrence Seaway.
In 1975, citing what she called a "deep and widespread conspiracy"
against her government, Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi declared a
state of emergency.
In 1977, 42 people were killed when a fire sent toxic smoke pouring
through the Maury County Jail in Columbia, Tenn.
Ten years ago: Conservative Democrats joined Republicans in the
House of Representatives to approve President Reagan's package of
budget cuts, a day after the Republican-controlled Senate passed a similar
measure.
Five years ago: Voters in Ireland decided by a more than 3-2 margin
against a proposal that would have ended the nation's constitutional ban
an divorce.
One year ago: President Bush, who had campaigned for office on a
pledge of "no new taxes," conceded that tax increases would have to be
included in any deficit-reduction package worked out with congressional
negotiators. African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela addressed
the U.S. Congress.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Eleanor Parker is 69. Singer Billy Davis is
51.
Thought for Today: "The times are not so bad as they seem; they
couldn't be." — John Franklin Carter, American commentator and
author.
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Twenty years ago
Ten years ago
Chief James Brown, Sgt. Max
Interconnect Telecommunications System of Lexington has been Morris, Patrolman Gene Roberts
awarded a contract to install an and Patrolman Bill Harris of Murentirely new computerized tele- ray Police Department attended the
phone network at Murray State 36th convention of Kentucky Peace
Officers Association at Louisville.
University.
Roberts placed third in a group of
Roger Colson, son of Mr. and
16 men in a Pistol Match.
Mrs. Cleo Colson, is taking basic
Patsy Dyer, Anita Thomas,
training with the U.S. Marines at
Helen Spann, Anna Ruth Harris
Parris Island, S.C.
Farmers Home Administration and Neva Grey Allbritten are new
Office of Calloway and Marshall officers of Murray Chapter of
Counties will reopen July 6 after National Secretaries Association.
Ronnie Billington, Steve Porter
its relocation to the Walnut Plaza,
104 North Fifth St., according to and Mike Alexander received the
Carter D. Russell, county Eagle Rank in a Court of Honor
held by Boy Scout Troop 77 at
supervisor.
Jean Blankenship, Dr. Keith M. First Christian Church.
Births reported include a boy to
Heim, Janis Hicks, Gigi Dawson
and Peggy Allgood are new offic- Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Dan Story
ers of Humane Society of Calloway and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
County.
Elbert Burcham III, June 15; a boy
Births reported include a girl to to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wesson,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Pickens, June 4. June 16; a girl to Pvt. and Mrs.

Charles W. Oliver, June 17.
Thirty years ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis and
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
Murray State College, have been
invited to become members of the
new Kentucky Development Council, according to Lt. Gov. Wilson
W. Wyatt.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. L.W. Burkeen, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie James Lofton, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Carl
Mahan, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Edward Sledd and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Parker.
North Murray Homemakers Club
met at the home of Mrs. Bailey
Riggins. New officers are Mrs.
John Workman, Mrs. Ivan Outland
and Mrs. Lucien Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Garland and
children of Park City were recent
guests of relatives and friends here.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I ceive many questions about my son's
adopted a beautiful little boy two birth parents.
I since have moved on to a new job
years ago. He was 2 years old when
we got him. We waited for 2 1/2 years becau.se I felt so much resentment toto get him, and when the agency ward my co-workers. I was invited to
called us to say we could come and two more baby showers before I quit.
Abby; - please remind people to
get him,I wasso thrilled IsKared tbe
good news with my co-workers. I treat everyone's new child the same
worked in an office with 13 other — adopted or not. It would mean so
women. In the three years that I much to the new parents. I just had
worked there, I attended six baby to get this off my chest. Thank you
showers and hosted one in my home. for listening.
BROKENHEARTED
Abby,I cannot tell you how heartWITH A TERRIFIC SON
broken I was when no one from the
office even called to ask how things
were going. No shower, no gifts —
DEAR BROKENHEARTED:
not even a card. I did, however, re- There is no defense for the atti-

BLONDIE

f

tude of your former co-workers,
but I'm printing your letter because it carries a very important
message! An adopted child deserves the same celebrated welcome as a birth child, and because there is usually so much
red tape, praying and waiting,
perhaps a little more.
DEAR ABBY: I am a female,
working for a cable television company as a corn puter operator. Lately,
every morning when I sign in on the
computer.I find suggestive messages
of a sexual nature from the man I
relieve from the night shift.
One message:"Darling,I dreamed
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CATHY
WHITE HEELS FOR THE WHITE
DRESS... WHITE FLATS FOR THE
WHITE SHORTS... WHITE TENNIS
SHOES FOR THE BEACH...

ficapped unit

'fill out the

2„
TAN PUMPS FOR THE BEI6E
DRESS... BONE FLATS FOR TtiE
KHAKI PANTS...KHAKI WEDGIES
FOR THE TAUPE SKIRT...

BEIGE SANDALS FOR THE BEIGE
511ORT5...8ElerE MID-HEELS FOR
THE BENE PANTS BONE HIGH HEELS FOR THE BONE DRESS...

1.304m, AND WITH NO
ENO IN SIErfIT, THE PACKER
15 ALREADV UP TO NINE
PAIRS Of "NEUTRAL" SHOES.

While his parents beamed, little Tommy Lundquist,
future developer, surveyed the view from his newly
constructed treehouse.

CROSSWORD

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

ACROSS

,Over 60
rigle Female

1 In music,
high
4 Seethe
8 Cook slowly
12 '•— of Love"
13 Comfort
14 Measured
step
—
15
17 Wine cup
19 Sun god
20 Hearing
organ
21 Climbing
plant
22 ''Days of —
Lives"
23 Remainder
24 Supped
26 Hypothetical
force
27 Suitable
28 Even score
29 "A Passage
to —"
32 Agave plant
33 Highwayman
35 Running

FOR BETTER Or FOR WORSE

riS)

THEY'RE JOST

KDS,E4.1

Tie/'RE. 15

KOS,
JOHN ,BUT THEIR

PARIS ARE- ALL toomarla

(IND
MINDS FIRE
IN dERR I.

GARFIELD

YOU MOST TAKE YOUR

IDS HARP TO E.
SERIOUS WHILE
STARING UP
WOUR NOSE

HEALTH MORE SERIOUSLY

1

2

3

12
15
20
23

24

36 Young cod
38 Wooden
vessel
39 Female sheep
40 Silver symbol
41 Shoshonean
Indian
42 Level
43 Condensed
moisture
45 Opp, of WSW
46 Split — soup
47 Early morn
48 Cushion
49 Bailey of the
comics
52 Small amount
54 Verve
56 Lamprey
57 Kind of
collar
58 Rage
59 Obscure

Answer to Previous Puzzle
BO R
FEE CIISLE
ICE
ALL [PIED
TA I NTED
TAUNT
SOU
DEEP
SEED
DRESSER
SORE
10 STRAP
ER
SI TES
ADA
OD
LEAPS
LORE
DRAPERY
STEEP
STAB
LEI
TROTS
PRESENT
NEE
LEASE
A I L
YET
SENOR
DAM

color
11 Have on
domesticated
one's person
16 Small rug
4 Root —
18 "— One and
5 Paddle
DOWN
Only"
6 Exists
21 Repeat
7 Depart
1 22 "The —
8 Health resort
Wednesday
Couple"
9 Tantalum
2 Meadow
symbol
23 Informers
3 Most
24 Heroic event
10 Having beige
25 Succor
10 11
9
8
7
6
5
4
26 Washington
bill
14
28 Youngster
13
111
29 Writing
19
fluid
17 16
16
30 Hawkeye
State
22
11 31 Dillseed
2111
33 Ship's
26
25
record
34 Native metal
30 31
29
37 Uncooked
28II
39 Happy
35
33
41 Beneath
42 Toll
39
43 Title of
3611
respect
44 Send forth
42111 45 Babylonian
ill
deity
46
46 Shut up
idUU
48 Writing
50 51
46
implement
WI
49 Prohibit
56
54 55
50 Hawaiian
wreath
59
51 "NightmareStreet
ill•IU
53 As far as
55 "— Law"
•
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DEAR HARASSED:Before you
report him to your supervisor,
tell the pushy pest that you are
not interested in his flowers or
his fantasies. And if he annoys
you further, make good your
threat.

DEAR SOON: Your job can't
possibly be more important to
you than your sanity,so tell your
boss that you can't concentrate
on your work while"someone"is
whistling.

CALVIN and HOBBES
MOM, wu_ Nal DRIVE

about you last night ..." He also had
flowers delivered to me at work on
Valentine's Day.
I am a single mother and this is
starting to get out of hand. I am
dating another man and have no
interest in-this co-worker.
Should I report him to my supervisor? Someone in the office suggested that I file sexual harassment
charges. What if I do, and the guy
gets canned from work and tries to
hurt me or get even?
HARASSED IN DENVER

DEAR ABBY:Please help me. My
desk at work is 10 feet away from a
person who whistles constantly. I
get so irritated that I cannot concentrate on the task ,at hand. This is
beginning to have a great effect on
my work, and I don't like it. The
problem is that this person is my
boss,and I don't want to run the risk
of seeming insubordinate. On the
other hand,ifthis whistling does not
stop, I will go crazy. What should I
do?
SOON-TO-BE-BOISTKERS

By GARY LARSON

conditioners
s - dryers
lectric ran es
airs or:

Forty years ago
Leroy Eldridge has been named
as agriculture teacher at Murray
Training School to replace Bobbie
R. Grogan who has accepted a position at Frankfort.
Walter Jones Jr., Frank Miller,
Ronnie Wheeler and Edward Ferguson are serving on staff at Camp
Pakentuck, Boy Scout Camp at
Ozark, Ill.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Everton Dodd, June
13, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Key, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Rhea and a boy to Dr. and Mrs.
Edwin Larson, June 14; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Feagin and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hathaway
Bucy, June IS.
Mrs. Edwin Thurmond, Mrs.
Curtis Hays, Mrs. Thomas Parker
and Mrs. Morris Wilson are new
officers of East Side Homemakers
Club.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

:PAIR
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27
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32
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36
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turday.
$7.50

PEANUTS
THERE'S THE YELLOW ONE...
AND THERE'S THE RED ONE
AH,LUNAT MEMORIES!

lIl34
UdIl
40

WHO ELSE DO YOU KNOW
UJHO HAS TAPES OF ALL
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43
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47
52
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DIAL-A-WORD'
Clues for toda's crossword
puzzle.
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1-900-454-3535
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Why does the
body form clots? I recently spent 18
days in my local hospital for deep venous thrombophlebitis and am. interested in preventing recurrence. My
doctor has me on Coumadin and wearing elastic stockings.
DEAR READER: Blood undergoes
clotting to prevent us from bleeding
to death when we're injured. The clotting mechanism is a miraculous marvel of Nature, exceedingly complex
and still not fully understood.
Unfortunately, like any of the
body's other defense mechanisms,
blood coagulation can sometimes lead
to problems. Too much of a good
thing, an inappropriate blood clot can
lead to disease or death.
For example, deep venous thrombosis(blood clots in the leg veins) is a
fearsome complication of surgery
and prolonged inactivity. When people cannot exercise and get about,
blood flow in the leg veins slows. At
times, this reduced flow causes a
blood clot to adhere to the lining of a
vein. As the clot enlarges, pieces of it
may break off, be carried to the lungs
and become wedged, causing a pulmonary embolism.
This event can be fatal because
large portions of lung tissue may be
injured, leading to asphyxiation or
heart stoppage. This is the reason
post-operative patients are often given anti-coagulant drugs,elastic stockings(to prevent blood pooling) and instructions to get up and around as
soon as possible.
Thrombophlebitis means that the
blood clot forms inside a vein and further irritates the vein's lining. This
can occur without warning and for no
apparent reason, although certain
medicines, such as oral contraceptives, appear to contribute to thrombosis in some people.
When blood clots form in the leg
veins, patients experience pain, swelling and tenderness. The diagnosis is
suspected by physical examination
and confirmed by tests, such as a
Doppler ultrasound or a venogram.
which use electromagnetic waves and
X-rays, respectively, to demonstrate
the presence of clots in the veins.
Then. in order to prevent further clotting and /or pulmonary embolism.
doctors prescribe anti-coagulants.
such as heparin or Coumadin. Heat
treatments and elastic hose are also
used. In cases where recurring blood
clots form and cause pulmonary embolism. doctors must consider an operation to place a filter in the abdominal vein (venacava): this prevents
pieces of clot from causing lung
damage
Therefore, in answer to your question, your body is merely being 'normal." but in an inappropriate way:
Your blood is clotting under the
wrong circumstances. This is a common condition that always requires
medical attention. If you remain
physically active, the risks of a recurrence are substantially lessened.
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Local radio stations receive medal
WS1P/WBLN received a bronze
medal over the weekend for the
best talk/interview special during
the New York Festivals award
ceremony in New York City.
This was the only American
entry to claim a medal in the category for the award winning program
"Talk Radio: Persian Gulf War."
The stations claimed third place in
the world-wide competition during
the international radio festival.
Claiming the gold medal in the
best talk/interview special was
Capitol FM in England and its
program "The Way It Is: Rock
Rebels With A Cause." The silver
medal went to the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and the special, "Radio Rolled Mc Part Two."
More than 30 entries were vrying
for medal status in this category.
WSW received its award during
ceremonies attended by more than
600 people at New York's downtown Hilton Hotel. More than 1700
stations worldwide participated in
the 1991 competition.
WS1P/WBLN's special program
aired on both stations during the
__early _stages_._01,._the Persian Gulf
War. Listeners were allowed to
exchange points of view and share
their feelings about .the war and its
effect on the country. WSW/
WBLN Operations Manager Randy
Herndon said the program played a
vital role in helping .people
throughout the region copc with the
_war and _iis consequences. Herndon
hosted the show along with station

news
manager Greg Delaney and
Mike
r
Owne
.
Miller
director Jill
early
the
g
durin
d
helpe
m
Kare

stages of the war. The New York
Festivals is an award competition
for virtually all non-print media.

FOOD STORES
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by Jeane Dixo

-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.
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Prairie Farms

Bubba Cola
12 Pk. Cans

Fruit Drink

$195

Gallon

89'
Prairie Farms

Buttermilk
1/2 Gal.

8W
Pepsi Cola

Bananas
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among 'points'
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Family
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FAMOUS SUMMER
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Country Brand
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Dogs
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Turkeys
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